TECHNIQUE USED
Six T yphom'?e Eldorado pencils were
used , ranging from a 4H for the distant Cathedral spire to a 3B for the
foreground building. The problem of
making the three spires assume their
proper relati onship was solved by
using three disci 11(tly different degrees
of pencil, and by combining flat
strokes with sharply defined detail.

THIS iv A S COVENTRY .
Genercttions to come will never forget what the Germctns did to this pict1tresqtte little town November 14th. On that moonlit night, wctve after
wave of bombers-5 00 strong-dropped over a million pounds of incendiary
bombs, leaving Coventry a roctring inferno. Here Samuel Chamberlain's
Typhonite Eldorctdo portrttys Coventry as it 'Will be long remembered.
Another in ?t series brottght to yott by
Pencil Sales Department, D ept. 22 5-/7
JOSEPH D I XON CRUClBLE C0!'11PANY, JERSEY CITY.

EW JERSEY

14' 830 REASONS
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100% installation of AKLO GLASS eliminates eyestraining glare and fatiguing sun heat

REDUCES GLARE -

e l i min ates eye strain a n d e m ployee fa Ligue.

RETARDS SUN HEAT -

keeps worker s
comfor lable o n t heir j obs.

RENDERS SAVINGS -

cl imin a l cs
sh ades or pa in t in g of glass.

In this huge new aircraft planl, 14,830 lighLs of AKLO glass guard
workers against unnecessary fatigue. Frost ed AKLO admils sofl,
diffused dayli ght- without the glare that causes eyestrain , often
leads to errors and accidents. Costly shades or bother omc p ainting
of glass are cljminated.
By filtering out 97Yz% of the sun's infrared rays, :Fros Led
AKLO keeps the interior comforLably cool in summer. E mployees
feel better and work h eller. T emperat ure is more easily controlled
for :fitting of prcci ion parts. Opera Ling cost s with air conditioning
cqwpment are substantially reduced .
AKLO glass is manufactured b y Blue Ridge Glass Corporalion,
King port, T enn. , and sold by L ibbey ·Owens·Ford through leading
glass dislributors. It i available in hammered and ribbed patterns,
bo Lh wired and unwired. For foll informaLion, w1-ite Blue Rid ge
Sales D ivi ion, D ept. 1275, Libbey·Owcns·Ford Glass Company,
T oledo, Ohio.
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oise ... e nem y of comfort and enjoyment
... is clue for ev ic ti on from man y of the hotel s
of the fu Lure.
For the spo ts wh ere people m ee t, where noi e
is natural ... lounges, lobbies, dining rooms
and corridors ... ' ill b e insulated agains t noise
b y that remarkabl y effec tive acoustical material
K&M Sprayed "Limpe t" Ashe Los. As a maller
of fact, its hi gh noise-reduction coefficient bas
been proved , is b e ing proved, in all sorts of
places where noi se i a nui sance ... hospital s,
theatre , offices, for example.
Wh at gives Lhi ound- upprnssing malcrial
extra m erit, in the criti cal e \ e of th e archi-

t ee r, rs its <lecorative fl ex ibility . Sprayed on
an) clean surface, i L follows any con to ur, regard less of shape or composition; and i L ca n take as
man y as t en coats of oil emul sion paint with
practicall y no loss in acoustical effi cie ncy.
Though the genera l avai lability of mos t K&M
asbes tos products has b ee n limited by the war,
K&M laboratories are continuing to search for
more and more u ses for thi s stra nge mineral ;
uses to enrich the Jives of people a ftcr peace
has come.

*

*

*

Nature made asbestos;
K easbey & A1auison, A m erica's asbestos pioneer,

has made it serve mankind ... since 1873.

-

K E A S B E Y & MATTISON
COMPANY,

AMBLER,

PENNSYl., _V ANIA

asbestos-cement shingles and wallboards; asbestos and magnesia insulations for pipes, boilers, furnaces; asbes tos
textiles; asbestos electrica l materials; asbestos paper and millboord; asbestos marine insulations; asbestos acoustical
;naterial; asbestos packings; asbestos corruga ted sheathing and nat lumbers; asbestos-cement pipe for waler mains
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"EXPERIENCE POOL"
helps you to specify
essential services

boiler shells, steam supply iines,
boiler feed lines, and fire sprinkler
lines, the user reported it was still
in use after 30 years.
The difficulty of proper material
selection has been increased by
today's conditions. Overworked
architects and engineers are unable to take the time necessary for
preliminary study, and sometimes
cannot get materials used in the
past with which they are most
familiar. If you have any such
problems, the Byers "Experience
Pool" will be of real help to you.
For a number of years our Engineering Service Department has
been collecting performance
records on all kinds of materials in
all types of services. This has been

supplemented with water analyses
(our file of these alone covers over
600 municipalities), general corrosion data, and analytical studies
made by our laboratories. Altogether, this provides a practical,
ready-to-use guide for the specifier
who has no time for experiment,
and who must be sure.
There is no red tape. If you
would like to tap the "Experience
Pool," just write us details. You'll
find helpful information, also, in
our bulletin "Wrought Iron for
Piping Systems." Ask for a copy.
A. M. Byers Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Established 1864. Boston, New
York, Philadelphia, W ashington,
Chicago, St. Louis, Houston, Seattle,
San Francisco.

in essential proiects

Any building that gets beyond the
project stage today must justify its
existence by usefulness to the war
program. Its essential character
multiplies the importance of proper
material selection.
This fact was recognized in a
very practical way, in applying
piping in the boiler room of a
branch of Grace Hospital, Detroit,
Michigan. All boiler room piping
was specified "Wrought Iron." The
Architect on the project was Charles
Noble; Mechanical Engineer, A. F.
Caughey; Plumbing and Heating
Contractor, Deane & Harris Company; and Chief Engineer of the
hospital, John McNut. Byers
Wrought Iron was used.
The many records of wrought
iron's long ~ :rvice eliminate uncertainties ii l specifications like
this. In one plant alone, where
wrought iro: l was installed for

GENUI NE
WROUGHT IRON
Tubular and Hot Rolled Products
Steel Tubular Products
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FOR DEMOCRACY is a continuing theme as it is a continuing activity, before, during and after the war.
The June convention of the AIA
showed a growing realization that the
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realistic survey of the present status
and activity of architects and engineers,
with indications as to their future
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people, and following this month's
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Time-Saver Standards. . . And the
techno logy of the times ahead, so
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SEHV!CE.

Just put your

beneath the two pencil grades you
most generally use ... flll in the coupon
at the bottom ... mail it on to us, and
we'll send you samples of

VENUS
f!llte

AMERICAN
AMERICAN-MADE

@1ta~ f!/Jenoil
FOR 35 YEARS

The reason: because we frankly believe that Venus
today, as for 35 years, is the· finest drawing pencil that
can be made. Your trying it is the best way we know of
to convince you of that fact.
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WASHINGTON NEWS

By RAYMOND R. DICKEY

Dormitories to predominate
Planned projects to proceed
shortages • Gulick joins WPB • Public Works Reserve
IN SPITE of many confused reports,
current estimates of construction for
this year remain about the same as they
were two months ago. Wartime construction is running at the rate of about
$12,500,000,000 a year, and a further
increase in building is expected to send
the volume past $13,500,000,000.
More rigid conservation controls,
announced a month ago, were frequently misunderstood to mean the
curtailing of the construction program
already planned . It has been specifically pointed out that the wartime construction program will proceed substantially as given ea rlier. The curtailment applies only to a projected but
unannounced program of further expansion. Projects in the earlier plans
will be given closer scrutiny as regards
materia l requirements, but they will
go ahead to completion.

W arfare in housing

Wartime housing will finally swi ng
over into the " for the duration" type,
which private industry has been advocating, under the announced plans of
NHA Administrator John Blandford
in seeking another $600,000,000.
The Administrator said that 90 percent of the building to be done under
these funds which he is seeki ng from
Congress would be of a strictly temporary nature with dormitories and
mass shelter structures predominating.
Thus for the first time since the
construction program started, the Administration has divorced the social aspects of the housing campa ign from
the immediate exigencies of the critically short housing situation. The
War Production Board has assured the
necessary priorities for the wartime
housing structures, Mr. Blandford said .
This determination of the policy
which is to be followed in constructing shelter for war workers comes as
the result of a long battle within the
Administration. Some of the top policy makers in the Government's housing setup have been in favor of using
the emergency situation as a lever to
socialize housing and set up some uniform pattern of control to be a guide
to an expanded post-war public hous-
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• Materials
• Priorities

ing drive. Against these were ranged
the group which felt that the vital
need (and the aim of any agency
dnrged with erecting housing for war
workers) is cheap, quickly built and
adequ ate shelter which would house
the maximum number of workers in
the minimum amou nt of time. They
also believed that the job of post-wa r
housi ng shou ld remain in the hands
of private industry and should be done
in the post-war period, not now. Thi s
g roup evide ntly convinced Mr. Bland ford that they were correct.
Materials get tighter still

Despite the fact that the Adminiscrator reports WPB as being willing
to give the NHA all necessary priorities under the type of expanded program which he is seeking, serious materials shortages are beginning to
plague those charged with the job of
getting war factory workers shelter to
live in. All metals are unbelievably
difficult to get. Even steel is scarce.
Plumbing fixtures and pipe are an ever
increasing headache.
One firm engaged in Government contract housing
is planning to turn to wooden shower
stalls due to inabi lity to get tubs.

WHO
WHERE

+

WHAT

+

+ WHY

+

WHEN
HOW

T he situation was highlighted in
Detroit by the failure of the Government to receive even one bid on
the 1,000-home vital Willow Run
project necessary to house Ford
bomber plant workers.
The Government is getti ng many
stories of employees leaving jobs because they can't find any place for
themselves and their families to live.
One Government man connected with
the Production Division of the War
Produ ction Board says that in certain
communities the situation has gotten
past a place where ordinary standards
of decent shelter serve as a principle.
He says it is literally true that new
employees can't find any place at any
price; that some of them are forced
to sleep in parks and churches until
they final ly give up and go home.
For the first time in the nation's
history, finished lumber is critica ll y
scarce. The big West Coast lumbering area has been placed under a virtual production "dictatorship" headed
by Frederick H. Brundage, who is officially designated as "The Western
Log and Lumber Administrator of the
WPB Lumber and Lumber Products
Branch."
Utilities furnishing light and gas
to houses built for war workers have
been strained practically to capacity.
WPB found that several wartime
housing projects were comp letely built,
( continued on page 12 )

"Sorry to trouble you again , but I want you to .think of a substitute ~aterial fo r th at
ersatz we made to replace the plastic we were using 1n place of Buna-Drawn for the RECORD by Alan Dunn
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A

CRANE

BATHROOM

LIKE

;?ii~••• LIKE
ERE is a new Crane bathroom group especially designed for low-cost defense
homes. Crane quality throughout, it presents the minimum
use of critical materials. The
lavatory is of vitreous china
with faucets and waste pipe of
cast iron. The closet is the efficient Nertton, made of vitreous

H

THIS

THESE

china and the shower stall uses
less than 2 S pounds of metal.
lo planning defense housing,
you will find the new Victory
Group is priced to meet cost
requirements and government
specifications. Consult your
plumbing contractor or call the
Crane Branch nearest you for
complete information.

CRANE

CRANE

CO .• GENERAL

OFFICES :

836 S.MICHIGAN AVENUE , CHICAGO

PLUMBING•HEATING•PUMPS
VALVES
FITTINGS
PIPE

NATION-WIDE SERVICE THROUGH BRANCHES, WHOLESALERS, PLUMBING AND HEATING CONTRACTORS
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THE SKY AND THE SEA-

. •• AND A FLOOR OF FINE

J

lorida's alive with lovely colors, but
Hot el Whitman, in Miami
Beach, has scenery all its own-a floor of
FINE TERRAZZO made with Atlas White
Cement.
The architect chose wisely when he chose
FINE TERRAZZO made with Atlas White
oortland cement. He knew it would reproiuce any pattern, and reproduce it well. He
mew its fresh and vivid colors would last a
ifetime. And in addition, he knew upkeep

~the

ATLAS

would be practically nil, except for regular
cleaning.
Next time y ou plan a floor, plan on FINE
TERRAZZO. And just to be sure its colors
glow brightly-plan on using Atlas White
portland cement. It comes both plain and
waterproofed. See Sweet's Building File, Section 11/ 24 for further details, and U full-color
illustrations of FI E TERRAZZO. Or write
us for free book. Universal Atlas Cement Company (United States Steel Corporation Sub-

WHITE

CEMENT

FOR

Fl NE

sidiary), Chrysler Building,

ew York Ci

OFFICES: New York, Chicago, Philadelph

Boston, Albany, Pittsburgh, Cleveland, Mi
neapolis, Duluth, St. Louis, Kansas City,
Moines, Birmingham, Waco.
T!t is FI NE TERRAZZO floor made wit!t Atlas If/
cement was designed f or the H otel Whitman by drchit
Roy F. France, I nc., M iami Beach . l 11stallation by
l'e11etian //rt Marble f.5 Terraz=o Co., M iami. Col
were: Red Champlain Al arble; Belgian Black i\I ar
Yellow Yerona li1arble; Royal Green J\larble .

TERRAZZO

r
(

START PLANNING NOW
FOR
SLOAN-EQUIPPED HOMES
* * *
, 'AFTER the war , even modest homes and inexpensive
apartments will be loan-equtpped . Heretofore , flush va lve
usage has been largely restricted to luxury homes, large
apar tments , clubs, hotel , hospitals, schools and all type of
large buildings. But here is our promise to you now : after the war is over and priorities on critical materials have
relaxed , Ihm will be loa11 Fl11sh Values, with. all their i11hcre11t

adm11 tagcs, for res id c11ces.
What advantages? Many. For 36 years Sloan Flush Valves
have proved their trouble-free durability with astonishingly
low maintenance cost. They protect heal th by preventing
back-sy phonage-They save wa ter-They are quiet-They
are the accepted standard of excellence yet cost no more
th an others.
So start planning now for Sloan-equipped homes. With
Sloan Flush Valves you provide home owners with the
ultim ate in convenience, health and economy. Remember :
there are more Sloan Flush Valves sold than all other makes
combined.

SLOAN VALVE COMPANY
4300 WE T
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LAKE STREET • CH I Cl\CO

A SIMPLE WAY

?Fc4vf~

BUILT-IN TELEPHONE BOOTHS

/

Here's why this
Acousti- Booth
is quiet inside
Behind the perforated
wall of this booth is a
thick blanket of soundabsor bent material
which soaks up noise.
Privacy is thus assured
without doors.

Built-in booths are the modern way to provide
public telephone facilities. They are compact,
attractive, and easily matched to any interior
decorating scheme. When your plans call for
built-in telephone booths, consider Burgess
Adaptor Acousti-Booths. These complete units
are easy to install in any modernization or
building project. In addition, they offer acoustic telephone booths of modern design with a
minimum of planning.
Patented Burgess construction makes these
booths quiet and easy to use. They have no
doors because the acoustic construction makes
doors unnecessary. Users like these booths
because of their comfort, and operating men
appreciate the fact that no maintenance of
mechanical parts is necessary.
Burgess Adaptor Acousti-Booths are
supplied unfinished and without trim for easy
installation in any outer housing designed by
the architect. Acousti-Panels are also available
for use in old-style built-in booths. The door
can be removed from old booths after this
acoustic lining is supplied. For further information about Burgess Acousti-Booths, mail
the coupon.
Operating under BurgeSJ Patet1ts

•
BURGESS~CdUi?--a=~

Burgess 209 Adaptor-type AcoustiBooth for built-in construction.

Burgess Acousti-Pa11els for modernizitig existing built-i11 booths.

MAIL COUPON FOR DESCRIPTtVE LITERATURE
Burgess Battery Company
2821-A West Roscoe Street
Chicago, Illinois
Please send literature showing construction of all types
of Burgess Acousti-Booths.

l'l'ame ---- ------ ----------------- ----------------Address -------------- --- ---------- ---------------

.

City----- --- --------------- ------------ ------ -- -State --------------------------- ----------- -------
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THE RECORD REPORTS
( continued from page 7 )

and then no sewers or utilities could
be brought into the development due
to material shortage of copper for
electric wires and pipe for gas and
sewe rs.
This situation has forced
WPB to issue an order making it
mandatory for builders of houses built
with priority assistance to get a certification that they can get utilities
service upon completion of the houses.
Public Works Reserve

Tiiat is America's promise to the
Victory Program-and America is goin g
to beat that promise.
It calls for new construction at record·
breaking speeds .. . mile-long bomber
plants, the larges t in the world.
Heating problems presented by the
new building program depend for their
solution on tht! heating lessons learned
in peace-time.
Fifty years of experience taught
America the practical economy of
Webster Sy terns of Steam Heating.
Built around all the natural advantag s
of steam as a heating medium-flexibi lity, speed, safety. U eel successfully in
more than 75,000 building .
That is why architects, engineers and
h ating contractors working on war conLruction depend on Webster Systems
of Steam Heating.
"While Ordnance production has the
first call on our facilities, we are working day and night to make sure that
Webster Steam Heating Equipment is
available for use wl-ierever it will help
the war effort.
Let our xperience serve you now.
Warren Webster & Company, Camden, . ].
Representatives in 65 principal Cities
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Last month one of the ace reorganizers of Government bureaus was
take n into the War Production Board
by Dona ld Nelson. Luther Gulick,
former aide to Louis Brownlow in the
preparation of the Brownlow report
on Government reorganization and
also connected with the National Resources Planning Board, was that man.
Chairman Don ald Nelson has repeated ly denied that Mr. Gulick came with
WPB in order to reorganize. It is
a fa ir guess to assume that the only
other job which Mr. Gulick might be
doing wou ld be some directive thinking on the post-war planning problem.
He has made a rather extensive study
of this and was in charge of such
work at the NRPB . He has been to
England studying what they are doing
along the line of post-war thinking,
has written several papers on the subject and is widely recognized as an
authority in the field.
More than coincidence, it would appear, was a renewed pressure on Congress for funds for a Public Works
Reserve almost simultaneous with Mr.
Gulick's appointment at WPB. Those
seek ing a Public Works Reserve fund
have been extremely quiet in their
maneuvering toward that goal. What
they want to do is to have enough
funds to make a nationwide survey of
projects which might work as a cushion
when the bottom drops out of the
present war production effort at the
cessation of the war. Congress has
been resisting pressure to appropriate
funds for such a purpose thus far. But
with elections coming, they may go
sufficiently far to authorize the National Resources Planning Board to go
more extensively into such study.
After authorization, appropriation may
follow when the first deficiency appropriation bill for fiscal 1942 comes up.
There has been considerable agitation by opponents of the Public
\'{!or ks Reserve to let the states and lo-

cal communities make their own plans
for post-war projects without using
Federal funds for such purposes. After
the war, such persons say, Federal
funds might be neces ary because of
the vastness of the job, but not until
then . Advocates of L:sing Federal
funds for study and creation of
projects which cou ld be carried out in
the post-war period say that it is
necessary for the Federal Government
to do the job so that it can be properly correlated. Otherwise, such proponents argue, the planning job will be
a hodge-podge of unrelated, poorly
thought out plans completely lacking
in direction control.
In any event, the tip-off on the
who le plan may well come from Mr.
Gulick's actions. As one of Mr. Nelson's consultants he is in a strategic
position to influence action.
Priorities reach allocation stage

The priorities system has at last
reached a fragmentary stage of complete allocation. WPB has ordered
all persons using more than $5,000
of certain specified metals to file by
June 30 a PRP application form if
they intend to eek any priority assistance with which to get materials.
After receiving a PRP certificate, no
company can apply or extend any other
preference rating except for capital
equipment and constrnction.
However, this system is mandatory
thus far only for metal users. While
it will undoubtedly be extended to
cover almost all of industry, the other
priority instruments now existing will
remain for the time. In the case of
" P" Orders, such broad orders as P148, the export order, and P-100, the
mai ntenance and repair order, will continue in effect for some time.
So
will PD-lA and PD-3A remain in
force. PD-lA will still be issued for
capital equipment and for all reguirements of industries not working under PRP. PD-3A will be used largely
as a directive of preferred delivery
by the Army and avy.
Under this new PRP procedure, a
user of metal in on the site construction is exempted from the mandatory
use of PRP. The Regulation, o. 11,
should be carefully studied, however,
by every person interested in the priority pattern and trend toward a completely centralized allocations system
for all commodities and industries.
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QUICK, EASY TO INSTALL
Reinforced Vuelite is available in
drawn panels .03" thick with a
quarter-inch flange which can be
easily and quickly fastened ro any
conventional multi - paned wood
sash with an automatic stapler.
Simply push th e panel in place.
Fasten with staples as close ro the
corne rs as possible. Add more
staples at three-inch intervals. Then
seal with putty in the usual manner, with the same type of putty
used for glass, and you will have
a permanent, weather-tight, weatherresiJtant installarion.
REINFORCED
VU ELITE

PUTTY

ASSEMBLY
Duero wartime restrictions on metals most new construction requiring R einforced Vu elite involves
wooden sash. The best way of installing R einforced Vuelite in steel
sash has not yet been determined
but there are several which experiments indicate will be equally as
quick and easy as the method of
fastening ro wood sash.
{:r

{:r

{:r

Standard sizes in which panels of
the new material will be supplied
are listed below. In addition ro
these sizes, it can be drawn o r
formed to special shapes. Unless
otherwise specified, panels will be
supplied with the quarter - inch
flange.
WIDTH

9V2"
9V2
9 11."
'2

9 V2 "
9V2"
19'h "
19V2'
19 1/2

LENGTH

x
x
x
x
x
x

9'h '
12 '
16"
19'h '
24V2-,- -

x

12 '
16-,- - -

x

94'12 '

New Reinforced Vuelite withstands blast
of 150-lb. bomb 8 feet away!
WH EN air raid sirens screamed in England, work stopped in vital war plants at
machines set near windows ... for concussion from even a distant bomb would
fill the air with deadly slivers of flying g lass.
To solve that problem here, Monsanto, in collaboration with the United States
Navy, has developed this window pane of standard, si xteen-mesh wire screening
laminated with Vuelite, the transparent cellulose acetate widely used for lighting
fixtures.
Unlike the types of plastic-coated cloth and wire previously used ro replace
"bombed out" g lass in England, this new, reinforced Vuelite is as clear and transparent as a screened window of glass and can be easily installed in any conventional, multi-paned steel or wood sash.
Most important of all, however, it is tough and strong eno11gh to withstand the blast
of a 150-pormd bomb exploded jmt eight feet away!
Tested under vacuum shock conditions, it stood up without appreciable damage
under a 28-inch vacuum, whi le clear glass shattered at 15 in ches and heavy, wirereinforced glass at 26. I n further official tests, a quarter-pound ball dropped from
a hei ght of 20 inches smashed ordinary glass while it rook a two-pound ball from a
height of 42 inches to penetrate a p ane of reinforced Vue lite. Even then, the missile
left a clean-cut hole which could be repaired wi th cellulose tape with very little
loss in breakage resistance over a solid piece.
Already being purchased for use by our armed forces in war areas, reinf01ced
Vuelite should prove hi ghly useful in troop barracks, air fields , and vital industrial
plan ts in potential air-raid zones and in certain types of military equipment. For
samples and full derails, in quire: MONSANTO CHEMIC AL COMPANY, Plastics
Division, Springfield, Massachusetts.

MONSANTO
PLASTICS
SUVING IN DUHU ... WHICH SllYIS MANKIND

JULY
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The Family of Six Monsanto Plastics
(Trac:Je names c:lesi9nate Monsanto's exclusive
formulations of these basic plastic materials)
LUS TR ON (polystyrene)• OPAL ON (cast phenolic resin)
FIBESTOS(cellulose acetate) • NITRON ( cellulose nitrate)
SAFLEX (vinyl acetal) • RESINOX(phenollc compounds)
Sheets • Rods • Tubes • Molding Compounds • Castings
Vuepak Rigid Transparent Packaging Materials
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NEWS FROM LONDON
most important thing to record
this month is the Hun's insensate declaration of war on the architecture of
this country. As I write, no further
attacks on cities of purely architectural
value have occurred since those in the
last week of April and the first week
of May, and it may be that we shall
be able to write off this latest phase
of the war as short-lived. But even if
the Hun does not drop another bomb
on a medieval cathedral, it is a phase
that will not easily be forgotten, and it
is almost certain to be recorded in
history that in the attacks on the cities
of Exeter, Bath, York and Norwich, the
Teuton was true to the barbaric type.
The narrative leading up to these
attacks is familiar. Lubeck and Rostock
are ports on the Baltic from which supplies were being shipped to the Russian front, and as such were military
targets of the first order. They were
towns also of historic and architectural
importance, Lubeck, especially, having
roots that take it back to the fifteenth
century, and it was inevitable that in
the course of bombing m ilitary objectives in these towns the R.A.F. would
destroy some of the medieval build ings. The German High Command
made the destruction of these buildings an excuse for storming that in reprisal it would destroy those English
THE

TARGETS of Baedeker raids. Below,
Royal Crescent, Bath, built 1767-75.
Right, Assembly Rooms, Bath , 1767-75.

By

J. EUGENE REID

towns starred in Baedeker, meaning, of
course, it was the nation's architectural
treasures, and nothing else, that were
to receive the rubbing out. You see,
the High Command assumed the garb
of a bull-in-a-china-shop and in its
madness the bull forgot to strike where
it would hurt us most-at our war industry. Instead its fiery brain flew instantly to those harmless buildings that
had given innocent delight to many
generations. Ja, it bellowed, smash
them, burn them up, that will teacl1
the Englanders a lesson! That's the
right retu rn for attacking our ports!
When we heard, for instance, that
the delicate fabric of the cathedral at
Exeter had been ravaged, and when
we heard that the fifteenth century
Guild H all at York had gone up in
flames, those of us who knew the
worth of these buildings felt the acute
pang of concern we feel when someone

we love is hurt, and we were angry,
very angry. But came the cooler moment and it was clear to us that all
the Teuton had done was to expose
once more, for the whole world to
see, his innate savagery, and if the attacks on our architecture help to drive
home the hard fact that it is this savagery the United Nations must batten
down, once and for all, if this world
is to profess itself civilized, then the
casualties English architecture suffers
are honorable ones, and they are not to
be sentimentally mourned over.
The attacks were made on two of
our golden periods. The buildings of
Exeter, York and Norwirn are characteristi c of the medieval period, when
the builders of the g reat cathedrals
reached a pinnacle of constructional
inventiveness that has never been su rpassed. Bath belongs to the eighteenth
century, a town in whim even now,
despite the fact that nineteenth and
twentieth century building has scarred
its fair face, you can still recapture
something of the spirit of that gay
and colorful centu ry.
Bath was built by the Georgians for
the pleasure of ladies and gentlemen
of wea lth and position who came to it
by post-chaise for two seasons in the
year, ostensibly to drink its medicinal
waters, but in actual fact to enjoy gay
company and good conversation, to
gossip and chatter, and to dance the
dainty minuet in the Assembly Rooms
when dark fe ll and the cand les were
lit. It was for this that a father and
son called John Wood the Elder and
John Wood the Younger, both archi·
tects, planned and built over a period
of something like 50 years a town
which reflects in its ordered streets and
squares and in the harmony of its fa\ades, the eloquence of the life lived
in the eighteenth century. Inspired by
the Palladian manner, eighteenth century architecture was no mere copy
book affair ; the introduction of the
sash window, the sensitive use of the
classic idiom, the elegant treatment of
the terraced houses, the spatiality of the
planning, the awareness of the social
importance of good building- all these
were influences that gave birth to a
living arrnitecture which was, in fact,
the last genuine period we had in this
country. Bath is an outstanding example of the period.
(The Record Reports continued on page 28 )
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How to obtain

"ALL-OUT" WATER SAVINGS
from flush valves
CONSERVE J=UEL AND POWER J=OR THE WAR EJ=J=ORT!
LUSH VALVES save water compared with any other type of flushing
F
equipment. That's one of the big reasons why they are so widely
used today.
Not always appreciated, however, is the fact that SOME flush valves
save a great deal MORE water than others.

The Secret of Water Saving
The secret of obtaining MAXIMUM water savings from flush valves
is to have the length of flush of each valve ADJUSTED to the actual
water needs of the fixture on which it is installed. Fixtures vary in
their water requirements and frequently as much as a gallon or more
of water per flush can be saved by proper adjustment.
The tremendous EXTRA savings which individual adjustment makes
possible can be judged by the fact that in a building with say-200
flush valves, an additional water saving of 1.168,000 gallons annually
might be expected on the basis of one gallon saved per flush. (To judge
what may be saved in other buildings, see table following).
Water saved not only means lower water bills, but also means that
fuel and power-required for pumping the water-are conserved. New
service manual described below will give you full data on saving
with flush valves. We'll be glad to send you a copy.
Estimated annual savin9s af water obtainable throu9h
proper re9ulation of flush valve to actual water
needs of fixture*
Bu ilding with
Bu ild in g with
Pro ject with
100 Flush Va lve s 500 Flush Valves 1000 Flush Valves
Gallons saved
Gallons saved Gallon• saved

When average of 'Ii
gal. saved per flush

292,000

1,460,000

2,920,000

When average of I
gal. saved per flush

584,000

2,920,000

5,840,000

'These savings would
vary somewhat wilh
the type of building
in which the valves
are installed. Figures
shown at left are
based on use of fixture 16 times a day.

Every Watrous J=lush Valve Is Adjustable
When you install Watrous Flush Valves
you make possible ALL OUT water savings on every job because EVERY Watrous Flush Valve is READILY ADJUSTable. It is not necessary to take the
valve apart or even to shut off the water.

All that is required is to remove a cap
nut and then a partial turn of a regulating screw sets the length of flush exactly in accordance with the requirements
of the fixture- whether it is a urinal using
1
h gallon or a closet requiring 7 or 8
gallons per flush .

KNOW MORE ABOUT FLUSH VALVES
Anyone who has any interest
in the specifying, installation or
maintenance of flush valves
should have the information con.
tained in the new service manual
- "Keep 'Em Flushing"- just published by Imperial Brass.
With simple diagrams it shows
how a flush valve operates. Gives
full data on how to obtain maximum water savings; shows how
to reduce maintenance time to a
mtrumum. Includes a helpful
"trouble-shooter" chart; other data.

Write for your copy

ESPECIALLY VALUABLE at

Army, Navy and Air bases

THE IMPERIAL BRASS MFG. CO.
1240 West Harrison Street, Chicago, lliinois
See Catalog 47, Section 27 in Sweet's

Through years of scientific research and modern, precision-controlled
manufacturing methods, CAREY Products have been developed to give
the maximum of dependable, low-cost service. They have abundantly
demonstrated their durability and low maintenance in peace-time housing. Economical construction suggests their u se in war housing projects
tlu·oughout the country.

CAREY TONE S TR IP SHINGLES
IN BEAUTIFUL "TR I-TONE" BLEND
impart archil ec lural b e aut y at r e a s on·

ub le cos t . Mt1de po ss ibl e beca u se these
shingles nre furni s h ed in four trpes
of fi ve·pan e l s trip s . E'·e n whhout w1•e·
f!ia l s up e r,1i:-lon, 1he r e can be n e llher
bunchin H; or tone s nor p a lterning.

*
*
*

Napie r /t ome Extens ion

CAllEY ASl'llALT SIII 'GLES
Manufo c tu r c cl by the p :11ented ASQU
p r o ceH, th e felt b a se of th ese s hin g les
l s filled with ut1 11halt to not l ess th a n
98~ % of its maximum ea11 ae lt y, •U·
ll1ri n g longer IHe. Available in ' 'Uri·
ous types untl in u " ·ide range of
co l o rs .

*

li.li11orc Pa rk

CAREYSTO E A BESTOS-CElllENT
SID I G
h fir e 1noof; wlll not rot , dec ay , ru s t
or we ur awuy. This duo -eclge unit may
b e aJJplled to give the efl'ect of individual •hJnglea J::aid with s taggered
butts anti rondom width•; or by eI•
po si n g th e olher edge, a t>lea s lng
waveli ne up11eorunce la 1ecured.

*

Lock/a 11 d F.W.A. /-lou si11g Project

CAitEY HOCK WOOL INS LATION
offers th e madmum resistance to the
pa ssage of heat und its quo lh y and
uniformity nre rigidl y mnin1oln e d by
laboratory control. A va il a ble in Data,
Loo se Wool , Gronuluted. and in Seal e d
Roll Ulunk e h1.

S mithfidd J-l ousi"g Project

CAllEY UllLT-UP ROOF
w e ar l on ge r and c o s t less p e r yea r -a
fo c t known to indu s lry. T o d ay the se
roo'8 are g ivin g th e s ame failhful
se rvi ce on hou s in g proj ec ls.
Cu r ey
Uullt-U1>
Ho of
t1 p ec ifica ti o n s
co ver
e very t y p e of co n s tru c tion.

/Vaslli11gton Manot'

*
*

You m ay pecify CAREY Produc
for War Housing Projects wi th th
assurance that even in emergenc
jobs th ey will maintain your repu
talion for co mbinin g quality con
~ !ru c tion and good design. Thes
products a re promptly available.
\Vrite or wire for details. Addres
Dept, 21.
THE PHILIP CAREY MFG. CO
Dependable Product1 Since

187~

Lockland, Cincinnati , Ohio

St. Francis Hospital, Peoria, Illinois

FIRST
HOSPITAL
to insta fl Revolutionary New
Conduit Weathermaster System
of Air Conditioning
Arch itect : H amilton D. Do'\: • Consult i ng Engin eers: B eling Eng. Co.
General Contr(lrtor : V. J obs t & So ns
Mec h anical Cont ractor : Crowley Bros., luc.

IDEAL LABORATORY CONDITIONS - E xper im en ts ca n h e ca rri ed o n
free from outsid e di r t and du t. Outdoo r air, cleaned a nd co rrectl y humid ified , is supplied throu gh conduits to thi s mod ern l ab o ra to r y and oth e r
room s in th e n e w win g.

POST-MORTEMS a re co ndu cted with ver y la test t ype eq uipm e nt i n th e
p ost-m o rte m r oo m in th e n ew e ight-sto r y a dditi o n at St. F ra ncis H o [l itaL
Co nditi o ned a ir is provid ed by the revoluti o nary n ew Ca rrie r Co nduit
Weathe rma ter yste m .
o cha nce for circulation of di sea e ge rms a nd
objecti o na bl e o d ors fr om on e r oo m t o an o the r.

H ospital history w a made r ecently when the
n ew ei ght- to r y addition to St. Francis Hospital in P eori a. IJlinois wa equippe d with a
new t yp e o f air conditioning sy tern which
promise to r evolutionize the construction of
hospital buildin gs.
All of the privat e p a tient rooms, clinical confere nce room s, wa itin g rooms, solariums and
o ffices in th n ew wing are ser ved b y thi install ati on.
No Inter-room Recirculation of Air!

T h e o ut ta ndin g feature of this n e w Conduit
Wea th erm a ter Sy Lem develop ed b y Ca rrier
i th e el imin a ti o n o f sh ee t m e tal ducts. The
new svs tem d eli ver s all outside air after cleanin g a ~d correctl y humidifyin g or dehumidifyin g the ai r in a cent ral sta tion co nditioner.
This air is deli ver ed in conduits (instead of
d u ct ) t o Wea therm aster units in the va rious
rooms. Thus , all recirculation of air between
rooms is avoided. Each Wea the1:ma ter unit

JULY
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NO DRAFT - NO DUST -NO DIN. W ind ows are
always cl osed a nd th e te m pe ra tu re in p ri va te pa ti e nts'
r oo m s in th e n ew ' in g i ah , ays th e bes t for rapid
recovery, th a nks lo th e n ew ai r co n d iti o nin g co nduit
syste m whi ch p e rmi ts indi vidual co ntrol in each r oo m.

takes the place of a radiator and has a WinterSummer control valve e nabling the occupant
of e ach room to e njoy h e atin g or coolin g as
d esire d. Proper humidity i maintaine d a t all
seasons from the central plant.
B e id e offerin g space avin g and low cost
ad vanta ge , the Carrier Conduit ·w e ath ermast e r Sys te m ha oth er r evolutionary features th a t co ntribute to th e d e il!:n of multiroom structtu-es,-ho pitals, hotels, apartment
houses and office buildin g . Le t u send you
d e taile d information.

The avy " E", one
of th e U.S. avy's
mo s t c o ve t e d
h on ors, has been
awarded io C.\RRI ER /o r excelle::ce
in war production.

CARRIER CORP0RATl0"'1

.. Weather Mal.· er&

lo

th e World ..
Desk G28

Plea se send informa t ion on the Car·
f"ier Conduit W ealherma s ler Sy lem.
an1e ... ..... ..... .. ... ... ..... .

Addre s
City . .
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How long would you like
your Plywood boiled ?
• The answer is long enough to prove that continued
boiling would still have no ef fect on the phenolicresin bond between the plies. You see, boiling is just
one of a series of tests to which Exterior-type Douglas
Fir Plywood is constantly subjected. We want to make
sure that Exterior Plywood will withstand all water
and weather conditions. We want to determine if there
are possible ways of improving its performance.
These tests-important as they are-constitute but
a small part of our extensive research program. We are
seeking the answers to scores of problems today so
that tomorrow, when all types and grades of Douglas
Fir Plywood are again available everywhere, this engineered lumber will be more useful to you t han ever
before. Douglas Fir Plywood Assn., T acoma, Wash.

nationwide
organi%ation

services

installations·
IN

" S wim
in

Drinking
Wa ter"

•

these days of priorities it is reassuring to architect s and e ngineers
to know that the Wallac e & Tiernan organization is avail abl e for
servicing present install ations , thereby keeping them at peak efficiency
during this emergency period . Hea lth Is rriore important now than ever
before. and chlorination in swimming pools In sures th e health of the
swimmers.
Hundreds of architects and engineers rely on the Wallace & Tiernan
nationwide service organization to keep W & T equipment in top work·

'tlc~'ii",dd~t" i>usi:1c~~~o NFsoRRJ'Ji, i w'i"NG& ..JAitR' M~~~~n.rnZ~
ON SEVERAL DIFFERENT TYPES OF POOLS.

WALLACE & TIERNAN C0., 1Nc.
Manufacturers of Chlorine and Jl.mmonia Control Apparatus

'
~

NEWARK, NEW JERSEY

RE PRESENTED IN PRINCIPAL CITI ES
~~

THE LATEST VARIATION

DOUGLAS FIR

PLYWOOD
•
)i>d /umklz

MADE LARGER. LIGHTER
SPpT-PROOF
STRONGER

the Douglas Fir
Plywood Industry
is devoting its entire capa city to
war production.
We know this program has your
approval.

REMEMBER -

OF AN OLD FAVORITE

T

HOSE who like th e , impl e lin e, of a slotted grill e
will b e interested in th e ne we.t He ndri ck version
or an alwa y- popular, standard <l es ign. ;.fote th e littl e
innovations whi ch lift thi s slotted grill e out of th e conve ntional clas,,

For furth er information con ce rning thi , and more than a
hundred other H endri ck G rill e d es igns, write on your
compan y letterh ea d for the H endri ck handuook, "G rilles."

there is o grade or

type o f Dougla s Fir Pl ywood made fo r
eve ry purpose. Every gen uin e pan el
bears one of these " grade trade -marks":

PLYWALL- wollboord grode
EXT- DFPA- wate rproot exterior type
PLYSCORD- utility sheath ing gro de
Pl YPANEL- cob inet grade
PLYFORM- concrete form grade

Hendrick Manufacturing Co.
18 Dund aff Street, Ca rbonda le, Pa .
Offices and Representatives in principal cities. See 'phone beok.
Mfrs. of Mitco Oen Steel Flooring . Mitco Shur-Site Treads
and Mitco Armororld s, Hendrick Perforated Metals and Screens.

'A PRODUCT OF AMERICA 'S ETERNALLY REPLENISHING FORESTS '
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there should be no compromise with efficiency . . .
Illumination assuring full visibility increases the surgeon's
speed and confidence, while
it reduces tension . . . The
Multiple Controlens System
(M.C.L.S.) developed by
Holophane Engineering
Research, is the most effective, permanent lighting
equipment for surgical work.

• The Holophane Multiple Controlens System blankets a// the operating positions that overhead
spot systems can reach by movement (see diagram) .
• The " built-in-ceiling", stationary arrangement of M. C. L. S. places light sources out of the way;
r~quires no attention or adjustment; leaves surgeon free to operate in any position.
•

It is safe and is outside the zone of explosion or m~chanical hazard .

•

It provides the only correct, scientific visual conditions throughout the operating room; reduces
glare and shadows.

• With 15, 18 or 21 lamps

in

each system, danger of light failure or interruption is at a minimum .

Each operating room has ics own fundamental lighting requirements depending upon type, specialization, or archi ceccural conscruccion ... The Ho!Ophane
Engineering deparcmenc will be glad co provide consulcacion and specific
recommendacions for efficienc, economic lighcing wichouc obligation . . .
Wrice for new Bulletin giving essencial daca on Operating Room Jllumination.

JULY
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BUILT TO THE "VICTORY DESIGN" WITH INSULUX GLASS BLOCK
1. NO CRITICAL MATERIALSLittle or No Metal

2. FIREPROOF-Noncombustible

-Ad 'ffl'

can.

3. PROTECTION Against Prowlers
and Saboteurs
4. ECONOMICAL-Prewar Prices

luwe ~ ~

°" !)~

Write for New Book of Details on Wartime Uses for INSULUX
New 24-page "Alternate Construction D etails" book contains detail drawings, elevations, specifications and photograp hs showing how to use
I NSULUX Glass Block in new construction and f or rehabilitation of old
buildings. A valuable book, planned to meet architects' needs today.
Write now f or your free copy.

20
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"Victory-Designed" Buildings Use INSULUX to Prov'ide Efficient
Daylight ... INSULUX is Fireproof and Uses No Critical Materials
The required production of war has written a new
definition of INSULUX Glass Block-in terms of greater
utility measured by speed of construction, economy of
installation, and efficiency of plant operation, today,
and for years to come.
Consider the timely advantages of INSULUX for
new war plant construction:

DELIVER Y-INSULUX Glass Block is available for
immediate delivery through adequate distributor
stocks in principal cities.
CONSTRUCTION -Glass and mortar

INSULUX panels
are easily erected by bricklayers. They conserve metal
because large panels require only light-weight metal
wall ties; panels up to 50 square feet with a maximum

*

width of 10 feet, are laid up without even wall ties.

PROTECTION -INSULUX panels protect war production. They are fireproof-noncombustible. They are
sturdy-preventing easy entrance by saboteurs. They
are t ranslucent- assuring privacy for war work. They
reduce dust, dirt and moisture infiltration that hinders
precision work and interrupts production schedules.

ECONOMY-INSULUX sells at prewar prices because
it is made of native materials and because its uses have
greatly expanded. And it brings other economies of
construction and maintenance. A check of several typical ind11strial b11ildings located in the Toledo area indicated that the 11Se of glass block will save approximately
18 cents per sq11are foot of glass area, in the initial cost
of heating equipment.

*

Other industrial advantages of INSULUX are: High ins11lation value,
efficient daylighting, privacy or limited vision with special clear block,
red11ced surface condensation, low maintenance. All these "plus"
factors speed war production today and will bring efficiencies to peacetime operations tomorrow. Owens-Illinois Glass Company, INSULUX
Prod11cts Division, Toledo, Ohio.

OWENS-ILLINOIS

~~~(!)~®2l
GLASS

JUL Y
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STREAMLINE Again ...When Victory is Won
Superiority on land, sea and air ... is necessary for
an allied victory . . . Mueller Brass Co. is bending
every effort to do their part in the shorte st possible time.
Here, at the plant, every special skill and
facility that we possess has been turned to
the one main essential purpose of winning the battle of production. Victory
on production fronts everywhere must
be achieved to win the war.
When victory comes - as it will
-our facilities will again be
devoted to supplying
STREAMLINE Copper Pipe
and Fittings for the
happier needs of the
American people
for plumbing ,
heating, air
conditioning
and water
WO rk S

WINNERS OF NAVY "E" AWARD
The Un ited State s Navy has honored cur company
by awarding us the right to fly th e Bureau of
Ordnance Flag and the Navy "E" pennant for exce l lence and timely performance of Naval ordnance
contracts.
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CONCRETE SAVES WITHOUT SACRIFICING
ESSENTIALS IN WAR CONSTRUCTION

v

In war construction, where hazards and

heavy service make rugged, firesafe constru ction imperative, concrete provides
important savings.
Saving in transportation, concrete employs local, widely produced materials to
a high degree.
Saving In time is inherent in the use of
one material for walls, floors, frames
and roofs.
Saving in critical material, concrete at

the same time provides necessary fire-

safety and structural continuity-prime
protective factors.
Saving in cost, durable concrete often
reduces first cost as well as annual upkeep.

Technical assistance on concrete problems is available to designers and builders
of all types of war cons truction. See
Sweet's 4; 45.

PORTLAND CEMENT ASSOCIATION
Dept. 7-8, 33 W. Grand Ave., Chicago, Ill.
A notional o r ganization to improv e and extend the uses of concrete

. . . through scientific res ea rch and e ng ineering field work

BUY WAR SAVINGS STAMPS AND BONDS
Among many concrete airport structures built or under construction
is the administration building, Municipal Airport, Jacksonvill e, Florida.
Jefferson D. Powell, architect; Walter G. Daniel, a s sistant city engineer.

1,soo,000-sq. fl.
Hghting-eagle nesl

World's largest Fighter-Plane Plant- Located in the East, this
new addition to the war machine covers 1,500,000 square feet. The
structural steel, totalling 12,000 tons; 2000 tons of reinforcing
steel; and several miles of pipe, were supplied by Bethlehem. The
steel work was fabricated and erected by Bethlehem's Fabricated
Steel Construction Division.
Overhead Maze of Steel - The plant was completed
and had begun building fighter planes for the United
Nations only seven months after the start of construc.t ion. The complex n etwork of steel that supports the
box-type roof is made up of Bethlehem light sections,
angles and channels.
'

Architects: Albert Kohn, Inc.
General Contractors: John W. Cowper Co.

Plenty of light on the Subject-Note the canting of the skylights in this block-long drafting room, supplementing the
batteries of fluorescent lights. In addition to supplying and
erecting the steel for this great airplane plant, B ethlehem also
furnished the column forms and panels used in the concrete
work, which is reinforced with Bethlehem Bars.

BETHLEHEM STEEL COMPANY
24
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A big step-up in fluorescent lamp performance

;\ LL flu orescent la mps a re a like in
th at each requires th e use of mercury-a n essenti a l wa r m at eri a l.

.£""\..

But la mps differ wid ely in th e way th a t
m at eri a l is used .
T hro ugh th e new ly pa t ented " mercury
bomb,"* H ygrade L a m ps now ge t t wice
th e good o ut o f th e sa me vo lum e of
mercury- th ey stret ch thi sca rce a nd
vital met al 1003 furth er.
But mo re th a n th at-thi s rem a rkabl e
new dev ice lifts H ygrade perform a nce to
a new high level.
Yo u see, t oo mu ch mercury in a flu ore cent la m p mea ns more th an wast e-it
mea ns th a t th e excess deposits itself on
th e surface in th e form of d a rk strea ks
and splo t ches th at cut clown light o utput. O n th e oth er ha nd, t oo little mer-

cury may ca use th e la mp to grow dim
aft er a sho rt period of se rvice .
T he " mercury bomb" rig idly co ntrolsto th e th ousa ndth of a gra m-th e a mo unt
of mercury used in H ygrade L a m ps;
~ss ur es precisely th e ri ght q uantity to
keep th em ' ' bright t o th e las t in ch. "

If you haven' t ye t received our free fil esize kit - cont aining ca t alogs, pri ces
and com plet e t echni ca l specifi ca tio ns on
a ll Hygrade Fluorescent Lightin g Eq ui pment- write today t o D e pt. A R-7,
H vgra de Sylva ni a C o rpo rati on, Sa lem,
M ass.
0. S. Patent No. 2,::83 , IS'l

Th ere a re four oth er good reasons eas il y ve rifi a bl e - wh y H yg r ade
Sylva ni a L a mps ca n bes t se n ·e wa rtim e lig htin g needs. They g ive m ore
light; th ey have a s moother coatin g
texture; th ey' re uniform ilL colo r;
th ey last lo1Lger.
Th ese fin e la mps work well in a ny
type of fi xture. They're a t th eir
bes t " ·hen opera tio n- in fi xtures m ade
fo r th em - " Mira lumes" - co mpl et e
H ygrade flu orescent units in whi ch
each pa rt t ea ms up with th e rest .

HYGRADE SYLVANIA CORPORATION
SALEM, MASS.
Makers ofH ygrade I11 cm1descent u1111ps, Fluorescent Lamps, Fixtures, Starters, Sockets mu/ Sylvani£1 R £tdio Tubes

JULY

1 942
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~frdiitect

wul Engineer: Allwrt Kahn Auociute1J Archi.
awl Engineers, fnc., Detroit. General Contrut'lor:
TlmrJ1,erse11 & Erichsen Co., Clticttgo. Heotiu p. Cofltrrt.r tor:
. J. l foynolds, Inc., Chicago. Pli otfls by llctlrich-Blessin g.

t~ts

Tri m,, overhead mounted Trane Projection. Unit Heaters
contribute to the effirient appeara nce of tire plant.

HOW

TRRnE

COMFORT HELPS BUICK
SPEED AVIATION ENGINES

TRANE BLACKOUT
VENTILATOR
Positive ve11tila1io11 for l>focJ.·.
out vlanu. 1'he Trane Blacl.·ont Ventilator is e11 gin eere1/
to tli e requirement.$ of m otlen1
indus1r;al lmildi11gs.
fPeatli er-proof, J; ght-prouf ,
um/ easy to itutall.

TRANE FLOAT TRAP
Ir orl.-iug in ('u njuu c ti uu
u•ith Trane Unit fl et1ters
1m mcrny a plu11t /1ea1i11 g
s_v.~ t em

are Trane Flom
Tra/Js - represen tative of th e
1'rune /-fea tiuJI,
'pecia/1.y
lin e which in cludes Va lve.ic,
Trap s, mu/ Fittings for
steo m. vapor, vaculut1 , aud
hot 1C'C1ter lreotin g ('(/Uipm en l.

TRANE PROJECTION
UNIT HEATER
'/'ru n e Pr uj ecti o11 U nit
/ / ,,aters provide the easy
solution W the p roblem of
llf•ating large aretu eJficiM1tly. A vai folJ/p in a vurit'f.''!" of sizes for a ,,_,icfe rw1ge
uf mounting heights with or
wi tliout diffusers.
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RA E Proj ection Unit Heaters comprise th e heart of the h ea ting
syst em at Buick's Aviation Engine Plant. Generally mo unted
at a height of 23Yz', th e units diffu se even and comfortable warmth
over the entire area of the plant.
But the problem of heatin g and ventilating a great plant like
Buick's didn't end h ere. Also on th e job are Trane Winter Supply
Ventilators, complete with face and by-pass dampers, Tran e Heating
Coils, adjustable van e diffusers, and th ermostati c co ntrol . Fre h
air is s upplied through roof ventilators. Trane Torridor Bl ower
Type Unit Heat ers serve the boiler h ouse and also are used for door
blanketing purposes in the factory area. eat appearing and space
saving, Trane Convectors heat the office space.
Completing this array of Tra ne h eatin g and ventilatin g eq uipment
are th e Tran e Steam Heating Speci alti es used thro ughout the heating
syst em-on vari ous heating units, main s, and riser drips. Trane
o. 30 Valves and B-1 Angle Traps are used with th e Unit Hea ters
to remove all air and condensate and facilitate the 100% efficie ncy
of the h eatin g system.
This installation is a concrete demonstration of Trane's ability to
serve war industr y, processes, and all types of military and naval
co ns tructi on with th e nation 's broad est lin e of h eating, cooling,
and air co nditi onin g eq uipm ent for every purpose. There is a Trane
representative near yo u.

T
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Even before they're made they must travel
American planes could never hope to
dominat e the skies ... American tanks
could never crash their way to victory ...
American ships could never hope to
succor a desperate world ... if American
transportation had not first done the
biggest job of its kind in history.
At a time when everything depends
upon a free flow of traffic, the American
transportation system has worked so
magnificently that America, like a man
with a good stomach, has scarcely been
aware of its existence.
BUY

UNITED

Even before ships, planes, tanks and
guns are made, the railroads and other
means of transportation must carry the
raw materials thousands of miles from a
thousand suppliers to a thousand different
parts of the nation.
Koppers has been able to furnish
supplies of basic materials needed by
the transportation industries . . . from
Koppers coal mines, from Koppers plants
where ties and other wood products
are pressure-treated to give them long
life, from Koppers creosote refineries, from
S T A T E S

W.,4/i?

B 0 N D S

Koppers roofing and waterproofing plants,
and paint factories . .. from plants which
make packing for steam locomotives and
piston rings for Diesels.
M aybe, some day in the future, these
products may serve your peacetime opera·
tions as they are now serving wartime
safety. Koppers Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.

KOPPE .RS
(THE INDUSTRY THAT SERVES ALL INDUSTR'D
AND

STAMPS

•.. Use Welded Construction
This modern method of erecting steel structures effects considerable savings
in materials because no metal overlapping is needed to make strong,
permanent connections. Welded construction speeds up building time by
eliminating punching and drilling ... by reducing difficult shop handling of
heavy awkward pieces.
Other advantages also appeal strongly to architects, designers and
draftsmen . Welding permits greater freedom of design . . . facilitates
remodeling . . . makes additions easier by reducing to a minimum the
number of existing walls, floors and beams which must be removed .
The services of Air Reduction's Applied Engineering Department for
consultation on design problems is at your service .

Air

Reduction
General Offices: 60 EAST 42nd ST., NEW YORK, N. Y.
IN TEXAS

MAGNOLIA-AIRCO GAS PRODUCTS CO .
General Offices: HOUSTON, TEXAS
OFFICES IN ALL

PRINCIPAL CITIES

IDLE CYLiNDERS ARE PRODUCTION 5.LACKERS: Keep •em to.ffln9 Jot . vlctotf!
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as you will, no other closure can equal the
security, the permanence, the lasting economy of

THAT ONLY

FIRE SAFE • .. WEATHER SAFE • .. INTRUSION
SAFE . . . Rolling Steel Doors offer, in addition,
the advantages of FULL WIDTH OPENINGS and
simple, easy, positive control by POWER or HAND
OPERATION.

standing in performance and protection. The thousands installed over the past many years continue
to give the same trouble-free service as those now
protecting the doorways of so many essential new
war plants.

The numerous advancements of design and construction, developed by Mahon engineers, have
established Mahon Rolling Steel Doors as out-

You'll find the reasons why in Sweet's, or in the
NEW Mahon Rolling Steel Door catalog, just
issued . Make sure you have a copy in your files.

THE

JULY

SieeJ CAN

Rolling STEEL Doors for the outside or inside doorways of modern industrial buildings.

1942

R.

c.

MAHON

GIVE

COMPANY
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TECHNICAL MEN SHOULD
SELECT BUILDINGS FOR
SHELTERS, SAYS AIA
CALLING on the Office of Civilian Defense to set up a technical service of
trained architects, engineers and constructors, to judge the probable reaction to bombing of any group of buildings, the Committee on Civilian Protection of AIA, of which Horace W .
Peaslee of Washington, D . C., is chairman, submitted its first report to James
M. Landis, Director of OCD.
The report, made public by Richmond H. Shreve, president of the Institute, urged that "with or without
headquarters guidance, or stimulus, architects everywhere make the first gestures of technical collaboration, and
of organization for action.
"If, and when, and where, the
bombs begin to fall," the report continued, "the need is going to be realized-abruptly- that only exact technical knowledge and specific directions
will count.
"There are no sweeping generalities
which will cover the probable reaction
to bombing of any group of buildings," the report went on. " One concrete slab should afford protection: the
next one may be unsafe-due either to
the type of floor or the relationship
of floor and wall constructions. The
public should realize that what is
needed is spot judgment of the men
who designed and built these buildings, one by one-with that judgment
reinforced by the latest technical findings on the effects of destructive forces,
in form and in time for absorption
and application.
"There was a time when fire fighting brigades were organized by those
who liked to play with fire: but it
sounds incredible nowadays that
grownups should play with bombs ...
"We should be prepared now, we
could be ready next month, in every
coastal city, with inland technical reserves ready for service wherever and
whenever needed ...
"If men are needed for research or
production, we'll help to find them if
the specification is made known. It's
not pleasant to be gate-crashers, even
for would-be rescue parties-but we're
strong in our convictions that, both
before and after buildings begin to
fall, the one last-minute factor of

28

safety will be the spot judgment of
men experienced in the ups and downs
of buildings. It is to these menarchitects, engineers, constructors, foremen and mechanics-as well as to national and local defense agencies, that
we address this plea for teamwork,
strong ly organized and effectively led,
to serve and to preserve our fellow
citizens. "
The report pointed out that in one
city local architects and engineers surveyed four square miles of the business
d istrict and selected 77 buildings to
shelter 35,000 persons- in one week.
"There are indications, from more
tha n one source, that generalities about
non-evacuation of schools are being
applied without regard for exceptions
to meet special conditions, as definitely
provided for in a current OCD pamphlet-exceptions which, in many instances, ought to be mandatory. Certainly, if blind adherence to a blanket
restriction prevents moving pupils
from an unsafe building to an adjacent building which is safe, or if a
jurisdictional situation is allowed to
hang fire until something happens to
force the issue, the wrath of parents
may lead to far more serious consequences than a mere investigation.

FELLOWSHIPS
THE American Academy in Rome has
awarded the $1,000 first prize in architecture, in its annual competition,
to Andrew E. Kuby, Jr., 21 years old,
of Evanston, Ill. , who was graduated
last month from the University of Illinois. The money allotted to second,
third and fourth prizes will be shared
equally by Allen R. Kramer of Bloomfield, N . J., senior at Cornell, Edward
L. Burch of Chicago and Hollis L.
Logue, Jr., of Fort Wayne, Ind ., seniors at the University of Illinois.

•
KATE Neal Kinley Memorial Fellowship Committee announces that, as the
result of its 11th Annual Competition
of Candidates, Miss Justine Emerson
Fuller of Urbana, Ill., has been recommended to the Board of Trustees of
the University of Illinois for the Fellowship.
Born in Bangkok, Siam,
Miss Fuller attended sd1ool in South
India, Germany and Paris. In this
country she has continued her art studies with Boardman Robinson, Moise
Kisling and Zoltan Sepeshy. The Fellowship provides a stipend of $1,000
for study or travel.

Landis approves

Issued w ith the report was a copy
of a letter from Mr. Landis to Mr.
Peaslee. The letter said:
"I am of the view that the Office of
Civilian Defense can and should perform a function of this d1aracter. We
are already taking steps in this direction. In addition, I feel that technical men throughout the country including ard1itect , engineers and others
can be of very great service to state
and local defense councils in offering
their services for use on technical advisory committees set up by these
councils to work out the application
of protective techniques in particular
loca lities.
" It is obvious that the application
of such techniques will vary from
place to place and that ca reful study
and research by competent technicians
must be done throughout the cou ntry.
I hope that technical men in all fields
wi ll feel it a part of their war duty
to put their professional services at
the disposal of the defense cou nci ls
for the solution of their problems."

PERSONAL
EDGAR I. WILLIAMS has been elected
president of the New York chapter of
AIA, succeeding Harvey Steven on.
Also newly elected were L. Andrew
Reinhard , vice-president, George A.
Licht, treasurer, and Hugh Ferris, recorder.

•
HOWARD L. CHENEY, formerly Consulting Architect in the Office of the
Supe rvising Architect, Public Buildings
Administration, has been commissioned a Major in the U. S. Army Air
Forces, his duties to be concerned
"with the design and construction and
inspection of airports and air bases."
Mr. Cheney was architect for the
Washington Airport. (ARCHITECTURAL RECORD, Oct. , 1941).

•

CLARENCE W. BRAZER of New York,
past president of the Pennsylvania
State As ociation of Architects, was
( continued on page 30 )
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PORCELAIN INSULATORS are of heavy

cross-section with
surface c o rrugations to increase
electrical spacings.
They are securely
mounted every 20" to casings
by steel brackets and protected
against breakage by shockabsorbing felt pads. Round
rigid bus b ars are anchored
against endwise movement by
stop-pin at end insulators.

EASY TO INSTALL-PERMITS SPEEDY
EXPANSION OR REARRANGEMENT
In planning new industrial plants and modernizing old ones,
architects face a two-fold job-providing for present requirements and anticipating future needs.
SAFLEX PLUG-IN DUCT solves the problem of meeting today's
and tomorrow's electrical energy needs-with a degree of
flexibility which eliminates delays and cuts costs.
In designing or re-designing any industrial plant, you will
increase its over-all efficiency substantially by providing this
modern method of electrical distribution. Saflex Duct is available in five capacities-from 250 to 1000 amperes in 2 and
3 wire, single phase; 3 phase and 4 wire service for 600
volts and less. Ask your electrical contractor or write us
direct for complete details.

FLEXI BLE COUPLINGS join bus bars. Special
design permits expansion or contraction
of bus bars to be absorbed at the joint, and
also provides flexible connections for correction of minor variations in bus alignment.

SAFLEX PLUG-IN UNIT provides all of the basic features and
advantages of Square D' s Saflex Panel Unit. Arc shields over live
contacts. When cover is open, all exposed current-carrying parts
are dead. Positive pressure fuse clips and steel-backed copper contact jaws are used on all sizes. Saflex plug-in units are available
in 2 and 3 pole and 3 phase, 4 wire 30 to 200 amperes inclusive,
230 and 575 volts. All units are horsepower rated.
UNITS EASY TO ATTACH. Hook-type bracket

on top of p lug-in unit attaches to top of
duct. Unit is then swung down and jaws
snap into p osition on bus bars. Tightened
securely with a single screw-on or off in
a jiffy. 12 units may be attached to each
10' section.

SQUARED CDMPRNY
DETROIT- MILWAUKEE - LOS ANGELES
KOLLSMRN INSTRUMENT DIVISION, ELMHURST, NEW YORK
IN CRNROR: SQUARE D COMPANY CRNRDR LIMITED. TORONTO, ONTARIO

THE RECORD REPORTS
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awarded an honorary Doctor of Science
degree at commencement exercises
which commemorated the 50th anniversary of D rexel Institute of Technology, Philadelphia .

•

The rrsteeperJJ that Lehigh University
VOTED MOST LIKELY TO SUCCEED

VERNON F. SEARS has joined the technical staff of United States Plywood
Corporation. As staff architect he will
devote himself to a study of plywood
application in both prefabricated and
field operation for housing and other
types of frame construction .

•

L. ABBOTT POST has been appointed
to the newly created post of manager
of the American Institute of Steel Construction. Formerly vice-president of
Post & McCord, New York erectors
of structural steel and builders of the
Empire State and RCA Buildings, Mr.
Post has recently been attached to the
Construction Branch, Production Division of the War Production Board.

CIVES CUCCENHEIM ESTATE

D

ECAY and termites were the
d angers from whi ch the
sleep ers under this wood flooring
m ust b e p rotected.
T h e problem w as easily solved,
h owever - fo r the sleepers "voted
most likely to succeed " in this new
Leh igh U niversity gymnasium were
sleep ers treated w ith Du Pont
CZC. D urability w as thus assured;
"early m aintenance" costs avoided.
The useful life o f lumber treated with Du Pont CZ C is multiplied
many times - b ecause it is d ecay

resistant and termite repellent. And
this treatment offers all of the advantag es of lumber that is fut:
retardant, dean, odorless, pain table.
Here is a point to remember!
CZC treated lumber p ermits speedy
construction because it is one of
the few " per manent type" building
m aterials that is r eadily available.
Write for location of plants equip·
ped to render this ser vice. E. I. du
Pont de N emour s & Co. (In c.),
Grasselli Chemicals D ep artment,
W ilmington, D elaware.

SPECIFY I.UMBER TREATED WITH

~©~©

CHROMATED ZINC CHLORIDIE
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MRS. DANIEL GUGGENHEIM last
month gave to the Institute of the
Aeronautical Sciences her 162-acre estate at Port Washington, Long Island.
The two-thirds of a mile waterfront
and 40-room house 1 will be used for
experimental investigation, Major Lester D. Gardner, executive vice-president of the Institute, announced.
Following this announcement came
word of the establishment by Glenn L.
Martin, aircraft manufacturer, of the
Minta Martin Aeronautical Endowment Fund, which will be used to provide research and study facilities at
the site of the Guggenheim estate.
Mr. Martin in 1940 was recipient of
the Daniel Guggenheim Medal, awarded annually by the Institute of the
Aeronautical Sciences in conjunction
with the American Society of Mechanical Engineers and Society of Au tomotive Engineers, and considered the
highe t award for achievement in aeronautics.
The late Mr. Guggenheim established in 1926 the Daniel Guggenheim
Fund for the Promotion of Aeronautics,
which endowed schools of aeronautics
at many universities and made outstanding contributions to the development of the science. Harry F. Guggenheim, son of the founder, was its
president.
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60 "LIGHT MINUTES" II
The LITEWAY

A louver type exposed troffer for direct
ceiling mounting In single units or long continuous runs. Single or multiple lamp.

The PARALUME

A very popular Day-Brite Unit for general
lighting-:- furnished for 2, 3 or 4 lights.
Direct ceiling ·or suspension mounting.

EVERY PRODUCTION HOUR

Fluorescent Fixtures utilize every
D AY-BRITE
light minute of every production hour. A
flood of glare-free illumination is secured and
maintained by: Correct spacing of tubes - Maintenance of cut-off angles that govern light distribution - Ease of installation - Ease of servicing
- Mechanical accessibility - Provision for unit
mounting or continuous runs ..•

IMPORTANT

TO

ARCHITECTS

There's a Day-Brite Engineering Consultant near you,
qualified to furnish specific recommendations-including
blue-print layouts - all based on a detailed analysis of
your individual requirements .•. Call him for helpful
service - his time is yours!

DAY-BRITE LIGHTING, INC.
5429

JULY

1942

BULWER

AVE.

ST.

LOUIS,

MO.
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FIRST OFFER: If you operate any kind of equipment made

of aluminum and you are baffled in any way in maintaining it in top condition-give us the facts, and we will
rush you our recommendations.
We are busy making more millions of pounds a month than we
made in a whole year, not so long ago- but not too busy to make
sure that no single pound of aluminum at work anywhere on war
effort shall fail to do its share of making whatever it takes to win.
SECOND OFFER: lf you are making anything whatsoever

out of aluminum, and are stumped in any way in setting
up the best methods of fabricating it~give us the facts,
and we will see that you get all the know-how in our power.
THIRD OFFER: If you have joined the host of those who
believe that industry must even now be planning the new
products that will make jobs when this thing is finally
over; if you are letting your imagination soar: Won 't
you ask us to help you engineer it down to earth with all the
up-to-date facts about Alcoa Aluminum, plus some of the very
practical dreams we have been dreaming?
AND THE PROPOSAL: Do some personal Imagineering, right now,

for the sake of your own personal tomorrow.
We have been talking Imagineering for some months largely in
terms of the future. And in terms of industry. But here is the
personal slant :
Thirty billion dollars is loose in the country.
It is the gap between what is available for
spending and what is available for personal
i....,JJ11,.~--~ purchases. Each of us has a sliver of that
chunk of excess purchasing power.
If we put it into War Bonds, we are told that it will both finance
the war, and avoid inflation. We sometimes forget that it will also
finance ourselves, as users of goods, to buy the new products we
are all readying, as makers of goods. Buying tomorrow, today,
is patriotism and sense-business sense.

*

Aluminum Company of America, 2167 Gulf Bldg. , Pittsburgh, Pa.

SO MUCH

so sno~
*
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ALCOA ALUMINUM
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doubles room 's size and rece ipts

The Glass Slipper, Fort Meigs Hotel, Toledo, Ohio

Look closely. You might g uess this lo be the main bar

illusion a bout the increa ed busine

lounge of a large Manhattan hotel. Actually, this modern·

cent gr eater r ece ipts since modernization.

ized cocktail lounge of T oledo's F ort Meigs H otel is small
in size, seating a total of 65 people at bar and tables.

... m or e than 150 per

Here is an out landing example of the m odern possibiliti es in design through use of mirrors. But remember, the

You are looking at a refl ecti on of the room in its large,

first es ential of a quality mirror is a quality gla . Your

polished plate glass mirro red wall. The table tops, too, are

best a surance i to specify Li bbey · Owens· Ford P olished

of plate gla s, indirectl y lighted , and specially sa ndblasted

Plate Glass. F or the extremely smooth, p olished fin ish of

- being shallower near the light ource a nd deepened near

L · 0 · F Pl ate Gia , its clarity and greater freedom from

Lhe edges . The entire effect of this modernization with

distorti on are essential qu alities of a perfect mirror.

m irrors a nd glass appointments gives this room an illusion

Libbey ·Owens ·Ford Glass Company, 1328-A Nich olas

of s paciousnes double its actual size. But there ha been n o

Building, T oledo, Ohio.

LIBBEY•OWENS•FORD
QUALITY

J UL Y

1942
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M-H UNIT HEATER CONTROLS KEEP
DEFENSE WORKERS AT TOP EFFICIENCY
Minneapolis-Honeywell is not only doing its share in the all-out war program, but is
helping o~hers who help as well. Minneapolis-Honeywell automatic processing controls
and automatic heating and air conditioning controls provide faster production, conserve
raw materials and promote employee efficiency. When you convert your present plant to
war production, or build a new one, remember the essential importance of M-H Controls.
Remember that M-H Controls eliminate production waste by maintaining product uniformity and conserve fuel by maintaining exactly the temperature needed. MinneapolisHoneywell manufactures a full line of both electric and pneumatic controls and is in a
position to assume undivided responsibility for the complete control system. MinneapolisHoneywell Regulator Company, 2804 Fourth Avenue South, Minneapolis, Minnesota.

States .

" We the people
. . . in order to form a more perfect union , establish justice , insure domestic
tranquillity , provide for the common defense , promote the general welfare,
and secure the blessings of liberty to ourselves and our posterity, do ordain
and establish this Constitution for the United States of America. "

" ... Equal and exact justice to all men, freedom of religion, freedom of the press, freedom of person under the
protection of the habeas corpus; and trial by juries impartially selected- these principles form the bright constellation which has gone before us ." - T homas feff erso11, 1801

*

" ... They are the two principles that have stood face to
face from the beg inning of time. The one is the common
right of humanity, the other the divine right of kings. It
is the same principle in whatever shape it envelops itself.
It is the same spirit that says, 'You toil and work and earn
bread , and I will eat it.' No matter in what shape it comes,
whether from the mouth of a king who bestrides the people
of his own nation and who lives from the fruit of their
labor, or from one race of men as an apology for enslaving another race, it is the same tyrannical principle.''
- Abraham Lincoln, 1858

*

" ... It is for us, the living, rather, to be dedicated here
to the unfini shed work which they who fought here, have,
thus far, so nobly advanced.
" It is rather for us to be here dedicated to the great
task remaining before us- that from these honored dead we
take increased devotion to that cause for which they here
gave the last full measure of devotion- that we here highly
resolve that these dead shall not have died in va in- that
this nation , under God , sha ll have a new birth of freedom
-and that government of the people, by the people, for
the people, shall not perish from the earth."
- Abraham Li11coln, 1863

*

" A period of change is upon us. Our opponents, the
men of inaction , ask us to stand still. But we cou ld not
stand still if we would . We must either go forward or go
backward. Never was the need more imperative than now
for men of vision who are also men of action.
" We who stand for the cause of progress are fighting to
make this country a better place to li ve in for those who
have been harshly treated by fate ; and, if we succeed, it wi ll
also be a better place for those who are well off.
" We stand for the cause of the uplift of humanity and
the betterment of mankind . We are pledged to eternal
war against wrong, whether by the few or the many, by a
plutocracy or by a mob. We believe that this country wil l
not be a permanently good place for any of us to li ve in ,
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unless we make it a reasonably good place for all of us to
live in. "
-Theodore Roosevelt, 1912

*

" ... We are going to win the war and we are going to
win the peace that follows ."
- Franklin D. Roosevelt, Dec. 9, 1941

*

" ... Sure I am that this day now we are masters of our
fate, that the task which has been set us is not above our
strength ; that its pangs and toils are not beyond our endurance. As long as we have faith in our cause and unconquerable will power, salvation will not be denied us. "
" ... If you allow me to use other language, I will say
that he must indeed be a blind soul who cannot see that
some great purpose and design is being worked out here
below of which we have the honor to be the faithful
servant. "
- Wimton Churchill, Dec. 26, 1941

*

" ... Our own objectives are dear; the objective of smashing the militarism imposed by war lords upon their enslaved
peoples- the objective of liberating the subjugated nations
- the objective of establishing and securing freedom of
speech, f reedom of religion, freedom from want, and freedom from fear everywhere in the world."
" . .. We are fighting today for security, for progress, and
for peace, not only for ourselves, but for all men, not only
for one generation but for all generations. We are fighting
to cleanse the world of ancient evils, ancient ills."
- Fra11klin D. Roosevelt, Jan. 6, 1942

*

Everywhere the common people are on the march."
" . . The people are on the march toward even fuller freedom than the most fortunate peoples of the world have
hitherto enjoyed."
" .. . when we begin to think about the significance of freedom from want for the average man, then we know that the
revo lution of the past 150 years has not been completed,
either here in the United States or in any other nation
in the world. We know that this revolution cannot stop
until freedom from want has actually been attained . . . .
But by our very errors we learned much, and after this
war we shall be in position to utilize our knowledge in
bui lding a world which is economically, politica11y and, I
hope, spiritua ll y sound. " - Hemy A. Wallace, May 8, 1942
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EMOCRACY is based largely on the freedom of the individual to develop to the utmost of his capacity and to live a full life, with the
limitation that his freedom and action do not interfere with like freedoms of
his fellow countrymen. The laws of the land and the administration of government are all designed to that end. This basis of the Desi gn for Democracy
has been clearly drawn by the elected leaders of America from the framin g
of the Constitution to the Atlantic Charter. The task before us in ever y field
of endeavor is to develop the Design for Democracy to incorporate the advances that science has brou ght. The pattern chan ges with changin g times
but the basis of the desig n remains .

*world
There is unanimity of t hou ght and statement throughout the democratic
that this is a people's w ar, to be concluded by a peace for the ultimate

benefit of all people, that the state exists for the individual, not the individual
for the state. Democracy is fighting for it s life. This war emphasi zes the
necessity of preserving Democracy at all costs and accelerates the chan ges
in the pattern of the Design for Democracy. Democracy must be both
capable of survivin g and w orthy of the sacrifices and effort. The basic pattern
of the Desi gn for Democracy is emphasized by the challen ge to its very
exi stence. The importance of the people, the individual, the family is reaffirmed. But what has all this to do with architecture, eng ineering and b uildin g ?

*

This return to the fundamentals involves a reali gnment of our thou ght
and effort to be of greater service to the people. We are realignin g our professional and business activity to serve efficiently and effectively. We are accelerating our efforts to create communities in w hich the individual will have
greater freedom to work and play and lov e and worship, for these are the
thin gs men live by. Our s is the continuin g task of providin g the environment in which democracy works.

*THE
The first, immediate, urgent task in the Desi gn for Democracy is to WIN
WAR. Otherwise all is futility and nonsense. All man power, brain
power, all natural resources, all productive capacity must be devoted to that
one first purpose-WIN THE WAR!

*creative
The country's construction industry has gone all-out to do just that. Its
talent, its architects and en gineers, its builders and manufacturers,
artisans and labor have put all they have and are at the service of their government to win the war. They have gone to every branch of government to
place at the disposal of their country experience, ability and resources. They
will continue to do so.
Many have been, and are, engaged in war plannin g and construction, many
in armed service, many in war industry-but many remain willing but idle,
because of the inherent nature of the war work. Those in governmental authority have not found it possible to use all the men who offer their services.
These men should be, and must be, engaged in other phases of Design for
Democracy. The problems of constructing the physical plant that will permit
and en gender a better pattern of life for all the activities of all the people
require all the men and brains that our government cannot use directly in
the war effort.
And this is but one part of the Design for Democracy now evolving-it is
the construction industry's part, the physical part, our part. Equally important, and of necessity to be served by us, are the developments in the fields
of government itself-of international relations, of economic ways and means,
of finance, production and distribution, of commerce and transportation, of
education, health, recreation and religion. Our part in the Desi gn for Democracy is to plan efficiently and intellig ently to provide the physical setting, the
means or environment that will best serve and coordinate the needs of the
people collectively and individually. It is a big order. It is not a one-man
job, or a one-profession job, or a one-industry job. It is a job of coordinated
fact-finding, of determining present facilities and future needs, and of developing ways and means to meet them .
To be specific, we are not starting with a clean slate to create ideal new
dream cities, towns and regions. We are faced with the realities of mushroom
towns and decaying cities, blighted areas and slums, risin g taxes and bank-
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rupt municipalities, acute traffic problems and increased rental vacancies,
worried Chambers of Commerce and an unenlightened public. Further obstacles are the land prices that bear no relationship to possible land uses,
absentee ownership and lots of all sizes and shapes, street patterns convenient
only for the conveyance of deeds and leases, obsolete antiquated building
codes, assorted rackets and a ponderous public inertia.
* The replanning of our cities and of our communities in the face of these
realities is no easy task. It will require more than a rendered master plan
(though a flexible master plan must be worked out, and local architects and
engineers must aid in its inauguration or development). It will require a
well-conceived plan and program to enlist the interest of all the leaders of
the community and of all the civic-minded or public-spirited organizations.
It will require the participation of civic officials, the press, educators, merchants, labor organizations, political parties, realtors, bankers, philanthropists, social workers, public utilities, doctors, lawyers-the list goes on and
on. But all have a stake in the community - and a contribution to make
under expert technical guidance. This is the democratic way. The people,
working in their own interests, creating their Design for Democracy. The
part that the architect and engineer and city planner can play now is to
formulate the program for determining needs and for enlisting the interest
of the other factors in the program for meeting those needs. Local initiative
is necessary now to take advantage of whatever state or federal aid may be
forthcoming at a later day. Post-war employment and local prosperity may
well depend on the wisdom and understanding with which the local or regional plan is worked out.
*It is naturally impossible to "grasp the sorry scheme of things entire, and
remold them nearer to our hearts' desire," but it is possible to attack those
particular parts of the problem in which we can be effective, and to cooperate
actively with the other interests in our locality-the city officials, the city
planning commission, the builders, producers, housing authority. In seeking
those who are alive to the need, or awaking their interest, we will be doing
a necessary part in the Design for Democracy. We will incidentally uncover
the opportunities for site planning, for replanning, remodeling, and for service
in creating the multitude of new buildings that will be required after the war.
*Leadership is needed now and the opportunity for the creative-constructive professions is implicit. What does this mean to us as individuals?
*First. We must understand more clearly the present situation and the current trend of thought and action, to be sure of our direction. We need the
background of a clearer understanding of what is taking place, that we may
adjust our work to new conditions. "Understanding may be likened to the
fingers of the mind, whereby many ideas are collected in one grasp and so
brought under a single and a common idea." That common idea, expressed
by leaders of free nations, quoted on the previous page, is - Design for
Democracy.
*Second. We must devote our energies to one of three spheres of activity,
the one where each can best do his part, for all are vital in the Design for
Democracy - 1. Active military service. 2. War construction. 3. Planning
for the building of an America better fitted for the needs of an industrialized, civilized people.
*In any case we must keep informed of the programs and possibilities for
future construction, because the services of men with planning and technical
ability and training will be needed as never before. We must keep informed
of the trends, of the new needs, the new techniques, materials and methods
to be used in meeting those needs. Architecture itself is undergoing significant change - once keyed to monumental display, now it develops stimulating buildings for the welfare and happiness of all the people. The functions, plans and forms of all types of buildings are undergoing rapid changes
to meet new demands. Hospitals, health centers, houses, schools, factories,
stores - all are evolving in the interest of greater usefulness, efficiency and
economy.
*The future will be ours only if we make it so. O nly by winning both the
war and the peace can we Design for Democracy.

THE SENSE OF THE
Highlights reflecting the thoughts expressed at the
Annual Meeting of the American Institute of Architects
at Detroit. Here Kahn was honored, the Washington situ ation explained , opinions aired , post-war planning dis cussed , speeches made , professional problems argued ,
resolutions offered, professional fees defined , by- laws
amended , membership clarified , officers elected, Cranbrook visited , Booth honored , factories seen , friendships
renewed and Detroit's hospitality enjoyed.

IGHEST of highlights of the meeting was the annual
dinner in honor of Albert Kahn, when, during a blackout,
General Knudsen spoke in the dim reflected light from a
table lamp. He spoke simply and from the heart, honoring
his old friend, Albert Kahn, and inspiring us with his
earnest convictions regarding the war effort and the ultimate victory. The citation, read by Charles Ingham, Secretary, . . . "ALBERT KAHN, exponrnt of organized efficiency, of disciplined energy, of broad-visioned planning,
he has notably contributed to the expansion of the field of
architect11ral practice. Master of concrete and of steel,
master of space and of time, he stands today at the forefront of our profession in meeting the colossal demands of
a government in its hour of need."
President Shreve graciously presented the unique medal
to Albert Kahn who, with equal graciousness, received it.
Mr. Kahn prophesied that after the interval of readjustment following victory America will experience its greatest
prosperity . .. . "We may require a couple of years for
readjustment, but thereafter should follow a period more
prosperous than we have ever experienced. It must be
remembered that ours is the only country in a position to
supply the devastated lands with all that is necessary for
rehabilitation. All this will mean more buildings.
"But where is the money to come from to pay for these?
-a question so often asked. This is a detail I am quite
willing to leave to economists who will solve the query.
Means will be found. As for other types of worknumberless hospitals and schools and public buildings will
be required, to say nothing of the housing necessary to
make up for the war years.
" Proper planning ahead is all-essential and let us hope
that this may include far-sighted town planning, for this
is one field in which we have been sadly lagging, one to
which we must devote ourselves more wholeheartedly. Endless new problems will present themselves, many of which
may be anticipated and must be prepared for- before the
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rush is upon us. I am certain that the Institute and its
officers are fully awake to the situation and that the necesary steps are being considered. . . . It is indeed a
far cry from the work of the artist-architect of by-gone
day to the businessman-architect of today. It is to the
credit of the profession that many firms have risen to the
occasion. . . . In much of the war work building
codes have been largely ignored. Stresses have been used
for materials far in excess of those heretofore permitted,"
he explained. "The buildings thus constructed prove the
wa te caused by obsolete codes from which most cities are
suffering. . . . Building codes should permit the maximum, nof'the minimum as they do today. There should
be other laws to protect against the practice of the incompetent. In my opinion, it would be as well to restrict
the doctor in the number of pills to prescribe as to insist
upon some of our existing building laws .... "
Under Vice-President Walter R. MacCornack's chairmanship, the Committee on Post-IV ar Reconstmction propounded its views, and the synopses of three post-war
programs were presented-the Hansen-Greer Plan , the
Urban Land Institute Plan, and the FHA Handbook Plan.
In reporting these plans, various obstacles to creating better
environments were reiterated: high and delinquent taxes,
land prices bearing no relation to land uses, lack of legal
power in controlling land, city expansion leaving blight in
its wake, inadequate street patterns, artificial city boundaries,-and all the rest. Solutions to problems agreed
largely in objectives but differed in details of mean and
procedures. There was agreement on the necessity for
locally-developed, flexible master-plans; the need for public
control and large-scale acquisition of land; replanning to
reduce population-densities and to accommodate present
and future transportation.
Mr. MacCornack's report stated that "We are living
through a political, economic and social revolution, and to
think of post-war reconstruction as a continuation of pre-
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MEETING

ALBERT KAHN, recipient of the
AIA Medal , with friends Lieutenant
General William S. Knudsen and
Richmond H. Shreve, AIA President

war or pre-depression methods will not suffice .... Unless
rnnstructive and definite plans are made now for the period
following this war, there will be unemployment and chaos
in the building industry with the result that hastily devised
public and private works programs, not based on sound
principle , will be advocated and carried out.
"To profit best by the building needs which will arise
a fter the war, architects and other groups in the building
industry, including engineers, regional planners, producers,
builders, labor, banking institutions, insurance companies,
private investors, all types of owners, and government
agencies subsidizing construction, should plan ahead by
making an immediate and intelligent examination of all
the factors involved, with a view to effective action.
"These groups should create an organization pledged
to subordinate selfish interests for the common good; they
must be free from the government but cooperating with it;
they must support sound legislation and oppose unsound
legislation. . . .
"The guiding principle of this work should be research,
based on the scientific approach which seeks to find the
fact and acts on the results of research. Such research
should not be done by government nor by those motivated
by elfish interests .... Such a program should be initiated
now and augmented as the war effort comes to an end.
There is available ample technical skill to start it. All ot
the manpower of the profession of architecture might be
mobilized to develop it. . . ."
The committee envisions regional instead of city planning in which entire metropolitan and surrounding areas
will be brought under one jurisdiction. It speculates on the
effect of the post-war type of automobile and airplane on
the selection of home sites. . . . " It will not be possible
to rebuild cities on the basis of the high land values now
existing. The problem of deflating land values must be
considered. Cities may be decentralized either on the basis
of resettlement of population in areas far removed from
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the urban area, or of redistribution within a metropolitan
area. "
William Stanley Parker, of Boston, said, " Local governments as well as Washington are now too busy to think of
po t-war efforts. It is too hard to interest them in post-war
planning. Sooner or later they must be interested, for, if
federal money becomes available for post-war construction,
there will be a mad scramble and the squeaky wheel will
get the most grease. Local communities cannot wait for
federal action before making their own plans .... "
Albert B. Tibbets, of the Prod11cets' Co11ncil1 said,
" . .. Apparently this situation will get worse before it
gets better. . . . And yet there is so much which this
[technical} talent could do now, and for the remainder
of the war, that would stand us in good stead when hostilities cease. Perhaps we can somehow find ways to put
some of these technical facilities to work in preparation
for the post-war period and not allow all of it to seek
other occupations, important as they may be to the war.
"Our construction industry will not be mobilized for
the post-war period unless there are a substantial number
of construction projects on which drawings and specifications are all ready to be put promptly into the construction
phase . . . . "
Representatives of organized labor must be included in
meetings of the construction industry to insure cooperative
action, the Committee on Industrial Relations reported ....
"The exclu ion of this important element in the past is,
in our opinion, the major reason for the failure of previous
attempts at cooperation within the industry," said Chairman
A. C. Eschweiler, Jr., of Milwaukee.
A large number of architects cannot be absorbed in the
war effort, the Committee on Architectural Setvices found ,
and to employ them as planners "will involve no detraction
from the prosecution of the war and no critical materials."
The United States has plenty of devastated areas without
(continued on page 92 )
having been bombed.
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RESIDENCE HALLS FOR WOMEN , WASHINGTON , D. C.
DESIGN ED TO

Q
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M EE·T THE ACUTE HOUSING PROBLEM

D URING the last few years, metropolitan Washington has zoomed from a
city of 600,000 to a metropolis of more
than 1,200,000, and new wartime
workers-both civil and military-still
arrive by almost every train. Long
since, the usual condition at all nearin hotels has been "standing room
only"; rooms-for-rent within walking
distance of work are nearly nonexistent, and newspapers make feature stories out of four-to-a-room living conditions. Providing a solution to a part
of this increasi ngly urgent problem,

Typical floor plan : four " integ rated units" and public spaces

1. Lounge . 2 . Vestibule . 3. Coat check
room . 4. Sweet shop. 5. Reading roo m.
6. Office. 7 . Safe. 8 . Office (c lerks).
9 . Mail room. I 0. Hou se manager. 11 .
Clerks. 12. Card room. 13 . Closet. 14.
Telephones. 15 . Showers. 16. Toilets and
lavatories. 17. Active linen storage. 18.
Parlor. 19. T rucks and mops. 20 . Emergency Iinen storage and blankets. 21 .
House mother. 22. Domestic room . 23.
Diet kitchen. 24. Stairs. 25. Dumbwaiter .
26 . Janito r and fire-fig hting equipment.
27 . Men 's toilet. 28. Beauty parlor.
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the Public Buildings Administration of
the Federal Works Agency has designed for D. C. women workers the
residence halls shown on these pages.
The total project-consisting of
seven sites of varying sizes-involves
31 residence halls with 12,29 1 rooms,
and 12 other buildings that serve operational, health, social and recreational needs. The designs and the locations- in each case within walking
distance of likely places of employment- have been approved by the National Park and Planning Commission .
Made up of a number of "integrated
unit plans" (see shaded portion of
typical hall plan), the type residence
hall shown would be used at all sitessubject only to slight modifications
made necessary by special physical conditions. The largest single scheme
near the new War Department Building at Arlington Farms (see plot plan,
page 43 ) consists of 14 of the halls,
housing 5,787; cafeteria building; administration building; canteen group;
assembly building; central laundry; infirmary ; and a combined garage, storage and maintenance building. The
two smallest of the sites would contain but two residence halls and a
minimum of attendant structures.
To quote C. David Persina, Chief of
the Planning and Design Section of
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George Howe, Supervising Architect
Gilbert Stanley Underwood , Consulting Architect
C. David Persina , Chief of Planning and Design Section
S. E. Sanders , Site Planner

Bird 's-eye perspective, typical residence hall
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ARLINGTON FARMS, the largest site. The group of 14 residence halls
and social and service buildings, combined with a related system of roads
and play areas, provide air, light, natural vistas, space for recreation and
convenient flow of pedestrians to and from work. Access to the buildings
is solely by lanes designed to discourage through traffic. Off-street parking and approaches for delivery of in and out services are provided. Paths,
completely separated from roadways in most instances, are for pedestrian
circulation to and from work and other areas. Buildings are oriented for
maximum light, air and sunshine. 1to14. Residence halls. 15. Infirmary.
16 . Cafeteria. 17. Indoor recreation. 18. Auditorium. 19. Canteen.
20. Shops. 21 . Administration and Post Office. 22. Maintenance warehouse and repairs. 23 . Central laundry

PBA: "Each location becomes a separate problem of approach, making it
necessary to interpret the requirements
of each individual project in terms of
space and mass of structure, to interpret the limitations of materials in
terms of form, to coordinate the functions of the various physical management and social amenities, and at the
same time mould utility and economy
into a suitable and functional composition, based on a working relationship
of specialists in operation management."
Research and consultation with authorities on economics, sociology and
operation management preceded actual
planning. Emergency factors were:
scarcity of critical materials, need to
adopt current methods and materials
that would produce the buildings as
speedily as possible, and statutory limits of the cost per bed.
The final
schemes, proposed as practical and
economical solutions within the scope
of densities permitted by certain firehazard restrictions and geographical
limitations, provide minimum standards of adequacy in the essentials of
living. The size of the typical hall is
also predicated on effective supervised
control of all public spaces and guest
stairways from the clerk's desk in the
entrance lobby.
Each building is planned for peaceful living and individual privacy ; each
of the "integrated units" of a build ing has its own sanitary unit and private parlor. As Mr. Persina sums it
up: "The whole concept is based on
the four basic elements which require
consideration in the design of human
environment. These are people, space,
materials, and specific physical conditions, which become not just a shelter
responsibility, but one for the development of the fundamental dignity of
every being, plus a physical and social
pattern within which it can operate."
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All buildings will be completely furnished and equipped.
STRUCTURE

As DESIGNED, the residence halls are
two-story buildings with partial basements ; footings are of concrete; basements have brick walls and concrete
floors . Exterior walls above the first
floor consist of wood posts and girders
and Yz-in. thick asbestos-cement-covered insulation board. Stair towers and
stairs are of concrete. Interior walls
are wood posts and girders, with 1 Vain. asbestos-cement-covered insulation
board used for corridor and room partitions. Closet walls are of plywood.
Lounges and public spaces are finished
with wallboard and a wood wainscot.
The flat roofs are made up of wood
rafters, sheathing, 4-in. batt-type insulation and composition roofing. Floor
surfaces ue factory-finished oak flooring over wood joists (on the first
floor: sub-floor and paper). In office
and lounge space, floor surfaces are
asphalt tile. For showers, toilets and
domestic rooms, cement floors will be
used ; linoleum over plywood is scheduled for kitchens. Ceiling finish : insulation board, with acoustical insulation
on ceilings of lobby and public spaces.

Scale model, typical bedroom,
showing flexibil ity of furnitur!l
arrangement

The general structural method consists of a skeleton wood frame, cut to
exact size and shape, either at the factory or in the field, notched and
grooved as required. The erection job
is largely one of assembly. Units of
the insulated asbestos-cement wallboard, 4-ft. by 8-ft. in size, are then
attached to this skeleton with shorter
pieces cut to leave space for windows
of any desired width in every alternate
course. Prefabricated window frames
are fastened in the openings. Another
wall panel and a wood girder above
the windows complete the side-wall
unit. Floor and roof framing are customary joist construction paralleling
the frames, with subfloor laid in opposite direction, forming a complete box
girder the length of each wing. Exterior walls and interior partitions
remain unfinished ; windows are of
wood, sliding on hardwood guides
(providing maximum ventilation and
avoiding priority headaches) .
Where possible, all utilities will be
connected to those now in place serving adjacent sites; auxiliary street
lighting, telephones and manually
operated fire-1larm systems will be
provided; separate heating systems for
each building are vacuum steam with
cast iron radiators.

Typical one-story unit
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DURATION DORMITORIES
FOR INDUSTRIAL WAR WORKERS

Scheme proposed by Paul Nelson , Architect,
who has been retained by the Federal Public
Housing Authority to assist in developing this
latest type shelter to speed war production.
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1. Porch. 2 . Lobby. 3.
Telephone. 4. janitor's
closet. 5. Pantry in case
of occupancy by women;
storage in case of occupancy by men. 6 . Linen
chute. 7 . Rubbish chute .
8. Guest toilet. 9 . Clean
Iinen. I 0. Showers. 11.
Toilets. 12. Wash basins

AFTER private enterprise has provided all of the permanent
housing it reasonably can for war worker families, after public
agencies have constructed permanent, demountable or temporary
family units on likely sites, the all-out demand for shelterenough shelter, soon enough- still calls for more, and more
quickly.
Where possible, some of this slack may be taken up in avail·
able war guest rooms in existing private homes. Serious problems
still remain in many localities, however. Many of our largest
new plants are located well away from established communities;
automobile tires are scarce; gasoline is rationed. To hold the
production line and keep it moving, additional and adequate
housing must be provided, and it must be located near the place
of employment.
One bold answer suggested to the problem-for unmarried
workers, workers who can leave their families " for the duration," or- in certain instances- married childless couples-is
FPHA's duration dormitory scheme outlined here.
Basically the scheme consists of centrally located sanitary units
flanked by either two or three sleeping·room wings. Where the
demand requires groups of these units (see diagrammatic plot
plan) and/ or existing community facilities are not adequate or
near enough to serve the increased population, a community
building group (see page 46) is part of the project.
In the face of shortages of materials, obvious advantages
derive from concentrating plumbing facilities for use of many,
rather than (as in separate housing) providing separate facilities
for each individual or family unit. And since this shelter is
urgently needed and in many cases only for the duration, it
seems the height of folly and wastefulness (except where absolutely necessary) to build an entire house or dwelling unit in
order to put but a single worker on the assembly line.
Depending on the proportion of men to women workers,
partitions (indicated by dotted line on sanitary-unit plans) may

1. Porch . 2 . Lobby. 3.
Janitor 's closet. 4 . Pantry
for women; storage for
men. 5. Rubbish and
soiled linen. 6. Guest
toilet. 7 . Clean linen . 8.
Gang shower. 9. Toilets.
10. Wash basins
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divide the area for separate usage. In
the basement of this central unit is
located the forced warm air furnace
(largely of masonry) which serves an
entire dormitory building. Ducts from
the furnace are run above the ceilings
of wing corridors, supplying the
rooms on either side. Crawl space beneath the floors is enclosed and insu·
lated, forming return-air duct. Basement space is also provided for tenant
storage.
Dormitory accommodations vary
from sleeping wings in one-story
buildings (containing 36 single or 24
double rooms each) to two-story layouts with wings providing 30 single
or 20 double rooms on each floor. In
combination, accommodations of an
entire dormitory building may add up
to any one of the following:
2-wing, 2-story: 120 persons in
single rooms or 160 in double rooms.
2-wing, 1-story: 72 persons in
single rooms or 96 in double rooms.
3-wing, 1-story: 108 persons in
single rooms or 144 in double rooms.
The connecting unit between dormitory wings and sanitary building is
designed for flexibility, as it is possible
to place the sleeping wings at various
angles to fit particular topography or
other site requirements.
Basic design determinants of the
dormitory-community building groups
are all directly related to maintaining
workers' health and energy for maximum productive efficiency in the
plant: proper food, quiet sleeping
quarters, medical examination and
care, minimum dissipating household
duties, wholesome, comfortable and
pleasant surroundings, opportunities

adaptable to various panel sy terns,
with floors, partitions, walls and roof
in multiples of 4 ft. Where more
room between columns is required, a
in community buildings, the pacing
is 12 by 16 ft. No structural steel or
reinforcing steel is used.
An optional feature is the use of
either framed wood floor 2 ft. above
grade or concrete floor laid on grade.
Concrete floors would be made of
porous concrete, using cement, warer
and coarse aggregate of uniform size
having a range in size of only y2 in. ,
wi:!i. no sand in the mix. This recommendation is based on: economy; no
reinforcing steel; warmer than 4-in.
dense concrete; less capillarity. This is
permitted even on ground fill , where.
necessary, up to a maximum of 5 ft.
by rolling the fill thoroughly in 6-in.
layers with a 5-ton roller.
Exterior and corridor walls are bearing walls; transverse partitions, containing closets and built-ins, are movable; so a wing may be changed from
single to double bedrooms with a
minimum of effort. Exterior wall surfaces may be wood siding, shingles,
plaster board, asbesto siding, insulation board with weathering surface,
etc. Fire restrictions require an inside
wall finish of incombustible wallboard
with %-in. minimum thickness. Buildings within 20 ft. of each other must
have an end wall of one building
faced inside and outside with at least
%-in. incombustible material.
Roof framing consists of cutting
2-in. x 12-in. joists diagonally to form
two rafters which give a 14-in. pitd1
per foot to roof and provide level
ceilings. Blanket type insulation.

Cut-away drawing of a typical singleroom unit, showing the placement of
furniture and provision for storage

for job training, continuous opportunities for healthful recreation. Productivity, rather than livability, is the
keynote; yet the former inevitably demands a nice regard for the latter.
With the problem that arises from
the possibility of three different shifts
inhabiting a single dormitory group
come operational problems, particularly in cafeteria and public rooms. For
this reason, too, it is necessary to keep
the sleeping wings well away from the
public-use areas. In some cases it may
be feasible to egregate the three shifts
in a three-wing unit.
STRUCTURE
THE DESIGN is worked out on a 4-ft,
modular scheme making con truction

R e11deri11 gs by FPHA

-.~'

.. .

Typical two-story unit
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COMMUNITY
BUILDINCS

ment bar . 5. Coats . 6. Toilet. 7. Lounge .
Library. 9. Club room . 10. Quiet game
room. 11 . Corridor. 12. Active games.
Management
and
Maintenance:
13 .
Lobby . 14. Public space. 1 5. Information.
16. Mail. 17. Cashiers. 18. Office space .
19. Manager . 20. Community activities

DIAGRAMMATIC PLAN ,
COMMUNITY BUILDING CROUP
This plan is based on accommodations for
1,000 persons (see table below). The
four units in the group are for Morale
l\ctivities: 1. Multi-use assembly room.
2 . Stage. 3. Dressing rooms. 4. Refresh-

8.

SPACE REQUIREMENTS FOR COMMUNITY BUILDING
( Expressed in Approximate Square Footage )

OF PROJECT
..."' SIZE
(Number of Rooms)
E General Lounge
>

200·300

450-800 750-1300 1200-2500 2400-3500 3400-4500
(3-4)
(2-3)
(1)1000 (1)1000 (2)
lOOOta.
lOOOea.
lOOOea.
(1)4800 (1)4800 (1)5600 Field Hs.
6000
(1) 480 (1) 480 (1) 480 (1)650
(1)750
(2)
(3)
(5)
(5·7)
(7-9)
480ea. 480ta.
480ta.
480ea.
480ta.
(3)
(1) 900 (1) 900 (2)
(3-4)
900ta.
900ea.
900ea.

250-500

(1)1000 (1)1000

j:: Multiple Use

u

c(

...

Library
..... Club Rooms
<
a: Active Game Room

(1) 480 (1) 480
(1) 480 (1) 480
(1) 900

0

::E Cloak Room , Storage
and Toilets
~ I Sealing Capacity

5
Refrigerator Space
;:; Dining (per person)
Counter Space
"' Kitchen (per person)
u Bake Shop
z Storage Space
j:: Toilet Facilities
c( Dishwashing
c(

...
...z

Public Space (Wailing Rm .
and Outer Off.)
General Office
(Slaff, Mail , Cashier, Inquiry)
Office Storage
c(
Manager's Offices
z Community
Activity Off.
< Toilet for Office
Girls
::E
Heating
.:i Receiving Room
u Storage (Incl uding
z paint closet, 10'x5')
c( Off. ( Mainlen . Supt. )
z Lockers, Toilets, Showers
for Maintenance Slaff
z Garage; Fire Equip.
;t (Partly for use as re·
::E 1 pair shop l

...::E
...
u

...

......

500

740

740

1000

--- --- --- --100
50
150
250
- -- --- --- --100
50
Counter 12.5
75
12.5
15

---

500

---

2200

1250

1000
12.5
300
6
750
1500
600
600

1500
12.5
400
5
900
2000

---- -----

---

250
200
100

- - - ---

300

350

400

500

660

820

980

400
80
120

460
90
120
120
40

575
100
120
120
50

870
100
120
120
50

1130
130
180
180
60

1410
150
240
240
80

1690
175
240
240
100

200

200

225

250

325

400

500

250

300
70

400
80

450
80

575
80

725
120

900
120

180

180

250

350

455

545

580

250

500

750

900

1100

1300

1500

40

As required

600
12.5
200
7.5
500
1250
400
450

1800

850

150
12.5
75
10.5
400
500
250
150

200
200
75

300
12.5
100
10
450
700
300
200

1400

soo

700

--- --- --- ---

Number of Rooms Required ( Dimensions & Areas Are Approximate)

..."'

E
.....
u

...<

........
:z:

<
...

:z:
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2-b td Rooms ( lOV2 ' xl5'
2
Isolation Unit (300 sq fl)
Separation Rooms (12'x9'
Nurses' Station (72 sq fl)
1
Utility Room (105 sq fl)
Storage Space (105 SQ fl)
Sm. Pantry (120 sQ fl)
Patient Toiltts, Sl\ower\ub
Physician 's Office (80 sq fl)
Examining , Treatment Room
(8'xl2')
Preventive (public health)
Clinic Cl2'xl5')
Wailing Room (280 sq fl)
(500 sq ft)
Toilet for Wailing Room
Dentist's Office (12'xl5')
Toilet for Staff

3

3
1

5
1

1

1
1
1
1
2&1
1

1
1
1
1
2&1
1

1

2

1
11

1
1
l

10
l
2
l
2
1
1
2&1
1

15
2
2
2
2
2
2
4&2
1

2

2

1

2
2

1
1
1
2

1
2
2

20
3
4
2
3
2
2

4&2
1

2
2
2
l
2
2

director. 21 . Locker room for male management personnel. 22. Storage. 23 . Garage maintenance work space . 24. Fire
trailer and protective officer. 25. Maintenance
superintendent.
26. Receiving
room. 27. Paint storage. 28. Heater room .
29. Barber shop or beauty parlor . 30.
Trading post. 31. Laundry . Eating Facilities: 32. Cafeteria. 33 . Kitchen . 34. Dish
washing . 35. Manager. 36. Refrigerator
room. 37. Ice. 38. Garbage. Hea lth (Out
Patient Clinic ): 39. Examining room . 40.
Doctor's office. 41 . Waiting room. 42.
Nurse ' s station. !Infirmary ): 43 . Utility
room. 44. Bath. 45. Linen room. 46.
Pantry . 47. Two-bed room . 48 . Isolation.
49. Isolation utility room .

I NCLUSION of the community build ings group in the dormitory schemes
is dictated by the necessity of assuring
efficient personnel to industrial war
plants, in order to keep production
lines moving at peak production. For
optimum worker health and welfare
four main areas are needed: relaxation
(to dispel fatigue, relieve tension and
renew energy) ; education (for better,
faster, more efficient ways of doing
their jobs) ; eating, and medical care.
Operation and maintenance facilities
must also be housed. By organizing
these services in a single building
group, much critical material is saved.
The diagrammatic plan shown above is
worked out to provide for all these activities. Space standards for community groups of different sizes are indicated by the approximate figures in the
table at left. The cafeteria must be
designed for 24-hour-a-day operation;
before midnight it must serve breakfast
to men and women going on the midnight to 8 a.m. shift; shortly after, it
provides dinner for those coming off
the 4 p.m. to midnight shift. FPHA
recommendations state that " for a population of 1,000, seating should be
provided for approximately 300 per
meal, assuming one full group of 300
eating at first, and then possibly another 200 filtering in as the first leave.
This takes care of the largest shift. "
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FPHA DORMITORIES
TO SERVE A MIDWESTERN BOMBER PLANT
SAARINEN & SWANSON , ARCHITECTS
T HIS specific project is for a site that is less than a mile from one of our
largest and newest war production plants. The plant assembly lines will
daily dmrn out an ever-increasing amount of war material to crush the
enemy. To man those lines, these dormitories are designed to turn out
daily a group of healthy, well-re ted workers.
The group consists of 15 dormitory buildings with space for 3,000
workers (2,100 single rooms ; 4 50 double). In addition, there are two
community centers (cafeteria, lounges, taproom and recreation room), one
library, and one assembly hall. An infirmary is incorporated in one of
the dormitory buildings. T wo admi nistration and shop buildings complete the project .

.SECOND
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56 HOUSES A DAYAn FPHA projec t at Portsmouth , Virginia
Harland Bartholomew & Associates , Architect
Barrett & Hilp , General Contractors
LOCATED in a critical war production area, 5,000 of these houses on two adjoining sites are being rushed to completion by the Precision-Built prefabrication system. To handle this impressive assignment, Barrett & Hilp moved
bodily across the continent and set up a local factory in a converted fertilizer
plant, 12 miles from the sites. Lumber is unloaded from rai lroad sidings and
fed into a line of 18 power saws ringing the plant wher(' it is cut to proper

I . Huge lumber carriers lug materials to plant fabricating points. 2. Insulating board is piled outside, wetted, and kept from warping by sand-

bags. 3. Gable-end assembly. One worker drops precut pieces into
place: another follows along behind, nailing the members together

I . Panels, surfaced on the inside with insulating board, are stacked,
ready for transportation to the site. 2 . Hoisted on t rucks, they are

brought from the factory to the individual lots. 3. Soil stacks and piping
are already laid and the house underpinning is in place to receive them

I . Ceiling panels and roof sections are raised by means of a greased skid.
2 . Roof pitch is achieved without t russes by propping two sections against

each other at the peak. Shingles go over plywood sheathing. 3. Subassembly at the site produces porch steps, underpinning, front door hoods

by

factory fabrication

COAL

BtD RM

~ITC~

£t-JDININO

9 -9' 10-6

length; five jig tables are operated to construct floor panels; wall sections are
built on 24 other jigs. On the interior side of the panels, large-size insulating wallboard is glued and nailed; on the exterior felt board is used under
the redwood siding. At the site, holes are dug, precast concrete foundation
piers are sunk, and underpinning is secured to the piers. On this frame, a
crew of six men ca n erect the walls in 15 minutes; ceilings and roof sections
follow in short order, and roofing, bolting crews, plumbers and electricians
arrive to finish the construction. The exterior walls are spray painted.

11-3 '11-9

ST

c

D

c

BtD RM
lo-6 x 11-9

0

LIVING
x 13 · 9

11 -9

10

B 1.

Trucks carry completed gable ends from plant to site. 2. Panel
frames take shape on guide-line templates. 3. Wall sections are built

on 24 jig tables. 4. Short lengths of oak flooring are applied by speci
hammer-screw tool over insulation that has been stapled to the fran

D 1. Floor panels are raised on the underpinning. As soon as floors are

mainder of construction . 2 . Walls are next assembled and nailed ar
braced. 3. A bolting crew then moves in to join them permanent

laid, heavy building paper is laid over them to protect them during re-

F 1. A row of houses , nearing completion ; the siding is redwood . 2. A
creosote mixture is sprayed on exterior walls with a spray gun and com -

pressed-air paint pot. 3. Windows and doors are installed by hand ; sas
and trim are hand-painted_ The roofing is of composition strip sh inglE

PLANNING FOR PLANES
Ir DID NOT TAKE the war to show how hopelessly inadeguate are
most of our civilian airports. For almost ten years commercial
flying has been continually outstripping its landing facilities. Great
airports were carved out of the landscape at terrific expense, only
to be found inadeguate and obsolete almost from the opening day.
Even before the war an extensive program of airport improvement
and expansion was actively under way.
And now each day of the war elevates still further the position
of aviation in the scheme of things. Each scurrying revision of the
military program causes a raising of the sights as to civilian aviation in the post-war program. Certainly the design for democracy
daily gives new prominence to air transportation in all its phases.
And conseguently points ever more urgently to a vastly expanded
program of airports-civilian as well as military, private as well
as commercial, for freight as well as for passenger service.
The planning and building of greatly enlarged civilian airports
is a post-war task that is not waiting for the post-war period.
Whereas much of the actual construction of the buildings, in
strictly civilian ports, must wait for a later time, the basic planning of airports need not wait, is not waiting.
Basic trouble at most airports is simple inability to handle traffic
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AIRPORTS LEAVE THE TOPSY STACE ;
PRESENT A PLANNING CHALLENGE
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Advance master-planning, to avoid the premature obsolescence that has characterized most of
America 's earlier civilian airports. The two diagrams above show suggested schemes for the
stage-by-stage development of a typical municipal airport, as drawn by the Civil Aeronautics
Administration to illustrate the planning pr inciples. In the first stage the airport occupies but a
fourth of the total area of the squa re mile originally reserved for it. In t his stage there are three
short runways, a few taxi-strips, and a single building. In later stages runways are extended and
bu ildings and facilities are added as per the original master plan, until in the final stage (right)
there are double o r even triple parallel runways, added without disturbing existing facilities

StCO ND

~IRST

STAOt
RUNWAYS

0

1000

STAGE;

RUNWAY5

'ZOOO

These two diagrams, also by the CAA, show another arrangement of runways , buildings and
other facilities. This ma ste r plan, which a lso calls fo r a full square mi le in its final layout, shows
the development in three stages, here again the master plan permitting logical and progressive
development without any expensive alterati.:>ns to early construction. This scheme is only possible,
of course, where wind conditions permit runways in only three directions. Both schemes illustrate
one very important principle--circulation from the runways by taxi-strips. T he taxi-strips keep
the ma in runways clear except for planes actually landing or taking off. And since landings or
take- offs require but il small portion of the total time, the airport capacity is greatly increased
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NECESSARY ELEMENTS
OF A MASTER PLAN
FOR AN AIRPORT
1. Prope rty Survey
2 . Topographic Survey

Scale 1" equals 200'-contour interval 2'.
3 . Location and Obstruction Map

Preparation of map showing location of airport with
respect to nearby communities, highways, railroads,
etc ., and also showing location and height of obstructions above level of field within a 30 to 1 ratio from
the boundaries and within 3 miles from outstanding
obstructions. Any recreational area development in
connection with the airport should also be shown.
4 . A e rial Survey and Photographs

Aerial photographs of the airport and surrounding
territory reduced to a uniform sca!e in the form of a
mosaic are a valuable aid in the preparation of many
parts of the master plan.
5. Mete orological Data

Wind rose data
Precipitation data
Temperature data
6 . Soil Survey Data

Identification of surface and sub-soil
Determination of soil profile
Determination of ground water table
7 . Grading Plans

Include plans and profiles of existing and finished
grades of the landing area, landing strips and runways, both for present construction and future extension .
8 . Drainage Plans

Plans should show existing and proposed drainage
lines, pipe size. gradients, depth and nature of backfill.
9 . Runway Layout Plans

Plans should show location, profiles, cross sections,
drainage, expansion provisions, and similar details,
together with detailed specifications covering materials and construction methods.
1 0 . Building Layout Plans

Plans should show location of present and proposed
future buildings, as well as automobile parking area
provisions.
11. Landing Area Lighting Plans

Plans and specifications should include all present
and proposed lighting equipment, indicating sizes,
types and locations of lights and cables, transformers,
etc., and present and proposed wiring diagrams
showing control points.
12 . Utilities Plan

Includes plans for bringing water, sewer, communications, and power lines to the airport.
13 . Pl ans for Air Traffic

Consideration of density and control of air traffic
as affecting the airport layout and planning.
14. Zoning Plans

Plans for zoning or otherwise protecting the aerial
approaches to the airport.
15. Priority of Construct ion

Preparation of list showing order in which units of
development should be undertaken .

on the field. Inadequate or improper arrangements of runways and taxi-strips create a bottleneck on the field itself.
Whether the trouble is traceable to bad planning, lack of
planning, or just human lack of foresight, the fact remains
that good advance planning would have obviated most of
the difficulties, and saved millions of dollars invested in
obsolete fields and facilities. At any rate there is a great
task of replanning, or new planning, to be done, and, properly done, it can save tremendous sums in the future .
Fortunately the problems of airport design have had a
great deal of study, and much data are available. The Civil
Aeronautics Administration of the Department of Commerce has compiled and published a considerable file of
information. This article comprises a few highlights and
typical layouts and tables prepared by the CAA.
First essential is a master plan for the airport and all
it facilities. "Much has been learned in the past few
years concerning the necessity of proper planning in the
construction of airports," says a CAA pamphlet,* "and
the information now available, if uti lized, is sufficiently
comprehensive to insure satisfactory result . It is a commonly acknowledged and well -known fact that if costly
mistakes are to be avoided in the undertaking of any city
development, a comprehensive, preconceived plan is of essential importance. Nowhere is this more true than in the
election of a site and the development of an airport ...
"Before any construction work is undertaken on a newly
acquired site, or before any additional improvements are
made on an existing airport, a complete master plan which
shows the site as it exists at the present time, and also
as it is planned ultimately, shou ld be prepared. The master plan should show all present development, including all
existing facilitie , such as hangars, runways, taxi-strips, administration building, drainage systems, field lighting.
boundaries, etc. In addition to all present physical characteristics, the master p lan should show the airport as it
will ultimately be developed, differentiating between existing facilities and those planned for the future. "
Essential elements of the master plan, 15 of them as
suggested by the CAA, are given in the check list on this
page at the left.
Any proper master plan would obviate one principal difficulty of the past- the selection of a site too small or too
hemmed in to permit further development later. Possibility
of expansion is the most important factor in site selection.
Others include: 1. freedom from obstructions (fairly definite tandards have been established, involving the ratio
of clear gliding distances to height of obstructions); 2. location with respect to other ports; 3. accessibility; 4. topography; 5. soil characteristics (very important) ; and a few
others .
One of the most important elements in a master plan is
the layout of the runways and taxi-strips, shown in the first
stages of development of the airport. While the direction
of the runways i determined through a tudy of wind
conditions for the particular location , there are a few very
important principles about the arrangement of runways and
taxi-strips which will have much to do with the traffic capacity of the field. The first is the placing of runways so
that additional parallel runways can be added later. Many
an earlier airport could just a well have been enlarged
had the original runways been properly located . A factor
*Airport Design Information, Airport Division, Civil Aeronautics Administration, Department of Commerce.
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AIRPORT PLANNING STANDARDS-TABLE I
Recommended Landing
Planning Strip Lengths-Sea
Level ConditionsClassification
Clear Approaches*

Type of Community

Small communities not on present or
proposed scheduled air carrie r system. In cludes communities up to a
population of approximately 5,000.
Larger communities located on present or proposed feeder line airways
and which have considerable aeronautical activity. General population
range 5,000 to 25,000.

1,800' to 2,500'

Type of Aircraft Which Airport
May Safely Accommodate

Small private owner type planes. This includes
roughly planes up to a gross weight of 4,000
pounds.

- - -2

2,500' to 3,500'

Important cities on feeder line airway systems and many intermediate
points on the main line airways.
General population range 25,000 to
several hundred thousand.

3

3,500' to 4,500'

Cities in this group represent the
major industrial centers of the na tion and important junction points
or terminals on the airways system.

4

4,500' and over

* App roaches shall be clear within a glide path of 20 to I from
the ends of the runways in the case of Class 1 airports and
30 to I in tb e case of Class 2, 3, and 4 airports except for
instrument landing runways for which the ratio shall be 40 to I
from a point 4,500 feet from the beginning of th e runway.

Larger size private owner type planes and some
small size transport planes. This represents
roughly planes in the gross weight classification
between 4,000 and 15,000 pounds.
Present day transport planes. Planes in thi s
classification are represented approximately by
those between 10,000 and 50,000 pounds
gross weight.
Largest planes in use and those planned for the
immediate future. This approximately represents
planes having a gross weight of 50,000 pounds
and over.

NOTE : For scheduled operations of s mall transport planes
3,000 ft. is the minimum length recommended at present . For
other scheduled operations 3,500 ft. should be th e minimum considered.

AIRPORT PLANNING STANDARDS-TABLE 2
Recommended
Minimum Standards

Class I

Length of landing strips* 1,800' to 2 ,500' 2,500' to 3,500'
Width of usable landing strips
Length of runways

300'
None
None

Number
landing
of
strips & runways *':' determined by percentage
of winds, including
ca Im s ':":":' , covered by
landing strip & runwa y
alignment.

75 %

Faci Ii ties

*

500'

Drainage
Fencint;;
Mark.iPg
Wind direction
ind'cator
Basic lighting
(optional )

1 50' ( Night oper.)
100' (Day oper. only)

1942

4 ,500' and over
500'

3,500' to 4,500'

2,500' t o 3,500'

200' ( Instrument )
150' (Night oper.)
100' (Day oper. only)

4,500' and over
200' ( Instrument )
15 0' (Night oper.)
100' ( Day oper. only)

80 %

90 %

90 %

Drainage
Fencing
Marking
Wind direction indicato r
Lighting
Hangar & Shop
Fueling
Weather information
Office space

Drainage
Fencing
Marking
Wind directi on indicator
Lighting
Hangar & Shop
Fueling
Administration bu ilding
Weather bureau
Two-way radio
Visual traffic control
Instrument approach systern- when required

Same as for Class 3

All of the above landing strip and runway lengths are based
on sea level conditions; for higher altitudes increases are neces·
sary.
O ne surfaced runway is recommended for the effective
length of each landing strip for airports in Class es 2, 3, and 4 .
** Landing s trips and runways s hould be sufficient in numbe r

JULY

3,500' to 4,500'

500'

Width of runways

Class 4

Class 3

Class 2

to permit take-offs and landing to be made within 22\1, 0 of the
true wind direction for the percentage shown above of winds 4
miles per hour and over, based on at least a lO·year Weath er
Bureau wind record where possible.
(le** Calm s: Negligible wind conditions of 3 miles per hour and
under.
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of equal importance is the placing of buildings. The haphazard location of hangars, concessions, and other buildings has often blocked expansion of airports, whereas if a
master plan had been drawn this difficulty could have
been prevented.
Again, there should be taxi-strips from the ends of the
runways to the loading apron so that the runways themselves are used only for landings or take-offs. The traffic
capacity of the port is greatly increased by the simple device of taxi - trips to keep the runways clear.
The e principles are graphically shown in two possible
schemes on page 51. In each case the first stage of development is a relatively small field, but buildings and runways
are so arranged that as traffic increases the field can be expanded and facilities enlarged without extensive changes.
Determination of the size of the airport becomes a rather
complex problem. Obvious considerations are the types of
aircraft to be accommodated, the character and volume of
traffic to be exp;cted, and such. But whereas standards
have been formulated for lengths of runways under normal
conditions ( ee tables on page 53), there are several complications to be considered. The performance of any airplane is greatly affected by temperature, barometric pressure, and wind conditions, also to a certain extent by the
type of runway surface. It is apparent, for example, that
a soft sod surface offers great resistance and friction, so that
longer runs are necessary for a take-off. The barometric

I
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Necessary elements for the administration building for a
medium-sized airport, in an expandable plan drawn by CAA

Basic . floor plan requirem ents for an inexpensive administration
building for a small airport, as suggested by CAA
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pressure is also quite a factor in length of runs necessary for
take-offs; barometric pressure is not only a matter of elevation above sea level, but also local wind conditions.
Wind is less of a factor than might be imagined in Jetermining the size of the port. Wind of course decreases
the neces ary landing and take-off runs, but regardless of
average cond itions the port must be designed for the least
favorable condition- a dead calm .
An item which has frequently received too little consic.1eration is the matter of so il characteristics. An investigation of soil conditions is an important part of the planning
for development of an airport site. The character of soil
profile, including such factors as ground water level and
drainability, subgrade support for runways under all wind
conditions, suitability of the soil and runway stability, are
all factors of importance. A development of recent years
is the scientific study of so il as an engineering material.
The rule of thumb methods are gradually disappearing as
knowledge of soil types and possibilities has increased.
Suffice it to say here that much data are available on the performance of various types of soil and the tests that are
necessary. For a single example, it has been found that a
great many failures in pavement surfaces and roads can
be attributed to the susceptibility of so il to change in volume with variation in moisture content. In recent years, corrective measures have been developed to eliminate the un desirable property of excessive shrinkage or expansion with
changes in moisture conditions.
Similarly, considerable study has been devoted to characteristics of various types of runway paving, including
such considerations as static and dynamic loads the runways
must withstand. The considerations here range from the
friction of the surface to the effect of loose particles of
stone, gravel, etc., that might be drawn into propellers.
The CAA also has much general counsel to offer as to
general requirements for buildings and as to their location on the field. Perhaps the most seriou s problem in
this respect in older airports is the lack of sufficient parking
facilities for automobi les. In general, also, the same lack
of foresight has been rather widespread in the provision of
buildings of adequate size.
When a sma ll terminal building is built initially to
meet immediate needs, it should be planned as the first
unit of a larger structure. Similarly, the location should be
chosen so that separate buildings can be added to the group.
General requirements for the administration building are
illustrated in floor plans on this page. Facilities commonly
included are a manager's office, commanding a view of the
landing area, U. S. Weather Bureau and communications
offices, together with telegraph and information offices,
comfortable waiting rooms overlooking the landing area,
rest rooms, restaurant, roof garden , baggage, mail, express and check rooms, telephones and concession stands.
Provision should also be made for a traffic control tower
depending upon requirements of the airport. Another gen'.
eral comment might be that standards of passenger facilities are continually improving, so that the proper arrangement of them is taking on an increasing importance in the
efficiency of the port.
Indeed, it is not too much to say that airport planning
has been conspicuous rather for its absence than its succes . By the same token, the times offer a considerable
challenge to planning and a vastly expanding field for
its best efforts.
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ACCENT ON SPACE

By PROFESSOR JEAN LABA TUT
Chief Critic of Architectural De sign ,
Pri nceton University

the architectural profession as a whole seems
partiall y to have lost the sense of the value of space
serv ing all aspects of human life : physical, intellectual,
and sp iritu al. Architects, for the most part, have spent
the last hundred years running after predigested architectural sty les and modern gadgets, trying des perately and
with very little success to mate them. Therefore, when I
see an examp le of architectural space well organized, with
inner and outer space acq uiring a high value, I cannot hide
my enthu siasm, nor my optimism with regard to the future
of the architectural profession.
Happening to see in Arthur Hold en's office the above
photograph of the residence of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas S.
Holden, located in D arien, Connecticut, my curiosity was
aroused. I was impressed by the possibility of seeing from
one point the inner and outer space, the facade as well as
the interior, the ensemble showing similar value of
illumination. I have si nce visited this hou se. I saw what
I expected and more . I hope the few following remarks
S TRANGELY,

Cl ients: Mr. and Mrs. Thomas S. Holden
Architect: Holden , Mclaughlin and Associates
Interior Consultant: William Muschenheim
Landscape Architect: Charles Middeleer
Contractor: Adams- Faber Co., Inc .
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may supplement what even good photographs cannot give,
that is, all the surrounding forms withnut which the value
of space cannot be felt and appreciated.
A drawing or a photograph shows forms, but diminishes
the capital importance of the space in or around which
these forms evolve. Architectural documents transmitted
with only a partial view of the forms surrounding the
spectator have caused false interpretations and the birth
of many architectural solutions more fantastic than reasonable. Heavy, massive architecture of the past is indeed
very photogenic and very comp lace nt in front of the camera, but the principle of massive architecture for a peacetime house is something of the past. Horses galloped and
will always gallop, the stagecoach has disappeared, the massive structure is receding, giving space the first place in the
definition of architecture.
Several years ago, wishing to emphasize the preponder-

Placed to develop to the ful I the advantages of an
unusual site--on a rocky hill, heavily planted-the
house becomes a logical gallery for beautiful views of
old trees, ravines and meadow. The curving facade is
naturally related to th e wide panorama, also to the
contour lines of the si te. Complementing the curved
facade, a low wall, curving similarly, connects and
unifies the house with trees that frame the views

Day and night views of main entrance from parking area, opening to circular stair tower
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South facade and terrace as viewed fr om th e pool end of the terrace wal I

Dining room view of the garden wall, which ends in a voluted pool enclosure at the far end
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From the liv ing room along the gracefully curving corrid or to the dining room

ance of space in architecture, I wrote the following definition of architecture in a prescription form , for my students: " Organization of space limited by matter in equilibrium, expressed by the precise relation of form and
co lor in light. (Shake well before using.)' ' In the case
of the Holden house, the importance placed on space organization and the energeti c shaki ng are very obvious.
The site- on top of a rocky hill, heavily planted- is
unusual. Th e informal enclosed landscape created at the
highest levels can be compared to a bird nest, the house
to an open she!I. Approaching th e house by a rav ine, after
a few turns and ups and downs, one can see the nest high
in the trees with a part of the house visible across the
tall green vault of oak leaves, far from the aridity, noise,
and darkness of the city of artificial lig ht- New York .
After a last short ascent and a last turn, one finds himself
within an informal court giving access to the main entrance, service entrance, and garage. The court is limited
by the trees except for the facade whi ch is pierced here
and there, only where necessary, for circulation , ve ntil ation,
and light. Th is facade is oriented to the north .
While the mechanical eye of a wide angle camera can
make forms and space do all kinds of ac robati cs, the
human eye cannot. The facade can be seen only in parts
and seems to melt into nature.
Already from this point of observat ion, we have the
strong fee ling that the curved facade is the consequence
of reason and not of fantasy or a precon ceived judgment.
We can see the log ic of the cl ients, who did not request
a main en tra nce of a ce rta in styl e; this in spite (or because' ) of the fact that they had previously lived in an
authentic early American Colonial house. As a matter of
fac t, because of circumstances from one generation to another, in one pa rt of the country or another (including
yea rs in Texas ), the long tradition of t his nomadi c New
England family has always been to face new situat ions
without prejudice, without trans ition. H ow fortunate the
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Openness of circulation affords a wide ,

architect, the decorator, and the landscape archi tect were
to have as a client a new generation of an old American
family conti nu ing such a tradition .
The main entrance is app roached by easy, comfortable
stairs, slightly curved. Thinking of the extreme rarity
of comfortable steps in contemporary landscape and architectural so lutions, one is impressed by this particular solution, which approach es perfection: prog ression in the
rise rs and reg ression in the treads, starting from the low
level, with curved plan for the stairs, thus giv ing to persons
of d ifferent heig hts, going at different speeds, the choi ce of
the lin e of least resistance.
Approaching the door and pass ing through the main
ent rance and into the house, no one can mistake the fact
that the door of the ho use is at its log ical place, appearing as the nat ural consequence of inside and outside space
organization.
Upo n entering one feels how strong ly and freely space
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open view of circular staircase

" There is no frontier between the interior and the exterior part of the landscape"

dominates. The absence of parallelism between walls and
the absence of doors gives a g reat fluidity and value to
space, yet privacy is insured between circulation , living
room and dining room by the curving and treatment of
walls. Curved walls mean here . economy of space, interpenetration of space, isolation of necessa ry space for service without unnecessary volume of constru ction. A few
walls at right angles suffice to give the tranquility and
static effect desired.
The emphasis on free and fluid space is felt throughout
the house. The rooms toward the south are an integral
part of the garden: one landscape for all and all in one
landscape- the word landscape meaning a portion of land
or territory which the eye can comprehend.
There is no frontier between tl-:e interior and the exterior part of the landscape, only a crystalline lens. The
south facade or diaphragm is reasonably open and curvatures express admirably the most hearty and warm welcome
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that the house extends to the outside world of nature.
The curved facade seen from inside, across windows
of reasonable size, gives a feeling of great comfort, g reat
freedom of space, and unusual unity between the outside
and inside illumination .
The curved facade seen from the outside shows a mu l h
large r wall area than expected. While the scale and quality
of the texture obtained by concrete block on a curved surface is very interesting, I had a feeling of heaviness which
seems to diminish the size cf the openings. This may
be the result either of over-enthusiastic or self-conscious
Lally column- that new ord er which has found its way
into architecture. Supporting a heavy mass, " little Lally"
seems to be more proud than Atlas upporting the world ,
particularly when she allows a corner window under a
heavy wall. Then neither the King, nor Atlas, nor the
Five Classical Orders are the cousins of that little snob.
But in this case the facade or diaphragm fits so well with
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Dining room is done in white and dark gray for walls, orange for ceiling

"That wall underlining the house seems to appear from the natural green
wall of the hilltop and stops in a free motion as a volute drawn by the
skater who went too near a ledge and turned back in a hurry." The feeling
of the volute is brought to a completely natural finish in the flagging
around the lily pool, its mathematica l regularity softened by flower beds
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nature that the particular situation
of Lally is quickly forgotten.
By a single gesture complementing the curved facade, a low wall
connects and unifies the house with
the trees at the edge of the woods
which enclose the land cape. That
wall underlining the house seems
to appear from the natural green
wall of the hilltop and stops in a
free motion as a volute drawn by
the skater who went too near a
ledge and turned back in a hurry.
From this wall surrounding a terrace one can see the ravine. Down
in the cool shade of the oak trees,
a natural pond reminds one of the
sacred well of Chichen ltza.
Natural, uneven levels were preserved as near the house as possible. While the land disappears
from sight or climbs to a higher
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level, the entire landscape is still
framed by a dark solid green wall
made of oaks and pines. In that
g lade, and in a rocky land, dogwoods have grown naturally under
the protection of old cedar trees,
as if they were conscious of the
beauty of their blooms against the
dark background of the cedars .
After that example of nature's
own polychromy, somehow one
feels sorry not to have mentioned
earlier the g reat part polychromy
is playing in the house. A careful
selection of hue, value, and intensity of colors allows the forms
(wall, floors, ceilings, and furni shings) to give space its high value.
Color contributes greatly to the
pleasant illumination by natural and
artificial light. The changing of
hue, value, or intensity from one
wall to another, from one texture
to another, lightens whatever massive effect partitions may give. The
proper selection of color added to
the reasonable glass area of the
openings gives a very pleasant illumination by natural light without the usual blinding contrast between walls and windows .
The illumination of the house
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"A careful selection of hue , value, and intensity of colo; allows the forms
(wall, floors, ceilings, and furnishings ) to give space its high value. Color
contributes greatly to the pleasant illumination by natural and artificial
light . . . The soft, uniform value of indirect artificial light . . . gives the
most delicate tonalities a chance to show up, and there is no powerful and
direct source o f light to disturb the harmony"

The massive , simple fireplace is done in quarried stone with aluminum mantel
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Corner fireplace in the master's suite

Built-in desk, dressing table and cabinets

Bedroom corner window for views and ventilation
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by artificial light is particularly successful at
twilight when natural and artificial light unify
inside and outside illumination. Then nature
and architecture acquire a translucent qua! ity.
That twilight illumination further reinforces
the communion between inside and outside
space, between man and nature. The soft,
uniform value of indirect artificial light and
indirect natural light gives the most delicate
tonalities a chance to show up, and there is
no powerful and direct source of light to disturb the harmony. Even the candles on the
dining room table (a concession to transition
between Colonial times and the house of today) can be disturbing to the eye if the value
of the flame is not attenuated by the accompaniment of discreet indirect lighting . In this
house, light, illumination, and architecture are
playing their parts in the prelude of the 24hour architecture of tomorrow.
In the past, architectural forms were conce ived to control daytime illumination. Architecture was essentially diurnal. Today, architecture has a night life and we have already
achieved elements of noctural architecture, but
examples of 24-hour architecture or architectural forms designed for day and night illumin ation were amazing ly rare even in that
vast experimental ground, the New York
World's Fair of 1939.
Space has reached great value in past arch itecture, but with the application of science
to new types of aesthetic expression, and by the
new art forms generated by new techniques,
architectural space will acquire higher physical,
mental , and spiritual value than ever beforea bright future for architecture.
A vi it to the Hold en house will convince
anyone of the clients' correct point of view in
asking for space and more space in the smallest volume of construction. The architect, the
decorator, and the landscape architect gave them
what they desired, a space necessary and agreeable to live in. Here space was not the mere
consequence of an investment in construction
and facades ; space was the main reason for the
investment- a good one.
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PUBLIC HEALTH CENTERS
D ESIGN

FOR DEMOCRACY-design to serve
the people's needs-will undoubtedly be one
of the major activities when the challenge of
constructing the peace replaces the present destruction of war. Health centers, the subject
of this study, are cornerstones in the structure
of an economy which proposes to eliminate
want and fear and promote the welfare of all
men everywhere. In setting up the performance
and design standards which are presented and
analyzed on the pages following, the United
States Public Health Service makes a contribution of dual significance to the building designer: a vital element is added to the emerging
pattern of the post-war democratic planning
field in which he may function; a mass of integrated, factual reference data on health-center
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needs is assembled whereby architects-both
now and in the future-can more intelligently
apply their efforts to the attainment of desired
ends. In sending out these basic plans to communities contemplating construction of a health
center, the USPHS points out that because of
varying local problems, the four types meet general rather than specific requirements and may
well need revisions to serve particular programs.
Specifically the Service warns that "in no case
are they to supplant the complete working
drawings and specifications which should be
prepared by your local architect." Hence, this
study is also an illuminating indication of how
a public agency and private practitioners can
work together toward a mutual long-range goal
of building better for a better world.
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STATEMENT BY THE SURGEON GENERAL
TI IE

LAST 25 YEARS have witnessed remarkable progress in both the extent
and the level of public health organization in the United States.
Particularly significant has been the growth of a large corps of professional
public health personnel. While great emphasis has properly been placed on the
quality and training of these individuals, little attention has been given to the
physical surroundings in which they do their work. With few exceptions, local
health d epartments are housed in quarters altogether w1suited to their needs.
Health officers themselves often adopt a fatalistic attitude on this score. Some
of them even profess a sort of Spartan indifference, contending that a resourceful
and energetic health unit will do effective work regardless of the quarters or
furnishings provided. This may have been true in former days when the health
department's chief and almost sole function was to lay down the law to recalcitrant
violators of sanitary regulations. Today, however, the situation is quite different.
The modern health department carries on a wide range of activities. It employs
several classes of personnel, each with a special set of skills. It utilizes technical
procedures requiring elaborate equipment and often a high degree of precision.
Finally, through direct services, it comes in close contact with many of the people
in the community. Poorly ordered or slovenly surroundings are ill adapted for
education in either personal or civic hygiene.
An effective health unit deserves and requires a suitable headquarters. No one
familiar with prevailing conditions of health department housing can fail to be
impressed with the thwarting influence these conditions have on efficiency and
accomplishment. If the material here presented serves to arouse health authorities
and other civic officials, as well as architects and builders, to the urgent need for
well-planned health centers, it will do much to advance the cause of public health
in this country.
THOMAS PARRAN, Surgeon General, U.S. Public Health SerYice

HOUS.ING OF HEAL TH DEPARTMENTS

by JOSEPH W. MOUNTIN
Assistant Surgeon General

U. S. Public Health Service

As

CHIEF of the States Relations Division of the United
States Public Health Service, it is my duty as well as my
privilege to visit many local health departments throughout
the country. It is gratifying to be able to report that
the zeal and devotion to duty frequently displayed by
the guardians of community health cannot be too highly
praised.
There is, however, one circumstance which never fails
to astonish and depress me whenever I undertake a trip
into the field-that is the unsuitable and often deplorable
condition of the quarters in which many local health departments are housed.
Upon entering a community, I proceed directly to the
basement of the city hall, or to the basement of the cou rthouse if the visit is being made to a county health department. This is done with reasonable assurance that the
health department will be found there. Occasionally my
assumption will be wrong-it will be in the attic instead
of in the basement. If it is not in either place I am at a
loss, because more likely than not it is situated in some outof-the-way alley. Extended inquiries may be necessary to
find someone who will attempt to direct me.
In one of the larger cities of the South the health unit
is housed in an ancient structure formerly used as a school.
The building is regarded as a fine old antique, and so,
apparently, is the health department. When the school
authorities abandoned the building because it was so old
and dilapidated, it was placed at the disposal of the heaith
department. No questions were asked regarding its suit-
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ability. Indeed, general opinion held that the department
was now most bountifully provided for. It had an entire
building for itself-almost unheard-of fortune!
Lacking regular equipment, the health officer put his
inventive talents to work and fashioned a remarkable collection of gadgets, devised, it would seem, from the concepts of a well-known cartoonist.
In another community the health unit is lodged in the
courthouse basement together with the county jail and the
only public toilet facilities in the city. This town is now
a haven for thousands of soldiers on leave and it is impossible to keep the basement orderly and clean. A dark
and dreary clinic waiting room, fitted with old theater
seats, is flanked by the cells in which prisoners are kept.
Such pillar-to-post treatment has been the lot of many
local health units. There is a health department which
uses the jury room of the courthouse. When a jury files
in to deliberate, the health department simply stops whateve r it is doing and gets out.
It is not pleasant to dwell on scenes such as these. But
I have purposely done so to emphasize one fact: The
imagination can scarcely conceive of conditions worse than
those found in the headquarters of the very agencies which
ought to set an example of civic cleanliness and decency .
It should be pointed out that the health departments whose
quarters are described above are full-time, professionally
staffed organizations, not part-time units from which a
certain amount of laxity might be expected.
The widespread establishment of full-time official local
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health agencies in the United States is a comparatively
health agencies oy means ot substantial grants-in-aid to the
recent development. Between 1915 and 1935, the number
States through the Public Health Service. Moreover, prior
of counties served by full-time professionally staffed health
to the present emergency, the construction of health centers
units increased from 14 to 762. After 1935, when Federal
was possible through the Work Projects Administration and
grants-in-aid for development and maintenance of tate
grants and loans administered by the Public Works Adminand local public health services became available under
istration. Local health agencies largely neglected to take
the provisions of the Social Security Act, the number
advantage of this aid, and now the opportunity has been
of full-time units increased more rapidly. On June 30,
lo t. Here again, lack of prestige in the community was
1941, full-time service was being provided to 1,669 counundoubtedly reflected. In applying for grants, officials
ties, or approximately 54 per cent of the counties of the
were reluctant to consider the plight of that step-child
United States. In addition, 103 cities had full-time municiin the official family-the health department.
pal health departments. The combined population of the
In the summer of 194 1, Congress appropriated $150,1,669 counties and 103 cities represented approximately
000,000 to the Federal Works Agency for defense public
70 per cent of the total population of the continental
works, including health centers. Applications for many
United States. Since June 30, 1941, more than 100 other
more projects than could be undertaken with this sum were
counties have been provided with full -time service.
quickly submitted, but of the 3,725 applications received
What is needed to correct the present disgraceful state
prior to January 31, 1942, only 157 were for health centers
of health department housing? The answer usually given
and clinics. In January, 1942, an additional um of 150,is " money." Yet this is not the whole truth; there are
000,000 in Federal funds was made available for the provicertain fundamentals even more pertinent.
sion of community facilities vital to the war effort. By May
Many local health departments have too narrow a con2, 1942, health center projects in 92 communities, involvception of their functions and duties. They routinely pering a total estimated cost of approximately $4,850,000, had
form the old-line tasks such as inspection, abatement of
been approved by the President. Construction on many of
nuisances, enforcement of quarantine, and other activities
these health centers is now going forward under the supervision of the Public Buildings Administration.
handed down from the early days of public health organThe construction of new buildings, even as defense
ization. If this is all a health department is prepared to
projects, will undoubtedly be difficult, and in some indo, a little desk space is all it needs, and the location of
stances impossible, for some time to come. Materials
such desk space is not a matter of great importance. On
will be under priority restrictions and labor will be
the other hand, if a health department is concerned with
scarce.
the total health problem of the community and is actually
The next great opportunity for the construction of health
doing something about it- ·if it is operating clinics, maincenters on a large scale may come after the war is over.
taining nur ing services, giving real protection with regard to water, milk, and food, assisting in civilian defense,
It is generally believed that a comprehensive public works
program will be necessary in the post-war era to absorb
and carrying on a health education program which reaches
the shock of anticipated unemployment. A " public works
the people-then it has a right to expect consideration
reserve" is being developed by the Federal Works Agency
from the community. Moreover, it usually gets it.
and the National Resources Planning Board. These agencies
Usually- but not always. This brings us to the second
are now surveying communities and preparing lists of suitpoint: commanding the respect of the public. A health
able projects. If local health deparrdepartment may actually be making
ments wish to benefit from this cona heroi c effort to provide a comtemplated program they should beplete set of modern services. NeverCREDITS AND
gin now to consider their needs and
theless, if it is miserably housed
problems, and to prepare the ground
and equipped , if it is relegated to a
ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
for suitable action.
dark basement or drafty auditorium,
This study was prepared by the following members
Any health center constructed
then it is not only hindered in the
of the Hospital Facilities Section of the States Rela now or m the future should be
performance of its work but it fails
tions Divis ion , United States Public Health Service :
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health department, however, need
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE
HEALTH CENTER PROCRESS

ANNISTON, ALA. Chas. H. McCauley, Architect !PBA l

FORT SMITH, ARK. E. Chester Nelson, Architect !PBAl

STARKE, FLA. Health and Medical Center ! FWA )

WOODVILLE, CALIF. FSA, District 6, San Francisco
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MODERN

HEAL TH CENTER

HE TERMS "health center" or "health clinic" have been
applied indiscriminately to many types of structures, including corner stores remodeled to serve as well-baby stations, settlement houses, community and recreational centers, individual or group medical offices and industrial
clinics, and large, specially designed hospitals and medical
centers. This confusion in terminology is symptomatic of
the many-sided efforts, chiefly non-official, which in the
past have been characteristic of health work.
Early " health centers,'' mainly reconstructed residences
or stores, were an outgrowth of welfare or settlement
house work1 * and subsequently of the district or visiting
nurse movement. 2 Another influence was the establishment
of clinics by voluntary agencies concerned with special
health activities such as infant care or tuberculosis control.
A later step in the evolution of the health center was the
attempt to gather together in one building a number of
agencies concerned with various health. or related social
service problems, in order to provide some center in which
neighborhood activities could be coordinated.
An obvious reason why welfare agencies were the first
to become interested in "health centers" was the relationship between disease and poverty. Another reason, however, was that official health departments had not yet
come of age and were still concerned almost exclusively
with elementary functions of sanitation and the nuisance
abatement required by law.
As the functions of official health agencies expanded in
accordance with the broadening concept of public health,
the main impetus to health center construction came to be
the growth and development of official health departments. One major influence was the establishment of the
district form of health administration 2 • 3 in large and populous health jurisdictions such as New York City, 5 Boston, 8
and Los Angeles. 8 The excessive size of these jurisdictions, as well as the development of activities dependent
for their success in large measure upon the understanding
and parti cipation of the individual beneficiary, made evident the desirability of decentralization, localization, and
the correlation of services to the particular needs of the
community. More or less homogeneous districts were therefore laid out, and health centers were constructed to house
under official auspices all local health activities.
The district type of health center has been developed
primarily in metropolitan communities, and it differs in
several respects from the type health centers described in
this presentation. First, since the district is a subdivision
of a larger jurisdiction, provision is not made in the district center for certain activities such as vital statistics,
sanitary engineering, and laboratory services, which are
provided and administered from the central office. Secondly, the district center usually continues the settlement
house tradition in that it provides space for allied agencies, notably welfare organizations. In some instances provision is made for nurseries and instructive activities. 5
A more important influence, at least in its effect on the
~mailer health departments in the United States, and therefore on the over-all health organization of the country as
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numbers throughout refer to items in B ibliography, page 78.
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developed with Federal assistance under prov1s10ns of
the Social Security Act, has been the construction of health
centers for rural, semi-rural, and small city health departments by various philanthropic foundations. While such
centers have been built with private funds, they have been
constructed specifically for use by official health departments. They differ from the district type of health center
in that they constitute the only center in an area, and include provision for all the basic functions of the health
department. Examples of such centers are those constructed
in Massachusetts, Mississippi, and Tennessee by the Commonwealth Fund. 9
A development which is similar in some respects has
occurred in Michigan where the Kellogg Foundation, 9 as
part of its county health department demonstrations, has
constructed what are called "community health centers."
Strictly speaking, these are small hospitals which incorporate provisions for certain health department functions such
as laboratory and home nursing services. In reality, a small
part of a health center is added to a hospital. The obverse
of this is demonstrated in Los Angeles 8 where a small
emergency hospital of a few beds has been added to the
district health center. These are interesting developments
with possible significance for the future. The transformation of hospitals from the pest-houses of former years into
institutions regarded by the public as modern centers of
health and medical activity has led to increasing discussions of the hospital's educational potentialities and of
the possible advantages to be achieved by combining health
centers and hospitals. Such combination avoids duplication
of certain clinical facilities necessary to both health department and hospital and increases the possibility for
continuity of medical care.
A recent development which may be mentioned briefly
is the organization of health centers or clinics in public
housing projects. Some centers have been established in
large urban projects of the "slum clearance" type. Within
the last year others have been organized to serve the tenants of defense housing projects in military or war-industry communities. Since many of the latter type of projects
have necessarily been located in sparsely settled areas
without access to medical or hospital services, wartime
housing authorities have in some instances had to provide
health facilities for the tenants whose physical well-being
is of vital importance in the war effort. When this has
been done, it has been accomplished in one of three ways:
(1) One or more dwelling units have been converted into
a health center; (2) space has been set aside in the administration or community building; (3) a building has
been provided specifically for a health center and clinic.
In concluding this brief outline of the historical background of health centers, it may be well merely to mention the English experience. 7 •12 In England the initial impetus also came from welfare work, chiefly with children.
Even at the present time there is a marked tendency toward the association of health centers with nurseries and
recreational facilities. 1 0,11
Having touched on past influences determining the association of health services with other types of activities,
the term "health center" will hereafter be confined to a
structure designed primarily as the home of the official
health agency.
The building must provide the administrative, technical, and educational facilities necessary in carrying on
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the functions of a local health department. Some of these
functions are basic, well defined, and part of standard
practice. Others are newer or even experimental, and are
not yet accepted as functions by all health departments.
The activities of any given health department will depend
on such factors as the special problems of the area, the
length of time a program has been in effect, the funds
and personnel available, the existence of other voluntary
and official agencies interested in various phases of health
work, and the relationships of the health department to
such agencies and to the organized professions. Nevertheless, certain functions and activities are accepted as basic.
These basic functions may be enumerated as follows:
Administration, control of sanitation, control of communicable disease, public health nursing service, individual
health protection and promotion through provision of certain direct services, and public health education. s,•
Administration includes the ordinary business routines
uf any office as well as the specialized bookkeeping on
health which involves the collection and tabulation of
vital statistics and the recording of technical activities.
Control of sanitation includes: (1) Supervision of
private and public water supplies, sewerage, excreta disposal, as well as heating, lighting, and ventilation of public buildings; (2) supervision of the quality of the milk
supply, including examination of milk and milk product
samples; (3) control of the hygienic conditions in food
handling and processing establishments, including inspection of abattoirs, markets, bakeries, and shellfisheries or
shellfish packing plants; ( 4) supervision of eating and
drinking establishments; (5) establishment of satisfactory
working conditions in industrial plants (often done by the
State health department rather than by the local unit);
( 6) control of mosquitoes, flies, rodents, and other vermin; (7) san itary supervision of recreational facilities such
as tourist camps, parks, and bathing places; (8) licensing
of barber shops, beauty parlors, and boarding houses.
Although some of the above functions may be performed by other official agencies in the community, the
health department must keep informed constantly concerning all matters which have a bearing on the health of
the community. To this end, conferences with other agencies and reporting to the health department by agencies
with health-connected functions will be necessary.
Communicable disease control requires diagnostic lab-
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oratory facilities, clinical facilities for immunization, and
refrigerated storage for vaccines and sera. Tuberculosis and
venereal disease control usually constitutes a major part of
the activity. In the larger centers a separate tuberculosis
clinic is usually provided, with special X-ray and pneumothorax equipment. The elaborate irrigating and plumbing
equipment formerly needed in venereal disease clinics can
be dispensed with now that newer and simpler chemotherapeutic methods are used.
No class of personnel plays a more important role in
the public health program than the nurses. Nurses constitute a majority of the staff and account for the largest
part of the budget. They participate in every type of
activity and have the most frequent and intimate contact
with the public. Yet, they are almost always the last group
to be considered in working out the physical arrangement
of a health department. Special attention should be devoted to planning clinic facilities for smooth flow of traffic
and minimum lost time and energy for the nurses.
Although the health department's primary task is overall stewardship of community health through the prevention of disease, it is now generally accepted that in the
case of certain diseases, certain age groups, and certain
economic groups, some curative services must be provided.
There is no dichotomy between prevention and cure of
such diseases as tuberculosis and syphilis, and, therefore,
curative clinical facilities are provided for victims of these
afflictions. Direct service, through child-health conferences
and pre-natal and post-partum clinics, is also rendered to
children and pregnant women , especially to those who cannot secure such services through their own resources.
Thus, special clinical facilities and equipment for maternal and child hygiene and children's dentistry are necessary in most instances. The maternal and child health
clinic should be designed primarily as a demonstration
room for educational use, and should be furnished for
children as well as mothers. In some instances special facilities for mental hygiene, nutrition instrnction, and medical social service may be provided.
Public health education is the function which rivets
together all the various activities of a health program and
translates them into terms readily understood and appreciated by those for whose benefit the program is devised.
Health education, therefore, should be introduced into as

many aspects of the health center as possible. Panels,
murals, and posters should be incorporated into the scheme
of the waiting rooms and all other parts of the building
to which the public has access. Provision should be made
for attractive display of printed matter for free distribution. Movable displays may be provided for use in particular clinics. There should be an auditorium or assembly
room for public meetings, lectures, motion pictures, conferences, or medical society meetings. A library-conference
room is desirable in a larger center.
From the foregoing, it will be seen that the health center comprises three major areas: Public, administrative, and
clinical. All these should be designed so as to insure a
harmonious working relationship with a maximum of efficiency and a minimum of traffic and overlapping.
Lack of expert planning, with consequent detriment to
the quality of service rendered, is evident in many health
centers constructed in the past. The planning of health
centers involves complex and interrelated considerations
of function, form, and engineering. Many architects have
not had sufficient opportunities to become fully acquainted
with the highly specialized problems in this relatively new
field. Physicians or health officers, who are usually consulted by architects, are not, as a rule, sufficiently conversant with the problems of the interrelationship and
integration of the va,rious service units, and cannot usually
give the comprehensive advice necessary to insure maximum efficiency at minimum expense.
The services of the United States Public Health Service
arcl1itectural and planning unit, which designed the type
health centers shown herein, are available to local health
authorities and architects who wish to secure expert advice
on hospital or health center design and construction.
The type health centers described in the following pages
have necessarily been designed with general rather than
specific requirements in mind. Many of the new health centers to be constructed under the war . public works program will have requirements not provided for in the plans
here presented; others may not require some of the features which have been included. Nevertheless, on the basis
of the accepted functions outlined above, it is believed
that ~hese plans embody the principal features which
should be incorporated in health centers for communities
of the various sizes indicated.
Because of the legal, financial, and material restrictions
of the present public works program, no attempt has been
made to include in these plans certain facilities indicated
by some trends, both past and present. Space for allied
welfare or social service agencies, for example, has not
been considered. In spite of the obvious debt owed by
public health to welfare agencies, continued direct association with them presents certain distinct disadvantages
to the health department. Whereas the welfare agency
serves a limited clientele, the health department is concerned with the health of all citizens in the community.
Also omitted from the plans because of present material restrictions is consideration of possible combin?tions
with recreational centers, gymnasia, and nurseries, as well as
the possibilities inherent in the association of the health
center with the hospital. These possibilities are, however, of great importance Lo the future development of the
health center as a positive factor for community health.
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DESIGNED for a community with a maximum population of
approxjmately 30,000. A one-story structure with floor area
of 2, 780 squa re feet. Clinic section contains two dual purpose
clinic rooms (see details, page 74), a consultation room, a
utility room, and a dental room. Space for a laboratory has
been included, but jf laboratory work is to be done off the
premises th is space may be uti lized for X-ray facilities.
The administrative section includes a waiting room, information and record room, a nurses' room, and offices for the
health officer, chief n urse, and sanitary engineer.
The basement (not shown) requires only partial excavation.
It contains an assembly hall, a boiler and fuel room, a maintenance room, storage space, and a dead record room.
For a community of this size the staff will consist of from
8 to 10 persons, including 1 health officer, a chief nurse, 4 or
5 public health nurses, 1 or 2 sanitary engineers, and 1 clerk.
Clinic loads will vary but the center can handle about 8,000
visits per year.

EQUIPMENT LIST FOR TYPE A HEALTH CENTER
X-ray and Dark Room . 1 mobile un it 15

to 30 ma ., including cassette box and
fluo roscopic attachments; 1 hand fluo roscope; 1 vert ica l cassette holder (movable); 1 illuminator (fluorescent light );
2 cassettes 14" x 17 "; 2 cassettes, 1O"
x 12 "; 2 ~assettes, 8" x 1O"; 12 film
developing hangers, 14" x 17"; 12 film
developing hangers, 1O" x 12"; 12 film
deve loping hangers , 8" x 1O" ; 2 safe
lights ; 2 floating thermometers; 1 interva l timer; 3 sto rage racks for film hangers; 1 film drier ; 1 unexposed film storage bin ( lead lined ); 1 exposed fi lm storage cabinet ( base and drawer ) ; 1 deve loping, wa shing, and fixing tank (insu lated ), 3-gallon solution capacity ; 1
re frigerating un it; lead numbering set ;
lead-impregnated rubber gloves ; lead-impre gnated rubber apron .
Tube rculosis and Venereal Disease Clinics.

2 examination tables ; 2 sanita ry sheet
apparatu s; 2 instrument cabinets; 2 instrument tables; 2 ope rator's stools; 2
soap dispensers; 2 foot stools; 2 paper
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towel cabinets; 2 sanitary waste recept ac les; 2 gooseneck examination lamps;
l instrument steri lizer; l small desk ; l
chair; 1 adult scale; 2 costumers ; l mi croscope (da rk field ) ; 1 microscope ( o rdinary); l pneumothorax apparatus with
stand.
Maternal and Cbild He alth Clinic. 1 examinati on tab le; 1 sanitary sheet apparatus ; 1 instrument cabinet ; 1 instrument
table; 1 paper towel cabinet ; l operator's stoo l; 1 soap di spenser ; 1 foot stoo l ;
1 sanitary waste receptacle ; l gooseneck
examination lamp; 1 in strume~t s.e rilizer; l sma ll desk; l demon stration table;
1 infant scale; 1 adult scale; 2 chairs.
Utility Room . 1 hot plate; l sa nitary
wa ste receptacle; 1 Bunsen burner.
Consultation Room . 1 desk; 3 chairs; 1
filing cabinet; 1 tabl e.
Dental Hygiene Clinic. 1 operating chair;
1 dental unit and motor ; 1 instrum ent
cabinet; 1 air compressor (twin cylinder ); 1 X- ray machine; mi sce llaneous in-

struments; 1 paper towel cabinet; 1 soap
dispenser; l costumer; 1 sanitary waste
receptacle.
Health Officer's Office. 1 desk ; 3 chairs;
l f il ing cabinet ; 1 map rack ; 1 waste receptacle ; 1 costume r.
Sanitary Eng ineer's Office .
desk; 2
chairs; 1 filing cabinet, 1 waste receptacle ; 1 costumer.
Laboratory. 1 centrifuge ; l m icroscope;
l refr ige rator; 1 incubato r ; 1 autoclave;
1 st oo l; l hot air sterilizer; l set of
sca les; 1 burette stand ; 1 hot plate ; 1
Bunse n burner.
Chief Nurse 's Office . 1 desk; 2 chairs; 1
fi Iing cabinet ; 1 waste receptacle.
Nurses ' Room . 4 desks; 4 chairs; 4 waste
receptacles.
Record Room. l desk; 2 chairs ; l typewriter; 5 filing cabinets; 2 waste receptacles; l mimeogra ph mach ine; l cos tumer.
Waiting Room . 15 chairs (adult); 5
chairs (children); l small nurse ry table;
l large table.
Auditorium. 60 chairs; l table.
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with a maximum
population of approximately 60,000.
One story, with floor area of 4,480
square feet. The clinic section contains separate facilities for venereal
disease control; tubercu losis control,
including X -ray; maternal and chi ld
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health service (see details, page 75);
dental hygiene; and a pharmacy. The
sub-waiting room aids in control of
patients.
The waiting room opens into the
clinical and administrative areas, and
the auditorium. The administrative
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wing contains the information counter,
space for records, a large nurses' room
(see details, page 78) with the chief
nurse's office conveniently located
across the corridor, offices for the
health officer and sanitary engineers, a
laboratory (see details, page 78 ) and
staff toilets.
An auditorium has been provided
for meetings, conferences, educational
lectures, and other assemblages .
The basement (not shown) requires
only partial excavati~n . It contains
storage space, a dead record room, a
maintenance room, and a boiler and
fuel room. A stairway from the basement to the exterior is required for removal of ashes and other service operations.
The full-time staff of such a center
will consist of from 15 to 21 persons,
including 1 health officer, 1 chief
nurse, 1 assistant chief nurse, 8 to 12
public health nurses, 2 to 4 sanitary
engineers, and 2 clerks. The clinics
can accommodate approximately 14,600 patient-visitors per year.

EQUIPMENT LIST FOR TYPE B-1 & B- 2 HEALTH CENTERS
Tub e rculosis and X-ray Clinic
X - ray Room and Dark Room _ 1 200 ma .
unit with transfer and control stand;
1 hand fluoroscope; 1 rotating or stationary anode double focus tube ; 1 tube
stand; l side rail unit; 1 mobile unit, 15
ma., with fluoroscopic attachments; 1
cassette holder, wall hung; 1 il luminator
(fluo rescent light); 2 cassettes, 14" x
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17 " ; 2 cassettes, 1O" x 12"; 2 cassettes,
8 " x 1O" ; 12 film developing hangers,
14" x 17 "; 1 2 film developing hangers,
1O" x 12" ; 12 film developing hangers ,
8 " x 10" ; 1 safe light; 2 floating thermometers; 1 interval timer ; 3 storage
racks for film hangers; 1 film drier ; 1
unexposed film storage bin (lead lined);
l exposed film storage cabinet (base and

drawer) ; 1 developing, washing, and fixing tank (insulated ), 5-gallon developer
and 10-gallon fixer capacity; 1 refrigerating unit; lead numbering set ; leadimpregnated rubber gloves; lead-impregnated apron.
Consultation Room. 1 desk; 2 chairs; l
waste receptacle; l pneumothorax apparatus .
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Foll A COMMUNITY with a maximum
population of approximately 60,000.
Two stories, with Boor area of 4,290
square feet. Designed to meet conditions where lack of ground space prohibits construction of the one-story B -1
Type. This center contains the same
clinical and administrati ve facilities as
B-1. Clinic space is on the first Boor
and administrative quarters on the second.
The basement contains an assembly
room, storage space, a dead record
room, a maintenan ce room, and a boiler and fuel room .
The full -time staff and the clinic
load are the same as for the Type B-1
center.
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EQUIPMENT LIST (continued )
Control Nurse's Office_ 2 chairs; l wa ste
receptacle .
Dental Hygiene Clinic. l operating chair ;
l dental unit and motor; l instrument
cabinet; l air compressor ; l X-ray machine; miscellaneous instruments; laboratory equipment; l paper towel cabinet; l soap dispen se r; l sanitary waste
receptacle .
Venerea l Disease Clinic
Examination Room. 1 examination table ;
l sanitary sheet apparatus; 5 operator's
stools; l ope rator's foot stool; l microscope (da rk field ); l microscope (ordinary); 3 instrument tables; 3 sanitary
waste receptacles; l gooseneck examination lamp ; l sterilizer, 17 " x 8" x 6"; l
paper t owel cabinet ; l soap dispenser.
Consultation Room . l desk ; 2 chairs ; l
waste receptacle. Control Nurse's Offic e.
2 chairs; 1 waste receptacle .
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Maternal and Child Health Clinic
Examination
Rooms.
2
examination
tables ; 2 sanitary sheet apparatus ; 2 operator's stoo ls; 2 operator's foot stoo ls; 2
sanitary waste receptacles ; 2 gooseneck
examination lamps; 2 instrument sterilizers; 2 paper towel cabinets ; 2 soap dispensers; 2 chairs.
Demonstration Room,
demonstration
table; l sanitary waste receptacle; l 0
chai rs; 1 children's play table ; 4 children's chairs ; l hot plate; l infant scale;
l adult sca le ; 1 paper towel cab inet ; l
soa p dispe nser; l microscope; l Bunsen
burner.
Consultation Room .
smal l desk ; 2
chairs; l waste receptacle .
Control Nurse 's Office. 2 chai rs; l waste
receptacle .
Auditorium . 80 chairs; 1 speaker's table ;
l projection machine.

Waiting Room . 20 chairs ; l table.
Record Room , l small desk; l 0 filing
cabinets; 2 chairs (typist); l desk ; l
typewriter ; l mimeograph machine ; 2
waste receptacles.
Nurses' Room. 8 desks; 8 chairs ; 4 waste
recepta cles.
Health Officer's Office. l chair; l desk. ;
l fi Iing cabinet; l waste receptacle ; 1
map rack; l costumer.
Sanitarians' Office. 3 desks ; 3 chairs; 3
waste receptacles ; l filing cabinet ; l
drawing table ; l costumer.
Chief Nurse's Office. l desk; 2 chairs;
l filing cabinet ; l waste receptacle .
Laboratory. l centrifuge ; l hot air sterilizer ; l microscope ; l incubator; l refrigerator ; l autoclave ; l burette stand;
l set of scales; l desk; 1 hot plate ; l
chair ; l Bunsen burner ; l file cabinet;
l sfool.
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with a maximum
population of approximately 100,000.
One story, with floor area of 7,380
square feet. The clinical wing contains separate clinics for venereal disease control (see details, page 76), tuberculosis control, including X-ray
(see details, page 77 ) , maternal and
child health services, and dental hygiene. A pharmacy has also been included. Two sub-waiting rooms aid
in control of patients.
The basement extends under only
part of the building area . It contains
storage space, a dead record room, a
mai ntenance room, and a boiler and
fuel room .
The full-time personnel of such a
center will consist of from 31 to 3 5
persons, including 1 health officer, 1
assistant health officer, 1 chief nurse, 2
to 3 assistant chief nurses, 18 public
health nurses, 5 to 7 sanitary engineers, and 3 to 4 clerks. The clinics
can accommodate about 28,300 patientvisitors per year.
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EQUIPMENT LIST
FOR TYPE C HEALTH CENTER
Tuberculosis and X-ray Clinic
X-ray and Dark Room. 1 200 ma. X-ray
unit with transformer and control stand;
1 rotating or stati onary anode double
focus tube; 1 stereoscopic tube stand; 1
side rail unit; 1 photo-roentgen unit; 1
orthoste reoscope; 1 vertical fluoroscope;
1 illuminator (fluorescent light ); 3 cassettes, 14" x 1 7 "; 24 cassettes, 4 " x
1O" ; 12 film deve loping hangers, 14"
x 17 " ; 12 multiple film developing
hangers, 4 " x 1 O"; 1 safe I ight ; 2 floating thermometers; 1 interval timer; 2
storage racks for film hangers ; 1 film
drier; 1 unexposed film storage bin (lead
lined); 1 exposed film storage cabinet
(base and drawer ) ; 1 developing, washing, and fixing tank (insulated), 5-gallon developer and 10-gallon fixer capacity; 1 refrigerating unit; lead numbering set; lead-impregnated gloves; leadimpregnated apron .
Fluoroscopy and Pneumothorax Room .
1 pneumothorax table with rollers;
sani tary sheet apparatus ; 1 gooseneck ex amination lamp ; 2 instrument tables; 2
operator's stools; 1 pneumothorax apparatus with stand ; 1 ope rator's fo ot stool;
1 sanitary waste receptacle; l instrument
sterilizer, 17 " x 8" x 6"; l paper towel
cabinet ; l soap dispenser; 1 two-basin
solution stand.
Consultation Room . 1 desk; 2 cha irs ; 1
waste receptacle ; 1 adult scale.
Control Nurse 's Office. 2 chairs; 1 waste
receptacle.
Dental Hygiene Clinic. 2 operating chairs ;
1 dental unit and motor; l ins trument
cabinet; l air compresso r ; l X-ra y equipment ; mi sce llan eous instruments ; laboratory equipment; l sa nitary wa ste recep tacle; 1 soap dispenser; l paper towel
cabinet.
Recovery Room . 1 cot and mattress .
Venereal Disease Cl inic
Examination
and
T reatment
Rooms.
2 examination tabl es; 2 sanitary sheet
apparatus; 2 goosenec k lamps; 2 instrument tables; 2 operato r's stoo ls; 2 ope rator's foot stools; 2 sa nitary waste recep tacles; l instrument steri lize r, wall hung ,
17 " x 8" x 6"; 2 paper towe l cabinets;
2 soa p dispensers .
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Laboratory. 1 microscope (dark field );
l microscope (o rdinary ) ; 1 stool.
Consultation Room. l desk ; 2 chairs ; 1
waste receptacle .
Control Nurse ' s Office. 2 chairs ; 1 waste
receptacle.
Arsenical Injection Room. 4 operator's
stoo ls ; 2 instrument tables; 1 instrument
sterilize r, 17 " x 8" x 6 "; 1 sanitary waste
receptacle; 1 paper towel cab inet; l soap
dispenser .
Bismuth Injection Room .
examining
table ; l sanitary sheet apparatus; l instrument table; 1 operator's stool; 1
opera tor's foot stool; 1 gooseneck examination lamp; l sanitary waste receptacle.
Maternal and Child Health Clinic
Examination
Rooms.
2
examination
tables ; 2 sanitary sheet apparatus; 2 operator's stools; 2 operator's foot stools;
2 sanitary waste cans ; 2 gooseneck examination lamps; 2 instrument sterilizers,
17" x 8" x 6 "; 2 paper towel cabinets ;
2 soap dispensers; 2 chairs.
Demonstration Room . 1 demonstrati on
table ; l sanita ry waste receptacl e; 1 l
chairs; l hot plate; 1 infant scale; l
adult scale; 1 paper towel cabinet ; l
soap dispenser; 1 microscope; l Bunsen
burner.
Consultation Room . 1 desk ; 2 chairs;
1 waste receptacle.
Control Nurse 's Office: 2 chairs; 1 waste
receptacle.
Auditorium , 160 c ha irs; I speaker's table; I
projection mach ine.

Waiting Room . 30 chairs; 8 chairs (children ];
l nursery tab le.
Record Room. 2 desks; I desk (sma ll I ; 3
chai rs; 2 typewriters ; l mimeograph machine ;
3 waste receptac les; 15 filing cabinets.
Nurses' Room . 20 desks; 20 cha irs; I 0 waste
receptncles.
Chief Nurse 's Office. l desk; l chai r ; l filing
cabinet ; l waste receptacle.
Laboratory. l centrifuge; l hot ai r sterilizer;
1 microscope ; 1 incubator; l refrigerator ; 1
autoclave ; 1 bure tte stand; l set of scales;
I desk; I chair; l Bunsen burner; I fi le cabinet; l stoo l ; I hot plate.
Sanitarians ' Office: 5 desks; 5 chairs; 3 waste
receptacles; 2 filing cabinets; I drawing table.
Sanitary

Engineer's Office.

1 desk;

l

chair;

l waste receptacle .
Staff Room a nd Library . I conference table
(8'); 8 chairs.
Assistant Health Officer's Office: I desk; I
chair; I waste receptacle .
Secretary 's Office. l desk; I cha ir (typist); I
waste receptacle ; l typewriter; l filing cabinet .
Hea lth Officer's Office, 1 map rack; l desk;
l c hair ; 1 wast e receptac le.
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Total number of clinic visits
annually (based on 6 visits
per mother). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,080
Average number of clinic visits
per week . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
20+
Number of patients who can
be accommodated at each
cli nic session. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
10
Number of sessions required
per week . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2

CLINIC LOADS
IN DETERMINING space requirements
for the various type health centers here
presented, an approximate clinic schedule and personnel list for each type
was first prepared.
The case loads have been drawn up
in accordance with standard practice*
wherever possible. With regard to certain services such as dental hygiene
and venereal disease control whi ch are
subj ect to considerable variations in
different communiti es, it is not possible
to set up satisfactory standards which
may be fo llowed universally. In such
cases it is necessary to confer with
local h ealth officials.
Maximum rather than minimum
standards s hould be utilized in determining case loads, since activities are
likely to expand rather than contract.
Standard practice requires that administrative and office space be provided on the basis of 1 or 2 health officers and 1 chief nurse to a center, 1
nurse to each 5,000 population (approximate), and 1 sanitarian to each 15,000
to 20,000 population.• •
The following examples illustrate the
methods used to arrive at an approximate estimate of th e clini c loads for the
Type A health center (page 69) which
was designed for a community of 30,000 maximum population.

CHILD HEALTH CLINIC

Total number of c hildr en under
5 years of age in 30,000 population (based on normal annual birth rate of 18 per 1,000
population) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Numbe r of c hildren expected to
attend c l inic (based on an expected attendance of 50 per
cent). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Total number of c linic visits
annually (based on 4 visits
per child). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Average number of clinic visits
per week . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Number of c hildre n who can be
accommodated at each clinic
session . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Number of sessions require d
per week . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

PR E- NATAL CLINIC

Number of expected births annually (based on a population
of 30,000 with an average
normal birth rate of 18 per
1,000). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Numb er of mothers expected to
attend c lini c (bas e d on exp ected attendance of 33 per
cent).
......................

2, 700

675
2,025
40
20
2

180

~

2

19 4 2

number of visits r equired to control infection and provide r ecomme nded minimum treatment to each registered case.
The rate of incidence, the percentage of
infected individuals who report at the
clinic, and the number o! cases under
treatment by privat e physicians will
vary considerably in different communities. All of these factors will affect the
number of cases treated.
The r ecomme nded number of clinir·
visits for each case is: 48 for syphilis, a
for gonorrhea, and 10 for other vener eal
diseases.
Assuming that for each 1,000 population there will be 7.5 cases of venereal
disease, of which 70 per cent will b r
syph ilis, 25 per cent gono rrh ea, and 5
per ce nt other venereal infections, then:
Number of venereal cases annually (based on a population
of 30,000 with a rate of 7.5
per thousand). . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
225
Number of annual treatments 7,900
Average number of c lini c visits
per week . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
150+
Number of cases who can be accommodated at each clinic
sess ion . t . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
50
Numb er of sessio n s required per
week . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3
DENTAL HYGIENE CLINIC

Number
of
expected
deaths
from
tuberculosis annually
(based on a popul ation of
30,000
and
a
tubercu l osis
death rate of 50 p e r 100,000) . .. ..................... .
Number of registered tuberculosis
patients
annually
(standard practice r equires
that 5 known cases be und e r
treatment for each tuberculosis death) . . .............. .
Total number of clini c visits
annually (based on 4 visits
per patient) . . . . . . .......... .
Approximate number of clinic
visits per month .. . ........ .
Number of patients to be accommodated at each clinic
session. . . . .. ......... .. . . . . .
Number of sessions required
per month ............. .. .. . .

Since nearly everyone suffers from dental diseases, the dental load may be regarded as that proportion of the community which is eligible for treatment
in a health departm e nt clinic.
In the past, dental clini cs in health
departments Included facilities for prenatal maternal care, and care of preschool and certain elementary school
ch ildr en.
At the present time, many
health departments are improving and
exten ding dental se rvices to include
venereal disease and tuberculosis patients.
Greater utilization of d e nt~ I
facilities may be expected as a r es ult of
the need for dental ca r e among hiP-'school students and youths of pre-draft
age.
Determination of exact r equirements
of the dental cl in le wi 11. therefore,
largely depend upon lo cal ci rcum stances
and the d e ntal program contemp lated by
the health authority of the community.

15

75
300

25

The ve n ereal disease cli nic load is governed by a numb e r of factors which
make it impos ibl e to apply general
standards except with regard to t!H'
*** Two of the sessions sh ould be h eld in the
eve nin g to accommodate persons who work
in th e daytime.

*See Bibliography, page 78; N os. 4 and J3.
** See Bibliography, page 78; Nos. 3 and 4.
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t The rate of handline: venereal disease patients vari es but an adequate st~ff. properly
trained and experie nced, will handle about 50
patients per two-hour session with facilities of
the type provided in the Type A . T vpe B-1 and
Tyce B-2 center,, The Tyce C clinic (see details, pa ge 76) will handl e 75 cases a session.

POSSIBLE CLINIC-USE SCHEDULES based on a nalyses of clin ic roads
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HEALTH CENTER DESIGN DATA
I-CLINIC LOADS AND SCHEDULES

TYPE B-1 & B-2 HEALTH CEN TE RS

TYPE A HEALTH CENTER
Day

Sess ion

Clini c

Vis its

Da y

Sess ion

Clinic

Mon .

A. M.
P . M.

N one

None

Mon.

Evening
Even ing

Child health
V enereal Disease

A. M.
P . M.

Tub ti rculos is
Child hea lth
Venerea l Disease

Den t al

Vi sits

Mon.

A.M.
A. M.
P. M.

D en tal

20
32

Pre-nata l
Venerea l Disease
Den t a l
Venerea l Disease

10
50
10
50

Wed.

Thurs.

A.M .
A. M.
P . M.
Even ing

Denta l
Pre -n ata l
Venerea l Disease
Tub ercu los is

10
JO
50

Thurs.

Fr i.

A. M.
P. M.
Evening
A.M .
A.M .

Pre-nat a l
Venerea l Di sease
Denta l
De ntal
Child health

10
50
10
10
20

Fri.

None

Wed.

A. M.
P . M.
Evening

De ntal
Tubercu losis
Venerea l Disease

10
4
50

Wed.

Thurs.

A. M.
P . M.
Evening

Pre - natal
None
Tu bercu losis

JO
None
4 (2 month ly)

Fri.

A. M.
P . M.
Eve ning
None

Denta l
Venerea l Di sease
None
None

10
50
None
None

Sat.

Cl:n ic

A.M .
P. M.
P. M.
Even in g

Non e

Pre-natal

Even inq

Eve ni ng

Tues.

A.M .
P . M.

Evening

Sat.

Den t al

Child hea lth
Venerea l Disease

HEA LTH C ENTrR

Session

Pre-natal

Den t al
Child hea lth

Eveni ng

A.M .
A. M.
P . M.

u

c

Day

26
50
10
2f>
50
JO

20
50
10
10
10
20

Tu es.

TYPE

V is i t s

Evening

Tues.

8 (2 monthly)

Sat.

A.M .
A.M.
P. M.

Evening
A. M.
P . M.
P. M.
P.M.
Evening
A.M .
P . M.
Evening
Evening
Evening
A.M.
P.M .
Evening
A.M.
A. M.
P . M.
P.M.

Child health
Ch ild health

Venerea l Oi Jiease
Dental

Pre-natal

Pre-natal
Venerea l Disease
Pre-natal
Venerea l Di sease
Den t a l
Tub erc ulosis
Ve nerea l Disease
Pre -nata l
Pre-natal
Venerea l Di sease
Den t a l
Tubercu losis
Child health
Pre -n ata l
Venerea l Disense
Den tal
r.hild hea•th
Venereal Disease
Den t a l

~2

i5
20
12
12
75
12
i5
20
14
75
12
12
75
20

14
32
12
i5
20

(2 month ly)

::Si

75
20

ANALYSI S OF VISITS PER WEEK
Clini c

Vi s its

Tub ercu lo si~

Ve nerea l Di sease
Dental

20
40
6
150
40

Average Vi s its P er Wee k
Average Sessions P er Week

256
12.5

Pre-natal
Child health

Sessions
2
2
1.5
3
4
Per Year 13,3 12
P er Year
650

Clinic
P re-nata l
Child health
Tub ercu los is
Vene real Disease
De nta l
Average Vis its Per Week
Average Sessions P er Week

V isits
40
i8
12
300
50
480
19.5

Sess ions
4
3
1.5
6
5
Per Year 24,960
P er Year l ,014

Cl in ic

Sessions

Vi sits

6
4
1.5
7
6

72

Pre-natal
Child health
Tuberc ul os is
Vene rea l Disease
De nta l

128
21
525
120

Avera ::i e Vi s its Per Week
Average Sessions P er Week

866
2 1. 5

Per Week 45.032
Per Year 1.118
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CLINIC ROOMS-TYPE A HEALTH CENTER
EQUIPMENT LEGEND

1. Work counter with cabinets below.
2. Wall cabinet. 3. Sink with arm or
knee control. 4. Sanitary waste receptacle. 5. Examination table. 6. Operator's stool. 7. Operator's foot stool . 8.
Instrument table. 9. Instrument cabinet. 10. Gooseneck examination lamp.
11. Instrument sterilizer. 12. Built-in
soiled linen hamper. 13. Lavatory with
arm or knee control 14. Hook strip.
15. Small desk. 16. Microscope, (dark
field). 17. Microscope, (ordinary). 18.
Chair. 19. Adult scale. 20. Mirror.
21. Pamphlet rack. 22. Infant sca le .
23. Baby dressing bins. 24. Demonstration table. 25. Blackboard. 26. Hot
plate. 27. Mobile X-ray unit. 28. Cassette stand. 29. Film viewing box.
30. Educational wall d isplay. 31. Costumer. 32. File cabinet. 33. Pneumothorax apparatus with stand. 34. Table
for examining babies. 35. Bunsen
burner.

Requirements. Two clinic rooms which
can be curtained off into two sections each; consultation room; utility room; closets.

CENERAL PLANNINC DATA

Site. Selection of a suitable site for a
health center is important. The center
should be removed from the main busine'ls area but in a place that is accessible to common carriers. Ground space
should be large enough to allow for future expansion. A site in or adjacent
to a public park, where recreational
facilities are at hand, is ideal. Vehicular parking space should be provided.
Preferably, the center should be in a
separate building. It should not be lo·
cated in a city hall, courthouse, school
building, or welfare center. Those who
argue for placing h ealth departments in
schools say that such an arrangement is
ideal for the promotion of child health.
Child health work, however, is only one

Clinic Rooms: Since it is not advisable
to hold venereal disease or tuberculosis clinics in a room used for
other clin ical services, one of the
clinic rooms is designed for venereal disease and tubercu l osis work
and the other for use as a maternal
and child health clinic.
The tuberculosis and venereal
disease room is curtained off into
two sections, each of which is set
up as a complete examination room.
Each section has Its own sink, but
one sterilizer will serve both sections. When the room is used for
a venereal disease clinic, separation
into two sections facilitates and expedites the handling of patients.
When the room is used for a tuberculosis clinic, the mobile X-ray
machine is wheeled into the left
section, l eaving the right section for
pneumothorax treatment and use as
a dressing room. The X-ray equipment consists of a mobile combination fluoroscopic and radiographic
X-ray unit. The mobile type is selected because the room in which
the X-ray work is done is also used
for other purposes and because the
amount of X-ray and fluoroscope
work done is likely to be small. A
vertical cassette holder on a floor
stand which can be shifted to any
desired location is provided for
chest radiography. Any convenient
examining table may be used tor
radiography of other parts of the
body. A hand fluoroscope and fluoroscopic shutters and control are supplied as accessory items.
A small dark room, as shown in

of the necessary activities of a local
health department. The health department is also engaged in venereal disease control, tuberculosis control, and
other activities for which a school
building is not a desirable location. City
balls and courthouses are unsuitable because the activities of the health department differ in all essential respects
from those of other governmental units.
Basic equipm ent bears no resemblance
to that employed by other agencies, nor
are techniques at a ll related to those of
other agencies. Location in common
with the welfare center is not advisable
because the relief group constitutes
only a small part of the health department clientele.
An ideal arrangement is to establi sh
the health center on the grounds of a
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the floor plan of the Type A health
center, is provided with a threesection developing tank. The two
end sections of the tank have a capacity of three gallons each for
developing and fixing solutions; the
middle section is used for washing
films. A film dryer and a storage
bin for unexposed films are also
provided. Not all health centers require a refrigerated water coo l er;
when needed It may be located under the film dryer.
The maternal and child health
unit can be curtained off to provide
an examination room for the prenatal clinic. Two dressing booths
allow one patient to disrobe while
another is being examined. When
the space is needed for a child
health clinic and demonstration
room the curtain can be drawn
back or entirely removed. The baby
dressing bins and other equipment
are the same as those for the maternal and child health clinic in
the Type B-1 and B-2 health centers.
Consultation
Room. The cons ultation
room permits private consultation
between doctor and patient. It a lso
serves as an examination room for

infants during the child health
c linic.
Utility Room. This is a general workroom for the nurses. Sufficient storage space has been provided for
sterile packs and other materials
required in the clinic. The portabl e
X-ray machine is stored in this
room when not in use.

publicly owned hospital. The next best
is to locate it near a non-publicly-owned
hospital organized to meet community
needs. In this way the health department can utilize the hospital equipment
and clinical staff, thus providing better
service at lower cost.
Ceneral plan. The layout of a center
plan should provide for five main areas.
( 1 ) The main entrance, including the
public waiting space, (2 ) the administrative area, including offices for the
health officer, sanitary engineers, and
nurs s, and the record space, ( 3 ) the
clinic area, ( 4) the auditorium, and
( 5 ) the service area, including the
heating plant, storage space, and maintenance rooms.
All of these areas except the service
area should have direct access to the
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MATERNAL & CHILD HEALTH
CLINICTYPE B HEALTH CENTERS
EQUIPMENT LEGEND
I. Work counter with cabinets below.
2. Wall cabinet. 3. Sink with arm or
knee control. 4. Sanitary waste receptacle . 5. Examinati on table. 6. Opera tor 's stool. 7. Operator's fo ot stool .
8. Microscope. 9. Bunsen burner. 10.
Gooseneck examination lamp. 11. Instrument sterilizer. 12. Built-in soiled
linen hamper. 13. Educational display.
14. Hook strips.
15. Small
desk .
16. Built-in
desk.
17. Bench . 18.
Chair. 19. Adult scale with measuring
rod . 20. Small children's play table and
chairs. 21. Pamphlet rack. 22. Infant
scale. 23. Baby dressing bins. 24.
Demonstration tabl e. 25. Blackboard.
26. Hot plate

I

'2

~

4

Demonstration Room . This room i s u sea
for the pre-natal and c hild health
clinics. Here, during the pre-natal
clinic sessions, a nu r se weighs the
patient, reco rds her temperature,
a nd makes other pre liminary obser vations before the woman sees th e
do ctor.
Th e nurse also instructs prospective mothers in methods of feeding,
dressing, and handling babies. A
blackboard and a tab l e on whi c h
can be placed samp l es of maternity
s uppli es and baby equipment i s
ne e ded. A wo r k counter with a microscope and Bunsen burne r sho ul d
be supplied for routine tests which
are made before the patient leaves
the c lini c.
For the child health clinic, bins
are provided for undr ess in g babies
prior to weighi ng, measuring, and
examination by the doctor. Preschool c hildren are wa.ighed and
measured on the adult scal e. The
partitions b etweeo the individual
dressing bins ca n be removed to
p e rmit us e of the co unter for oth er
purposes. Small c hairs and a low
table to h o l d washable toys are
provided for pre-s c hool c hildren.
Chi ld ren may also play under s up ervisio n on the outdoor terrace
adjacent to the demonstration room .
Th e wall space abov e the dressing
bins is u sed for display of e ducation a l material.

Examination Rooms.
Two roon1s are
provid ed so that one patient ca n
get ready whil e another is being
examined. Th is saves as much as
five minutes per pati e nt.
A counter contai ning a fl at-r immed sink with 1<:n ee or e lbow con-

trol , an instrum ent sterilizer, and
basins for green soap is provided in
each exam ination room. Cabinets
above and below the cou nter furnish storage space. A built-in soiled
lin en han1per is under the co unter.
Cons ultation
~ulLation

Room . For private co nb etween doctor and pa-

tient.

Demonstration room;
two or more examination rooms:
consultation room; nurse's room;
t o il et.•

Re quirements.

*See Bibliography, page 78, No. 15.

Nurse's Room :
Controls
and flow of patients.

moven1ent

Toile t . Used mainly for the purpose
of taking urine specimens before
physi ca l examination.
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m ain waiting room. A separate staff
entrance to the administrative area is
desirable but not essential. It is a lso
advisable to have a separate outside
entrance to the auditorium .
Th e admin istrative area may be
placed on the second floor of a twostory structure but it is a lways advisa ble to have the m ain clinical area on
the first floor.
In planning, it should be borne in
mind that programs and techniques
change.
Therefore, flexibility of interior arrangement should be considered and sufficient ground space should
be allowed for future expansion.
Public waiting area. The waiting room
should be attractive and well lighted,
with suffi cient floor space to allow approximately 9 s q. ft. per person of the
expected m aximum patient load for a
clinic session. Either benches or chairs
may be utilized for seating, but comfort of visitors is a primary consideration. Public toilets, telephone booths,
and drinking fountain should be located
conveniently nearby. An information
counter, immediately adjoining the
record space, should be directly opposite or near the main entrance.
Racks and shelf space should be provided for health ed ucationa l pamphlets
and other literature. Wall space should
be available for display of educational
posters and bulletins. Mural paintings
may be a dvantageously employed.
Sheltered perambulator parking space
should be provided near th e entrance.
Auditorium. In order to permit simultaneous us e of the auditorium by several groups, folding partitions or
screens should be provided to divide
the floor area into smaller sections.
Movable seat s are preferable to fixed
seating becaus e they permit a variety
of arrangement and allow greater flexibility in the us e of space.
A small speaker's platform for use
during m edical society meetings, educational lectures, and other gatherings
is necessary. Provision should be made
for a projection machine and screen,
and for lightproof window shades.
The auditorium s hould be connected with the heal th cen t er waiting room.
A separate entrance from the outside
is necessary, howev er, to allow audi torium audiences to enter and leave
without disrupting clinic sessi ons.
Where site space is limited, the auditorium m ay be placed in the basement.
Administrative are a. Offices of the health
officer and assistant h ealth officer
should be accessi bl e from the main
waiting room through the secretary's
office.
The record room contains records of
clinic patients a n d vital statistics of
the community. It should be convenient to th e information counter in
the main waiting room and adjacent
to the nurses' room.
The nurses' room is the office and
work room of the field nurses. Here
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the nurses make out their home nursing records and prepare su ppli es.
The offi ces of the sanitary engineer
and sanitarians should be accessible
from the waiting room and preferably
close to the laboratory.
In smaller
health centers a single office may suffice for this group of personnel. Floor
space should be adequate for the required number of desks, a drafting
table, and special files.
The laboratory will be used chiefly
for the examination of water and milk
samples collected by the sanitary enginering personnel. In large centers it
is desirable to have a staff conference
room and library.
Separate toilets should be provided
for the administrative staff.
Clinic a rea . In small health centers the
clinic load may require only a few
clinic rooms. Each of these should be
planned with sufficient flexibility to accommodate several kinds of clinical
services on different days. Certain
types of services, however, should not
be performed in rooms utilized for
other services. The tuberculosis and
venereal disease clinics, for example,
may be conducted in the same room
at different times, but it is not advisable to have either of these services
located in space utilized for a wellbaby clinic.
In large health centers the various
clinical services may be accommodated
in separate suites. Under such circumstances each suite may be designed
to permit the most efficient operation
of the particular service.
While a general waiting room may
be used for the entire clinic area, in
larger health centers small sub-waiting rooms for the various services
should be provided, with a steering or
c ontrol nurse's station adjacent to them.
The sub-waiting rooms may be used
in common by two or more services,
depending on the patient load and clinic schedules.
The clinic schedules
should be arranged so that neither
tuberculous nor venereal disease patients will occupy the same waiting
space at the same time as other types
of patients.
Privacy is essential in proper man·
agement of venereally infected individuals. Therefore, the venereal disease
clinic should have a separate exit to
pe rmit patients to leave without going
through the waiting room and lobby.
A recovery room should be provided
in large health centers. It should be
situated so as to be conveni.ent to a ll
clinical services. Venereal disease and
dental clinics often have their own
separate recovery rooms.
If school children are to be given
eye examinations, a refraction room
will be needed.
A pharmacy is often provided in
larger health centers b u t is not a lways
essential. It should be adjacent to the
main waiting room.

10
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VENEREAL D'ISEASE
CLINICTYPE C HEALTH CENTER

EQUIPMENT LEGEND
I. Work counter with
cabine ts below
2. W a ll cabinet
3. Sink with arm or
knee control
4. Sanitary waste
receptacle
5. Examination table
6. Operator' s stool
7. Operator's foot
stool
8. Instrument table
9. Work counter, open
below
JO. Gooseneck examination light
11. Instrument sterilizer
12. Built-in soiled linen
hamper
13 . Wall-hung instrument sterilizer
14. Hook strips
15. Small desk
16. Built-in desk
17. Bench 18. Chair
19. Microscope
(dark field)
20. Microscope
(ordinary)
21. Educational wall display

rn
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Note : All room detail drawings in these
rime-Saver Standards are reproduced at the
scale of Ys in. equals 1 ft .

Require ments. Bismuth inj ect ion ro om
with two dressing booths; booths
for arsenical injections; two examination and treatment rooms ; space
for microscope work and simple
labo rat ory procedures; consultation
roG1n;

nurse's

room.

Bismuth Injection Room.

An

examina-

tion table is required because bismuth in.i ect ions are usually given
with the p atient in a prone position.
Th e two dressing booths facilitate
the rapid handlin g of patients and
provide necessary privacy.
Arsenical Injection Booths : The bismuth
and arnen ical injection unit s hould
be located near an exit so that patients may leave the premises after
treatment without returning to the
main waiting room . Since the patient does not u s ually h ave to disrobe to r eceive an a rseni cal inj ection, this form of t r eatme nt requ i res little time p e r patient. Two
or more booths enable the c linici an
to move from one patient to another without loss of time. Th e
work co unter should h ave a ft atrimmed sink with knee or e lbow
cont rol ,

and

an

instrument

ster-

ilizer. Cabinets below the counter
provide storage space and room for
a built-in so il ed lin en hamper.

Movable partitions are desirable
throughout the cli nic areas because
they permit flexi bility of room arrangement as required by changes in techniques and procedures.

Examination

and

Treatment

Rooms. For

physical
examinations,
obtaining
smears and gonorrhea treatment.
Two rooms are required so that one
pati ent can disrobe while another
is being exam in ed or treated.
Space s hould be provido;id near this
unit for microscope work and s im·
pie laboratory procedures. Much
time will be saved if such work is
done in the unit itse lf rather than
in the main laboratory.
Consultation Room. F o r consu ltation
between patient and doctor.
Nurse 's Room . For control of patient
traffic. The room should be adjacent
to the sub-waiti ng room.
(An important aspect of venereal
disease cont rol is th e following up
of persons who have had sexual
contact with infected individuals.
In order to learn the identity of
such contacts, new patients are interviewed by a nurse or trained investigator. A room with maximum
privacy sho u Id be ava ilable for suc h
interviews. When a separate room

in the venerea l disease clinic is not

provided for this purpose, an office
in an adjoining c linic which is not
in session may be used.)

Economy of space may be achieved if
much of the equipment usuall y scattered about the clinic is methodically
arranged on continuous work counters.
Service area. The heating, storage, and
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TYPE C HEALTH CENTER
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EQUIPMENT LEGEND
l. Work counter with
cabi nets below
2. Bu ilt-in soiled linen
hamper
3. Sink with arm or
knee control
4. Sanitary waste
receptacle
5. Pneumothorax table
6. Operator's stool
SUB - WAIT\ NO
ROOM
7. Operator's foot stool
L~Aorn
8. Instrument table
GLASS
WINDOW
9. Two-basin solution
11
stand
X- RAY
?6
10. Gooseneck examination light
11 . Instrument" sterilizer
DRE.sSo'l
~ROM
12. Educational wall display
-~~-~~
MAIN
13. Mirror 14. Hook st rip
. . .o;::::;!:,_~
WAITING
15. Small desk 16. Built-in desk
ROOM
17. Bench
18. Chair
19. Adult scale
20. Pneumothorax
SCALI;
apparatus with stand
o
I 2 3 4 lii.........S~========::::;lli::
21. Vertical fluoroscope
22. View box
23. O rthostereoscope
24. Cassette box
34. Deve lopi n g tank
25. Control panel
30. Cassette pass box
35. W a ll -hung fi lm
26. Photo-roentgen unit
31. Service cabinet
drier, water coole r
Loading bench
ll .Tu~s~~
be low
28. T ransformer
29. Tube
33 . Film sto rage bin

rn

RO~M

n

Requirements. Fluoroscopy and pneun1othorax ro on1; X-ray room and
dark
r oom;
consultation
room;
nurse's room.
Fluoroscopy a nd
Pneumothorax Room.
A fluoroscope is of great value in a
tuberculosis c lini c. It gives the clinician a quick method of check ing
the progr ess of pulmonary lesions.
It obviates the routine use of an
X-ray film, thus saving both time
and money. The room is also used
for pn eumothorax refill, the process
of introducing air into the space
between the c h est wall and the lung
of tlile p atie nt in order to place the
lung at rest and give lesions a
c han ce to h eal. Th e fluoroscope is
u s ually used in connection with the
pneumothorax process, so it is advisable to h ave both types of eq uipment in the same place. Lightproof
s hades are required for the fluoroscopic work.
A co unter co ntaining a flat-rimmed sink with knee or elbow co ntrol, an instrument sterilizer, and
space beneath for storage a nd
built-in soiled lin e n hamper are
needed in this room. A c urtain ed
dressing booth with ho ok st rip and
mirror hould be provided.
X- ray Room and Dark Room . Th e X-ray
r oom co ntains a
photo-roentgen
unit, high-voltage transformer, ide
r ai l, tube stand, and s hockproof
X-ray tube. A cassette hold er is not
included. Instead of a cassette holder a c lip arrangement on the front

of the photo-ro entgen unit c an be
made which will take a 14"xl 7"
c assette. This saves the cost of a
cassette holder.
Th e photo-roentgen unit is selected for this type of center because it offers an effective and economical means of di scover ing c hest
pathology. With this unit, large
groups of people can be examined
at minimum cost with a high degree of accuracy. Either fl a t films
or stei-eoscopic films can be us ed.
Th e 200-milliampere X-ray unit with
a stationary anode tube is adequate
for making good small films.
The dark room contains all the
modern accessories needed for efficient work. Developing solutions
are kept at proper temperatures by
circulating water, the temperature
of which is controlled by a mixing
valve when the tap w ater temperature is below 65°F. a nd by a refrigerated water coo l er when the
water temperature is above 65 °F.
Developing tanks are on one side
of the room and the loa ding bench
with a film drier and film sto r age
on the other. This divides the dark
room into a wet a nd a dry side-a
desirable arrangement. A cassette
pass box is indi cated in the plan
but is not nec essary unl ess the perso nn e l is to in c lud e a dark room
technician.

Consultation

Room

and

IHC0118

TIME-SAVER
STANDARDS

Nurse's

Room .

(S ee Venereal Disease C lini c -T ype
C h ealth center, page 76.)
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maintenance rooms of the service area
are usually in the basement, which
may not extend under the entire building. A record storage room should be
provided apart from the general storage room.
Structure.
Modular unit planning and
continuous fenestration, highly desirable for proper lighting, will permit
both flexibility in original planning
and future rearrangement of interior
space. A module of 4 ft. will be adaptable to standard wallboard dimensions.
Small health centers need not be
fir e proof, and can therefore be of wood
frame construction . The wood frame
of the structure can also be the window
mullion, thus permitting continuous
fenestration and ventilation. Brick veneer, masonry, or reinforced concrete
may also be used. But regardless of
the material used it is well to adhere
to the modular scheme of planning.
At the present time consideration
must be given to the availability of
materials and to the amount of labor
required in the use of various materials. The heal th centers here shown
are well adapted to the use of prefabricated wood panels.
Windows in the clinic area should be
glazed with translucent glass which
will diffuse the light evenly through
the room and yet afford privacy.
Wherever possible, interior corridor
partitions should be glazed above eye
level to provide borrowed light.
Utilities. With flexibility of plan it is
necessary to have flexibility of utilities.
Piping should be grouped, preferably
along an outside wall , so that it can
be reached readily if changes in plumbing fixtures become necessary.
A sufficient number of electrical outlets should be provided in examining
and treatment rooms to serve all necessary examining lights and equipment.
Radiators and ceiling electrical fixtures shoul d be arranged so as not to
interfere with partition changes.
Finishes. In general , interior surfaces
shoul d be durable and non-ab sorbent.
Wall s may be of smooth plaster finished with lead and oil paint in light,
pleasing colors. Wooden surfaces may
be given a natural finish. Where wall s
are subject to heavy wear or contact
with peopl e a more durable wainscoat
may be necessary.
F loors may be linol eum, composition,
cork, asphalt tile, or cement.
Movable partitions may be of plywood
or steel, when the l atter is obtainable.
Ceilings should preferably be acoustically treated in waiting rooms, auditorium, corridors, and maternal and
child health clinics.
Doors should be flush panel.
Interior trim around doors and windows should be eliminated insofar as
possi ble, using integral buck and trim
flush with plaster.
There should be
no projecting mouldings to collect dust.
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The work to be done
by the heal th center l aboratory will
vary with the s iz e of the community, and with the availability
of other lab oratories in the area. It
will a l so depend on whether the
health center is to serYe a city,
co unt y, or district consisting of several counties. The function of the
laborato ry is to aid the clinician,
the epidemio l ogist, the nurse, the
Requirements.
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milk sanitarian, or the sanitary en-
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LABORATORYTYPE B HEALTH CENTERS
EQUIPMENT LEGEND
1. Acid-resi sting work counter with
cabinets be low. 2. Wall cab inet. 3.
Acid-resisting laboratory sink and
drainboard . 4. Utility outlets, gas, air,
electricity. 5. Acid -resisting shelf. 6.
Centrifuge. 7. Stoo l. 8. Microscope.
9. Hot plate. 10. Bunsen burner. 11.
Burette sta nd . 12. Scales. 13. Incubator.
14. Refrigerator. 15. Hot air ster ilizer.
16. Autoclave. 17. Desk. 18. Chair .
19. File cabinet.

gineer by the examination or submitted specimens.
Experience indicates that a laboratory will be call ed upon to make
approximately 6,000 examinations a
year in a city of 100,000. The scope
of activities will vary in different
r egions, but under ord inary circumsta n ce the laboratory should be prepared for the following work:
1. Bacteriological examination of
specimens for
the diagnosis of
diphtheria,
tuberculosis,
typhoid
fever, gonorrhea, syp hili s, streptococcic infections, and pneumonia.
2. Microscopic exam i n at i on s
(either dark field or stained preparations) for treponema pallidum, the
plasmodium of malaria, etc.
3. Bacteriological and chem ical
examinat ion of water from pul>lic
and
private
so urces,
including
swimming places, and of sewage
or industrial wastes. Small l aboratories may find it necessary to rely
on the State health department laboratory for chemical analysis.
4. Physical, bacteriological, and
chemical
analysis of
milk
and
frozen desserts.
5. Bacteriological and c h emica l
anal ysis of food and drugs, and exan1ination of eating and drinking
utensils for contan1ination.

N URS<:S

The extent to which biological
products are distributed depends
upon the policy of the State in supplying them to lo cal communities.
Insofar as practicable the laboratory should keep in stock fresh s.uPplies of the following biolog1cal
products to be made freely available to physicians and to be distributed by the division of communi ca ble disease control:
Diphtheria antitoxin and toxoid
Standardized
toxin
for
Schick
testing
Typhoid and smallpox vaccines
Tetanus antitoxin

I

I

I
I

Anti-1nenin goco ccu s. serum

Anti-pneumococcus serum
Tuberculin
Silver nitrate solution for prevention of opht h a lmia neonatorum
and drugs ror treatment of the vener eal diseases .
If facilities for carrying out portions of the above work are available at n earby hospitals, or if wellequipped l abo r atories for examination of water and sewage are maintained at water or sewage treatment plants in the vicinity, it will be
possible to reduce facilities needed
at the health center accordingly.
It will also be necessary to maintain complete records of all specimens examined. Laboratories should
be large enough to permit conduct ing of special studies when need ed.
In the larger cities two-room laboratories are to be preferred. It may
be possible in some instances to
place steril izers or autoc l aves outside, but adjacent to, the main
workroom. This will assist in maintaining co mfortable working conditions in the laboratory.
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NURSES' ROOMSTYPE B HEALTH CENTERS
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EQUIPMENT LEGEND

1. Work. counter with cabinets below.
2. Sink with arm or knee control.
3. Small desk. 4. Chair. 5. Lockers.
6. File cabinet. 7. Bulletin board.
Requirements. A

large room in which
the nurses can work on their home
visit case records and reports, and
prepare their nursing supplies and
kits; a private office for the chief
nurse.
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NOT ONLY is McQua y furnishing
specialized heat transfer components
for war planes, naval vessels, motorized units and cantonments ... but
standard McQuay Heating-Cooling

equipment is speeding Production on
the Industrial Front. • If you have a
heat transfer problem, look toMcQuay
for the answer. • McQuay Inc. , I605
N . E . Broadway, Minneapolis, Minn.

. . . AIR TEMPERING EQUIPMENT
ESPECIALLY DESIGNED FOR INDUSTRY

REQUIRED READING
AMERICAN BRIDGES AND DAMS. B)

Paul Zucker. New York, GreystonE1
Press, 1941. 16 plus 48 pp., 8% by
11 V2 in ., photos. $1.75
WITHIN a short time we have had
four notable contributions to the literature of American bridges: New
York Triborough Bridge Authority's
fifth anniversary brochure (ARCHITECTURAL RECORD, Sept., 1941, p. 28)
showing five bridges in that metropolitan area, Congdon's " Covered Bridge"
limited to Vermont (ARCHITECTURAL
RECORD, Dec., 1941, p . 30), "Bridges
a..nd Their Builders" by Steinman and
Watson (ARCHITECTURAL RECORD,
March, 1942, p. 26) and the present
work in the Greystone Panorama series.
None of these is technical: yet
each tells much about typical engineering problems and their solutions as well as about the social value
of the different structures, and especially this slender picture book, wider in
scope than the others.
A short introduction and 48 halftones with informing captions describe natural and man-made bridges
and dams from the Paci.fie to the Axis.
The superlatives which decided the
selection compel attention.
This
bridge is " the longest on earth," that
" the largest floating structure in the
world," another is the " tallest and
longest single-span suspension bridge,"
Boulder Dam " the most impressive
. . . by day or night," Grand Coulee
"the world's biggest man-made structure," and so on, each superlative justified by statement of figures and
achievements of the structures.
FAIR IS OUR LAND. Edited by Samuel

Chamberlain. New York, Hastings
House, 1942. 252 pp., 7 by 9 V4 in .,
illus. $5.00

THIS American sequel to " France Will
Live Again" (ARCHITECTURAL RECORD, Feb., 1941, p. 24) and "This
Realm, This England" (ARCHITECTURAL RECORD, July, 1941, p . 30)
presents over 300 photographs as well
as 40 etchings and more than a score
of drypoints, lithographs, wood cuts,
engravings and aquatints. Many of
the views are by well-known photographers, (Frances Benjamin Johnston,
Ewing Galloway, among others, besides Mr. Chamberlain's own work).
The grouping is by subject: The Great
West, The Sea Coasts, Inland Waters,
The Countryside ... . showing these
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now as scenery, now as background
for out-of-door industry: fishing,
shipp ing, agriculture and stock farming. The section called " Our Architectural Heritage" contains source material from New England to California; the whole forms a heartening and
delightful "Portrait of America."
NEW YORK CITY BUILDING CON TROL : 1800-194 1. By john I-'. Comer.

New York., Columbia University Press,
1942. 289 pp., 6 by 9 in ., $.:l.25

A THOROUGHLY documented history
and critique of the administration or
New York City's building regulations
during a century and a half, written by
the professor of political science at
Williams College.
The purpose of building laws is to
"specify how buildings ot various occupancies shall be constructed and arranged to secure at least a reasonable
measure of safety with respect to stability, fire prevention, exit facilities,
habitability and sanitation." The mode
of application of those laws and the
complicated legal machinery set up for
that application are vividly presented,
with the chapters on the "Batt le of the
Boroughs against Mounting Central
Control" and the "Organization and
General Powers of the Building
Agencies, 1933-36" charged with more
drama to the square inch than any of
the others. 1hroughout a kind of
piquancy pervades this serious, detailed
work: it seems to result from the mental footnotes- critical, explanatory and
sometimes good material for libelprovoked in the reader by the masterly
dry restraint of the narrative.
Case histories of buildings, and
transcripts from hearings illustrate
the struggle to develop and to clarify
the administration of the building
laws, a struggle in which the plain,
practical citizen and the technician have
played their part as well as the reformer and the obstructionist.
A table of cases and a 10-page index complete the book.
OBSERVATIONS ON THE HEPHAISTEION. By William Bell Dinsmoor.

Princeton , N. J., American School of
Classical Studies at Athens, 1941 . 171
pp., 8 3.4 by l l in ., 77 illus. $5.00.
(Hesperia. American Excavations in
the Athenian Agora: Supplement V)

A REPORT by the profes or of archaeology at Columbia University on his
study of the temple long known pop-

By ELISABETH COIT, AIA

ularly as the Theseum, but, as a result of the recent excavations of the
American School, now definitely identified with Hephaistos, the god of
fire and metallurgy.
To most architects perhaps the
method of reconstructing the 24 centuries of the structure's varied life will
be of greater interest than the value,
archaeologically speaking, of the conclusions; and not a few may be discouraged by the long chapter near the
beginning on the graves of 19th-century British travelers " who by a cruel
fate expired so far from their native
land ." But architect and layman who
persist in the stiffish reading involved
will have got not only a good grasp
of the building as architecture but also
a rich idea of the life and times of
the people whose monument this is:
the materials and the structural
processes they knew, their waterproofing with lead and cement, their colorwork, tool marks, and a thousand social details meticulously described from
pottery fragments: human figures, animals, plants, costumes, lamps, chiton,
corselet, spear, chariot, flutes, horn,
purple hair.
RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE NATIONAL
COMMITTEE
ON
THE
HOUSING EMERGENCY. New York,

The Committee, 1942. 30 pp .. 8 V2 by
11 in., $0.10

CONCISE, comprehensive statement of
questions of war and post-war planning for workers' housing : types of
housing, standards, design, management, where housing should be built
and by whom, how public and private
activity might be correlated.
Like all others concerned with the
complexities of present-day housing
the Committee recognizes that state au thorities ought to be responsible for
housing in states having no adequate
provision therefor, and that much
housing intended as temp<>rary or demountable will be with us after the
immediate urgency, creating a new
housing problem.
CAN 'T IGNORE MURDER. By
Ruth and Walter Teague. New York,
Putnam, 1942. 270 pp., 6 V4 by 7 V2
in ., $2.00

YOU

CONVENTIONAL as mystery setting and
action: A country house with guests,
servants, and neighbors who, almost
without exception, roam around the
<continued on p age 84l
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As THE DEMAND INCREASES

for faster and faster war production-so the need for dry
developed printmaking becomes more and more important. Because dry developed
printmaking is versatile ...
and you are able to quickly
make prints of engineering
drawings, charts, graphs,
letters and maps.
Dry developed prints are made by the Ozalid Process-the
direct method of turning out dry, positive-type wh ite prints
merely by feeding Ozalid sensitized material along with an
original drawing into an Ozalid whiteprint machine. In two
quick steps-exposure and dry development-the prints are
finished!
Here's how versatile the process is: With standard Ozalid
materials you get prints having blue, black or maroon lines on
a white background, enabling you to assign d ifferent color line
prints to various departments. Transparent papers, cloth and
foils produce intermediate originals which are made just as
whiteprints, without additional equipment. All sensitized material comes in either cut sheets or roll stock.
Whitepririts are made with amazing speed - as fast as 20 feet
per minute in the largest Ozalid machine. Speeds of other
models are geared to suit medium and small reproduction
needs. If you are not already using the Ozalid Process, write
today for literature describing the many advantages of dry
developed printmaking.
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For 51 years ARCHITECTURAL RECORD has rigorously held to a straight line approach t o active
architect-engineers in terms of their curr ent and
coming problems. Today that gives you a publication at its fighting best for this war market •• •
and the horizons ahead.
WE THINK the only reason active
architects and engineers have been
reading the RECORD all these years
is for what they get out of it. In
other words ... pertinent, practical,
working data on their current and
coming problems.
Today, with war smeared all over the
map, what is more essential?
Any issue of the RECORD will
stand your sharpest scrutiny from
the standpoint of service to the war
effort. Even more significantly, go
back two years, three years or more
and you will find articles like "What
Does Military Design Offer the Architecture of Peace" and numerous
others, putting the RECORD squarely "on the beam" for what was to
come.
Every step of the way, we have been
thinking in terms of preparing our
readers to cope with the problems
that lie ahead. Every step of the

way, we have emphasized the kinds
of work that were currently active
or in prospect. Every step of the
way, we have had that stubborn "one
track" mind of ours to steer us clear
of boondoggling or blind alleys.
No need today for us to change
horses in midstream. No need, in fact,
to slow down for any change. All
we have to do is keep on doing what
we have been doing . . . but more,
more, MORE . .. intensifying and
speeding up our job as we go along.
We're moving just as fast as the most
substantial resources in the building
field (yes, F. W . Dodge) will permit.
If you want to ride along with us
. . . if you want to intensify your
service and selling to active architect-engineers . . . the RECORD is
ready to help you do a job you'll be
proud of, and a job Washington will
applaud ... at this time when these
hard-pressed creators of building
need you so badly.

MAY

1942
MAY

1941

It's Uncle Sam's Market!
Almost 90% of current construction volume originating in the
war program is being executed
under direct or indirect government control. This is the active,
unrestricted market for your
product. Do you know which government agencies and departments, and what men are re sponsible for designing, specifying and buying wartime building?
The RECORD knows . . . because the RECORD is reaching
all these men. Ask your REC 0 RD representative to show you
our new report on " Who' s Who"
in Uncle Sam's building market.
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FOR BETTER BUILDING ·
SINK-CABINET
A SINK-CABIN ET combination fs offered, involving mostly unrestricted
materials. High-fired vitreous china
is used for the sink bowl, which is
built in to a matched and bolted hard
maple top impregnated with a special
moisture-controlling agent. The bowl
is said to be stain- and acid -p roof, and
heavy enough to resist all reasonable
shock. An ingenious means of top
suspension provides a watertight bond
between maple and china bowl. The
base cabinet is of kiln-dried hardwood .
. 42 in. , 54 in ., 60 in ., 72 in . long.
Mutschler Brothers Company, Nappa, / nee, Iqdiana. (Figure 2.)
FIGURE 1

RE I NFORCED WINDOW PANE
A NEW TYPE window pane which, it is
stated, will withstand the explosion of
a 150-lb. bomb eight ft. away, has
been developed for use in military construction and industrial plants. The
material consists of two heets of a
transparent plastic sandwiching 16mesh wire screening, and can be installed in any conventional muJtipaned steel or wood sash. Tested under vacuum shock conditions, it ha
stood up without appreciable damage
under a 28-in. vacuum, whil e dear
g las shattered at 15 in. and heavy
wire-reinforced glass at 26 in. At the
Navy's Bureau of Yards & Docks a
quarter-pound ball dropped from a
height of 20 in. smashed ordinary
g lass while it required a 2-lb. ball from
a height of 42 in. to penetrate the reinforced pla tic. The missile left a
clean-cut hol e which could be repaired
with cellulose tape. Sheets of the laminated plastic can be drawn or formed
to almost any shape, but panels of
eight stand ard sizes are recommended,
from 9Y2 in. sq. to 19Yz by 24Yz in.
Monsanto Chemical Company, pnngfield, Mass. (Figure 1.)

W OOD WATER TOWERS
D ESIGNS for wood towe rs for water
tanks from 2,000 to 50,000 gals. capacity are now available on request.
Also in preparation is a design for
a 100-ft. tower to carry a 100,000gallon wood tank. Timber Engineering Company, Washington , D. C.
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and a low resistance to the flow of
air, and to be strong and impervious
to moisture. The ducts can be put
together with airtight connections by
sheet-metal workers. Another advantage stressed is lack of expansion and
contraction noises. Airtemp Division,
Chrysler Corporation, Dayton, Ohio.

FIBERBOARD SHOWER
COMPARTMENT
OUTSTANDING features of a new prefabricated shower compartment are:
hard-pressed treated fiberboard walls
coated inside and out with waterproof
baked-on g rey enamel; all assembly
pieces galvanized steel; no raw edges;
precast reinforced concrete receptor.
32 by 32 in. by 75 in. high . Fiat
Metal Mfg. Co., 1209 Roscoe St.,
Chicago, Ill.

PLASTIC-COATED
WALL PANELS

FIGURE 2

DURABLE WATER PAINT
A w ATER p AINT said to obtain in 30
days an extreme degree of hardness
has been announced. The man ufacturer also says it meets washability
requirements for interior resin paint
as set forth in Federal Specification
TT-P-88. This paint can be applied
over wallpaper or other surfaces. Low
in cost, quick drying and free from
offensive odor, it comes in 12 pastel
colors. Westco W aterpaints Inc. , East
Boston, Mass.

PLASTIC-COATED wall panels whi ch
are completely pre-finished and require no treatment after installation
are offered to speed up emergency
housing construction and remodeling.
Desig ned for new structures or modernizing of old wa lls and ceilings, the
sheets are applied by a waterproof
adhesive or with brads. 10 colors
bonded to sheets by heat treatment'.
For installation by ca rpenter. Recommended for bathrooms and kitchens
pl ay rooms, nurseries, closets, smali
shops, hospitals, etc. Barcl ay Manufacturing Company, 385 Gerard Ave. ,
New York City. (Figure 3.)
( co.ntinued on page 88 J

NEW DUCTWORK
SAVES METAL
FOLLOWING a long testing period, a
new ductwork using 20 per cent of
the material usually required in ducts
for forced ai r furn aces is now in
production . The sheets are shipped
flat and require minimum storage
space. They are said to have high
tensile strength, to be completely fireproof and thus suitable even for plenum chamber , to possess a high insulating quality which conserves fuel,

FIGURE 3
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house and grounds at night. Rather
according to pattern also the suggestion that the plot was thought up too
close to the denouement. But unusual ,
exciting and even convincing, that particular house near Flemington in famous Hunterdon County, N. J. Delightful far beyond most mysteries the
characters and conversation of three
top-ranking architects, Finnish, Swed-

ish, Italian, and their respective wives
-d ignified, likable, intelligent alland their equally top-ranking American industrial designer host and his
novelist wife who tells the tale.
"Whatever you like about the characters has been derived from friends
of ours," we are told; and whether
or not we achieve inclusion in later
mysteries by these partners, we declare
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ourselves their friends, ready after
studying D esign This Day for any
improvisation called for through a
summer night in such good company.

PERIODICAL LITERATURE
DAS WERK. Zurich, Switzerland , Feb.March, 1942. V .29, NOS. 1-2 / 40/
plus XLVI 11 pp.

A DOUBLE NUM::.ER of the BSA
monthly (Bundes Schweizer Architekten . . . ) , devoted mainly to the
recently erected buildings at the University of Freibourg, and containing
three papers by Mr. Honegger of the
firm Fernand Dumas and Denis Honegger, architects to the University;
an essay on the place of these buildings in the architectural scene by the
editor of Das Werk, Peter Meyer, and
a masterly essay on " Idee und Form"
by Werner Taesler of Stockholm-so
far the last word on the question of
the monumental versus the functional
in architectura l design.
The non -Swiss world is sometimes
asto nished by the situation in that
small confederation of one of the
world's great international research
universities at Zurich; by the quiet
modern-ness of student life in many
respects far beyond anything from
Moscow to these United States. In
this number of Das IP erk again one
finds unexpectedly and delightedly in
some three score photographs, sketches
and plans, a background for study and
research equally quiet but literally
spectacu lar beyond what most of us
know: sunlit interiors, free-standing
stairs, open-air auditorium, physical
cu lture suites, a tapestry-lined senate
chamber of ultra-modern simplicity.
The international situation often
either delays or entirely prevents our
seeing Das Werk , one of Europe's
outstanding architectural publications.
This stimu lating number is therefore

the more refreshing and consoling.
THE NEW HISTORY OF ARCHITEC TURE. By Carroll L. V . Meeks. Journal
of the American Society of Architectural Historians, Troy, N . Y., V .2, No.
l , Jan., 1942 (rec' d. June l 5, 1942),
pp. 3-7
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An Architect Discusses the
reliable efficiency of

OIL BURNING SYSTEMS
.!. Il'Unter Field, of Cross & Cr oss, prominent New York Architects, has

selected P etro eq uipm ent for most of hi s buildings, among whi ch are the
Nassau Hospital in Mineola, Lon g I slan d, where the central heating plant
er ves the 250- hed hos1 ita l, the laun dry, the nurses' home and seven other
buildings; a lso the Harl em Savings Bank at I Si st Street and Broadway, l\"ew
York, consistin g of t he bank faci li ties, hops and a large r estaurant. Mr.
Field makes these comments abo ut oil heatin g systems:
"Based on my expe ri ence, I have fo und that Petro Oil Burning Systems have
operated ove r many yea rs with the highest efficiency and satisfaction to owners, occupant , engineers and architects. This kind of serv ice is essential in
hospita ls and instit utions where the health of t he occupants demancls a relinh le and properly co ntrolled system of heating.
"For the duration, Petro equipment will be put to its most rigid test in t he
constant 24-hour heating service required in war industry. In my opinion
Petro will meet this test one hundred per cent."

Petro Oil Burning Systems
are available only-"for duration", on
orders carrying high preference ratings.
BUT-

Petro service, parts for necessary maintenance, and engineering consultation and
services, are still fully available.
AND-

hundreds of Petro Oil Burning Systems
are meeting unprecedented steam demands
in war production plan ts everywhere;
-24 hour operation, far above normal
i·atings, day after day, week after week;

-a "break down" test on a gigantic scale
which Petro equipment is meeting efficiently,
economically, reliably, and without breaking down because ample reserve strength
and wear has always been built into Petro.
In addition to being proud of such performance, we think it is a good thing for specifiers to remember against the time when
conditions again permit the free selection
and installation of normal industrial and
commercial firing equipment.

OIL IS AMMUNITION
USE IT WISELY
Full data on P etro Industrial Burners are in our Catalog
in Sweet's Catalog file--or we will g ladly send copies on
request.

PETROLEUM HEAT AND POWER COMPANY
STAMFORD
JULY

1942

-Makers of good Oil Burning Equipment since 1903-

CONNE~TICUT
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new teaching techniques for architectural history, from pre-lake dweller
times to " the future of our kind of
civilized society," with consideration
of the ever-increasing role of the engineer-as distinguished from that of
the architect which formerly embraced
it-and of the troubles of the archaeologist-architect who "can't design a
Cape Cod hangar." "The architect's
proper and venerable role is that of
planner, of being able to plan better
than anyone else any building or any

areas of the earth's surface as needed
by his contemporaries."
WARTIME PERMANENT HOUSING IN
SHROPSHIRE. By J. Brian Cooper,
F.R. l.B .A. The Architect and Build ing
News. London , April 17, 1942, pp.
41 -6. Plans, photos, details

THOUGH emergency housing has necessitated some temporary dormitory barracks, good housing planned for
permanency is illustrated in the development at Salop for 850 families, with
possibility of another 200 units later.
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HEALTH for
MEN01WAR
The Navy's huge new Med ical Center, monumental in appea rance with
its 22 story tower yet covering some 247 acres and housing more than
1500 patients, is a " bee hive" of activity Its structure and equipment are
the last word in scientific achievement.
The selection of Holtzer-Cabot Hospital Signaling Systems speed the
efficiency of administration that our "Men·of·Wa r" may have the best in
hospital service and attention.
As in thousands of American Institutions they provide quick contact
with patients, nurses and doctors. A fire alarm system protects life and
property. Silent Visual Paging facili tates staff operations. A Sound
System provides for radio program, recording and public address

transmission.
P~tients are more comfortable with less effort. They know the peace of
mind that comes from constant contact th rough a dependable Nurse's
Call System.

Such time saving features quicken the pace of ad ministration; lessen the
work and steps of busy doctors and nurses: help patients to a speedier,
stronger recovery.

9"/e~[fuAu~
O fferts m All Prmdpal C11"J
U. S. N111.d Altdir.il

c,,,,,,

B'1lm J11,.MI.

A"hhtu,

Pa1'1 Phillippi Ct11,
Ph1laJtlphia
Gu11;rl Co111rar1or,
}oh11 AltSh.i1ir
Eltr11iral Co111raoo1,

'(;;;l;~::::·~~·c.
Pbo10, H a,,iJ & £ 11 1111

S111111/J, Holtur-Cabot
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125 A MORY SHEET
BoSTON, M ASSAC ll USETTS

Eight families to an acre; all of the
houses of two stories; a small licensed hotel; shops; village hall with
canteen, clubrooms, library ; children's
playgrounds; garden allotments; tennis courts; bowling green. A junior
school , a nursery school with adjoining children's clinic, a senior school on
the other side of the town estate;
doctor's house with dispensary, waiting room, surgery; garages in groups
to be let separately. Ten types of
houses, some flat roofs, some sloping,
on pleasantly curving streets well disposed with regard to community faci lities.
A SURVEY OF HOSPITALS. By Addison
Erdman, AIA. The Octagon. Washington, D. C. May, 1942, 20 pp., 8 Y2 by
11 in.

AN INFORMING report of two years'
study of over 80 hospitals in 17 states
under an AIA Langley Scholarship.
The 1938-40 report is concerned
with physical features of hospitals, e.g.,
ward and maternity units, operating
rooms, private rooms, services for
communicable diseases, psychopathic
wards; and the 1940-41 report discusses problems in planning and administration of special institutionsmedical school hospitals, tuberculosis
sanatoria, d1ildren' s convalescent hospitals and mental institutions- as well
as trends in general hospital planning.
INFORMATION CENTER, ISLINGTON.
Architectural Journal, Cheam, England,
April 23, 1942, pp. 297-300. Plan ,
photos

A NEW TYPE of public service building to house in one center inquiry
offices for many types of war's victims: Poor man's lawyer, poor man's
valuer, rehousing, billeting, general information, advice, etc. The floor area
is 9,21 4 sq. ft.; the construction, offering the same protection as that required for public shelters, is largely
brick and concrete with minimum steel
reinforcement. Offices line the walls
of about two-thirds of the building,
clerestory lighting is by heavy lenses
in reinforced concrete frames . Through
the center of the floor space are ranged
two banks of interview boxes with
chairs either side of the continuous
counter for inquirers and officials, providing comfort and adequate privacy.
Small children may be left in the play
pen near the entrance.
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When You Gel lo Sound Conditioning
In Planning Thal New Hospital . ..

. . . TAP THE VAST FUND OF

EXPERIENCE

GAIN ED IN MORE THAN 800 HOSPITAL INSTALLATIONS! *
modern hospitals need sound conditioning goes without saying. It is for the
architect to decide what sound conditioning is
to be specified. One basis for such a decision
may well be the hospital experience of the acoustical service considered.

T

HAT

Celotex Sound Conditioning is now giving
splendid satisfaction in more than 800 hospitals from coast to coast. Whether your plans
call for acoustical treatment throughout the

entire building, or only in certain rooms and
corridors, Celotex representatives can cite a
comparable case worth your investigating.
Celotex Acoustical Products are available N OJV/
Solidly developed through more than fifteen
years of field experience in sound conditioning
hospitals, this national organization offers you
(1) Proved en gi n eering practice, (2) Uniformly dependable acoustical products, and
(3) Guaranteed results.

*A folder listing there hos/1itals ruill be sent on req11est.

(CEIL.ii.TEX
SOUND COni DITIONING
COPYRIGHT 1942 , THE CELOTEX CORPORATION

In Canada : Dominion Sound Equ ip ments, Ltd .

T H E
JULY

C ELOTEX

1942

CORPORATION

•
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FOR BETTER BUILDING·

NEWS OF MATERIALS ,
EQUIPMENT AND METHODS

(contin ued f rom page 8 3 ) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

OIL-LESS WALL FINISH

The new finish, it is claimed, can be
applied directly over practically any
type of surface except kalsomine-including wallpaper-without priming.
Sherwin Williams Company, 101 Prospect Ave., N . W., Cleveland, Ohio.

AN OIL-LESS interior wall finish will
shortly be available in all sections of
the country except the West Coast.
This is said to be an entirely new
product, made possible by recent developments in the field of synthetic
resins and employing new cientific
principles. Its vehicle consi ts of a
water - and - synthetic - resin emulsion.

BLAST CUSHIONER
A NEW blast-cushioning incombustitible glass fiber material for blacked

~lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllU:lllll'.11111'.lllll'.lllllllllllilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll!lllllllllllllllll:lllll!lllllllllll:lllllilllllllllllllllll:JllU:lllllallll:lllll'lllll:Jllll!lllll'.lllll:lllll:llll!'llll\'llll\'lllll'llll\'lllllll

Cl

out war production plants has been announced . The material is composed
of fine resilient glass fibers compressed
and treated with a binder and faced
with glass fiber cloth, plywood or other
surfacing material. The material is designed to reduce damage from concussion and provide protection against the
spread of fire caused by incendiaries or
explosives. It may be used as window
coverings and as interior tacings for
exterior walls. Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corporation, Toledo, Ohio.

PROTECTIVE PLASTIC
A BUILDER'S PLASTIC for protecting
and preserving steel, wood, masonry,
fiberboard and new galvanized steel
without neutralizing the zinc plating.
is said to have been thoroughly tested
in builoings on the New York waterfront. This is an oil base portland cement product, combined with various
indestructible fine aggregates. Top
achievement given is its direct applicability to red rust covered and mill
oiled steel surfaces, anc.. to new galvanized steel without removing the oil.
o primer is used. Rogear Company.
11 Water St. , New York City.

HEATINC DATA

SAFEGUARD FOR THE
OTIERATIONS THAT WILL MAl(E AMERICA SAFE
• To make America safe, its production plants must be protected

against all with malicious intent. On its service and quality
records, Page Industrial Fence is recommended for trustworthy
duty at property boundary lines. • Woven wire fence was
originated by J. Wallace Page in 1883, and the company
which he founded hos been a leader in every major development for 59 years. • Page Fence distribution is
unique and extensive. Th is service is performed by more
than 100 local, responsible firms having technical Alv1cToRY
11RsT
tlu Page mills.
training and fence erecting experience. These anall
'::.~~·:t:r:·~·::~~
-o rt/ scheduk
fence experts comprise the PAGE FENCE ASSOCIA- ~~:.::01;u~~0;;.~{
plants workitrg on
TION, Headquarters : Monessen, Pennsylvania. c"""""''" rders
10

•

PRODUCT O F PAGE STEEL & WIRE DIVISION - AMERICAN CHAIN & CABLE COMPANY, INC., BRIDGEPORT, CO NN.
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A BULLETIN said to desrnbe a quick
and accurate method of determining
whether proposed dwellings conform
to WPB heat loss and heating plant
standards has just been published . It
contains heat loss analysis chart and
tables of hourly heat loss per sq. ft.
for 41 different types of ceilings, walls
and floors. The Celotex Corporation ,
919 N. Michigan Ave. , Chicago, Ill .

LICHTI NC COLORS
STANDARDIZED
THREE standardized cold - cathode
fluores cent lighting colors are announced: " Soft White," warmer with
pinkish cast, for restaurants, food
shops, beauty parlors, etc.; "White,"
without yellowi h cast; " Daylight,"
like light from a northern exposure
skylight. All F. L. A. certified tubing
carrying these designations must hereafter closely match the established
standards. Fluorescent Lighting Association , 509 Fifth Ave., New York

City .
<conti nued on page 90 \
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OILBILT
INSTALLATION
E XCEEDS
EXPECTATIONS • •

~:OILER

UNITS
REDUCE COST APPROXIMATELY 4'oX

Contrast the tidy, kitchenclean OILBILT boiler
room shown in the lower
illustration which re placed
the former ponderous,
messy, costly-to - operate
old H.R.T, boilers.

T

HESE excerpts from the report of Robert B. Witham, Administrator of The Leahi Home (Tuberculosis Hospital) , Honolulu,
Hawaii, after a year's experience with their OILBILT installation,
is typical of many OILBILT performance reports:
" .... a little over a year bas elapsed since the
original installation of our two 125 hp. OILBIL T boilers ... we have bad full opportunity
to observe their operation.
" ... I made a very careful and exhaustive examination - before reaching the decision to
purchase them . . . analysis of the first year's
Jog has more than borne out my original conclusion.
". . . these two boilers when placed in operation were installed on the line for continuous
24-hour operation - in contrast with the previous boilers - of the same hp. - operated
from 12 to 14 hours per day - efficiency of
OILBILT exceeded the recommendations of the
manufacturer - cost of operation for a full
24-hour period day after day for the one year's

log has been approximately 42% below that of
the boilers they replaced - we have increased
operating time approximately 35% - reduced
operating cost approximately 40%.
". . . this type of boiler offers something not
obtainable from any other method .. ."
Modern in every detail and embodying the best
engineering practice and principles, OILBILT
steam plants eliminate ashes, coal dust, smoke,
a high expensive stack. Fuel costs are lowest
because of OILBILT'S high thermal efficiency
- they are specifically designed for efficient
oil-firing with a long, four-pass, down draft
boiler and integral burner. Built in sizes 20 to
500 hp.; pressures 15 to 200 lbs.

Our "Victory" effort
comes first. Greotly
enlarged CleaverBrooks monufacturing facilities are
going

11

around the

clock" for militory
production.

Write for bulletin.

CLEAVER- BROOKS COMPANY, 5119 N. 33rd St., Milwaukee, Wisconsin
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CORRUGATED ASPHALT
SI DI NC
A NON-CRITICAL building material, in
the form of a corrugated asphalt siding, has been developed for use on
outside walls of such temporary structu res as factory buildings, warehouses,
storage and machine sheds and others
where corrugated metal siding might
normally be used. The mate rial con·

oz. to- the sq. ft. Sheets 28 in. wide,
in lengths of 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 ft. Certain-teed Products Corp., 120 S. LaSalle St., Chicago, Ill.

sists of two layers of heavy rag felt
saturated in a resino-bituminous compound. The sheets are bound together
with a laye r of high-melting point
asphalt and corrugated under high
pressure. Resultant product is said to
be strong, lightweight, moistureproof
and durable, with corrugations that
will not fl atten out during summer
weather. Weight: approximately 12

ORANCE BLACKOUT BULB
CHANGES in the specifications for a
"blackout bulb are announced, based on
the results of tests in actual blackouts.
Principal change is in color of the
li ght from blue and red to the deep
orange recommended by the Office of
Civilian Defense. Other changes are
maller size, reduced current consumption, elimination of built-in reflector
and new type of black ilicate coating
to prevent light leakage. The deep
orange light is said to be ample to
permit room occupants to see each
other plainly, as well as furniture,
doors and windows. The bulb fits
household sockets. Wabash Appliance
Corporation, Brooklyn, N . Y.
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PLUMBING AND HEATINC
REPAIRS

Jlulovenl
FANS AND BLOWERS INSTALLED
IN TEMPORARY GOVERNMENT
OFFICE BUILDINGS
Two hundred , twenty-five Aurovent Propeller Fans and five Aurovent Blowers have
been ins railed in Tern porary Government
Office Buildings recently completed in
Washington, D .C. Th ese buildings are
among the newest Government Projects
ventilated by Aurovent Fans and Blowers.
The Aurovent Fan and Blower Division
of The Herman Nelson Corporation manufactures a complete line of fans and blowers
for efficient, economical ventilation and air
conditioning of industrial, commercial and
public buildings. At present, these quality
products are available only for projects with
preference ratings.
If you have a ventilating problem, the
Herman Nelson Sales Representative in your
locality will be pleased to assist in its solucion and will furnish you with complete information about Aurovent
Fans and Blowers.

•

THE

HERMAN NELSON

h!Jet:

HEATERS

are available in 263 models, si ze s and arrangements of Horizontal Sha fr
Propell er-Fa n, Verti ca l
Sh a ft Propeller-F an,
Blower Fan and De Luxe
Types.
HiJec Hearers have been
installed in hundreds of
Air Bases, Naval Bases,
Navy Yards, Arsen als,
Ordnance Planes, Camps
and Forrs throughout the
United Stares and irs possessions.

WARTIME HEATINC UNIT

Vertical Shaft PropellerFan Type hi]et H eater

HERM~~.~~~~~~N~~RPORATION

MANUfACTUlllll OP QUALITY HIATING, VINTILATING AND All CONDITIONING PRODUCTS
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REPLACEMENT installations of plumbing and heating equipment which call
for more material than that being replaced are permissible under the
Plumbing and H eating Repair and
Maintenance Order P-84 if the substitution is one of less critical material, acco rding to interpretation by
WPB. It is also explained that prohibition against a substitution "more
extensive" than that which is replaced
does not mean identical parts must be
used: if steel or copper is replaced by
cast iron, or copper by iron or steel,
the substitution is not "more extensive" even though the substituted
equipment may be heavier than that
replaced.

I
1

A NEW oil burning boiler, stripped
to essentials for wa rtime use, has a
capacity of 75 ,000 Btu's per hour.
Fi rebox and fire bowl are combined
in a single assembly, less costly but
said to be efficient. This model is
ample for a house with heat loss of
G0,000 Btu's per hour and comes with!n the Government's limitation of 26
by 26 in. plus allowance for burner
enclosure. Gar Wood Industries, Inc.,
Air Conditioning D ivision, D etroit.
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WHAT-NEW WOODWORK

LIKE THIS FOR

LOW-COST

BUILDING?

y ES- IT'S

"IN TUNE WITH THE TIMES"!

Curtis again makes woodworking news with new woodwork styles, carefully and accurately detailed ... beautiful
enough for the finest home ... at prices low enough Jor the
most modest budget. Here is your answer to the question of
putting more beauty, more style, more quality into low-cost
housing and remodeling! And remember, the price includes
Curtis quality craftsmanship in stock designs. Here are
just a few of the many styles availa ble in the new low-cost
Curtis woodwork line:

Mantel C-6059, designed by J17illis Irvin, Architect. Note the
care/11/ detailing, the distinguished simplicity. This is lowcost woodwork, thanks to Curtis' standal'dization.

EnlranceC-1768, Came1'011 Clal'/,, A1'chitect . Practical atzd bea11ti/11I, this new Curtis entrance
shows that good design 11eetl not be expensive.

China Case C-6529, desi gn ed by H . Roy Kelley,

E11tra 11ce C-1765, Cameron Clark, Architect.

straighJ w11 // by sPeci/y111g rectangu lar baclt..

tion-111akes such entrances available.

Architect. This case m ay a l so be 11sed in a

D esign ofJ~1111011 s flrchitecls-J1/11s C11r tisprod11c-

Cu'Ri1S

China Case C-6525, H. Roy Kelley, Architect. No
dining room. or nook need lack a/1Peal when such
1.uoorlwork is available for lo w-cost homes!

Man/el C-6076, Willis Irvin, Architect. Once, such a disti11g11ished ma ntel was available only f or higher Price homeJ.
Now, a11y home can have it I

Get all the facts about this new low- cost Curtis Woodwork - see for yourself why it flts the lowest cost home or any home, either new or modernized .
Mail coupon for literature.

CURTIS COMPANIES SERVICE BUREAU
D ept. A R-7W, Clinton, Iowa
I want to know more a bout the new, low·Cost Curtis Woodwork
d esigns. Please mail me complete information.

WOODWORK

Na1ne ... . ........ ... ....... . ..........••. . . . . . . . .•. • ..... . . . ••.•

CURTIS WOODWORK IS SOLD BY
RELIABLE DEALERS EVERYWHERE

City .. ...... . ....... . .•.. . ... . ..... .. ..... , .• . .Sta le ........... . . .

JULY

1942

Address ..... . .. ............ . ... ...... . ..... ... .... . ........... . .
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THE SENSE
OF THE MEETING
( continued from page 39 )

AT

National Biscuit Company, Atlanta

Photo, co11rlesy of G . H. Ten11a11t Co. , l\1ituuapolis
Louis J ~irsching, New York City, Architect

. . . 481,000 Feet of Spotless
Maple Flooring
In its new Atl anta bakery, Natio11al Biscuit Company has
assembled every aid to sanitary, uniform baking- including
Maple Floors.
The bakers of "Ritz" know Hard Maple is easy to clean,
because it' s so compact and smooth. Its remarkably tight grain
and tough fibre retain that smoothness through the years, and
give it infinite capacity for taking punishment from loaded
trucks and other traffic.
For employees, Maple' warm, resilient comfort retards
fat igue, and its spi c-and -span urface is a constant reminder
of company standards of sanitation .
... Always, with Maple Floors, food plants foster cleanli ness and better production- decrease, upkeep, maintenance,
and floor costs. For conversion of plants, re-floor with Maple.
MAPLE FLOORING MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION
1 7 8 2 McCormick Buildin g, Chicago, Illinois

Floor with
M:~.M. ~ M;~ple
92

" Our g reat cities, especially, are full of them. We need
planning now so as to a sure better building when peace
comes. W e need it o as to absorb much of the shock
which the end of the war effort will bring. We need it to
show ourselves and the rest of the world that we really
do intend to make it a better place to live in. Thi i a job
for architects, and architects of all people shou ld take the
lead in advocating planning now. "
Thi committee, of which Frederick J. Woodbridge of
N ew York is chairman, reported further that, " Planning
has not been part of an eng ineer' training but it is the
mo t fundamental part of the architect's. Engineers are
needed to see that buildings tand up, that mechanical
eq uipment works and for many other e sential , but architects are needed to plan. The architect ' funct ion as
planner is often usurped by other who have in vented a
new terminology . . . . The proper functio n of the architect i to provide the best possible environment in which
people can live and work and have their being. The bet
environment must be convenient and practical, safe and
durable, and beautiful. Sir Henry Wotton's quaint dictum,
'Well building hath three conditions, commodi ty, firmn e ,
and delight' is a timeless truth ....
"There is a g rowing weight of evidence that in the
future the architect must again be both planner and ma ter
bui lder. There must be no competition between arcl1 itect
and engineer, no antipathy or jealousy. Each ha a sufficiently magnificent role to play which in close collaboration
becomes yet more splendid . Toward the establishment of
tandard and procedures for thi enlarged service the
experience of architects in the war hould greatly contribute. . . . Every architect, even though he may be
obliged to g ive up his profession for the duration, must
share the obligation to see to it that the rebui lding of the
world shall be well and carefully planned."
An immediate speed-up of preparations for civilian
defen se against bombing attack because .. we may reasonably expect ome desperate raid on morale within a period
of months, or even of weeks," was urged in the report of
the Committee on Civilian Protection, in which Horace W.
Peaslee of Washington, D . C. , cha irman, said , . . . "surveys of pos ible safety zones have been dragging along
for months," or have been only projected in many
localities. Prompt action was urged in camouflaging industrial plants. If bombs were to fa ll in the United tates
this year, the report stated, there would be no time to
accomplish anything in thi s direction even if the work
began immediately.
Richmond H. Shreve of N ew York has been reelected
president. D ean W alter R. M acCornack of the School of
Architecture of the M assachusetts Institute of T echnology
was again named vice-president. Charles T. Ingham of
Pittsburgh continues as secretary.
Raymond J. Ashton of alt Lake City was chosen treasurer to succeed John R. Fugard of Chicago. ew regional
directors of the In titute are as follows : John F. taub of
Houston, T ex ., Gulf States Di trict; H enry H . Gutterson
of an Francisco, Calif., ierra- evada Di strict; Albert
Simons of Charleston, S. C., outh Atlantic D i trict.
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prog,am l Th ey cannot do 1heir
bell for Vic tory, unleu !hey gel
convenie nces that lend

10

relieve

fatigu e and keep !heir energy
up l In your plon s for indu strial
con struct ion, re me mbe r rhor a
con stant Jource of cool woter is
one such fealure .•. ond Hal1cty
Taylor Coo le r s ond D ri nking
founta ins p' ovide th e answer.
Typ eJ to m ee t ev e ry facro'y
need ... w d te for totolog.

THE HALSEY W. TAYLOR CO., WARREN, 0.

HOME INSULATION
Zonolite Granular Fill is naturally permanent. 100 % mineral:
~e-pro~f, rot-proof, ve!min-proof, moisture·resi.stant. Fast. easy
JOS!aJlauon . .. packs as 1t pours .. • no nailing .•. no cutting . . . no
6tun& .. . no waste. Extrem ely high thermal efficiency. Valuable on
attic Boors as protective barrier to downward spread of 6.re bombs.

INSULATING PLASTER
Zonolite All-Purpose Plaster Aggregate is clean and easy to mix
and apply •.. 12 1h times lighter than sand with 5 times more
insulating value. Non-freezing .. • crack-resista;,t ..• readily nailable.

INSULATING CONCRETE
Whe~

used with portland cement, Zonolite Concrete Aggregate
combines permanence, extreme light weight-and insulation/ Ideal
for roof and Boor fill; roof d ecks, cants, saddles, Ooors for livestock
and poultry. Undamaged by moisture; absolutely 6re-proof.

~\\111////j/~~

Write for free descriptive literature.

UNIVERSAL ZONOLITE
INSULATIONCOMPANY
~fllbt~
-r~
n:m~u~~~

Thousands of sets of
Grand Rapids Invisible
Sash Balances have been
used, and are being used,
in defense housing proj.
ects - in areas where all
materials are subject to
much critical inspection.
The fact that the simplicity of these installations has earned the
hearty endorsement of
all is 'but an additional
point in their favor. The
real test comes with use
- the smooth, dependable performance under
varying climatic conditions, the ease of tension
adjustment, the absence
of tapes or cables, and
the actual invisibility of
the entire working
mechanism. Saves time,
saves cost and saves on
critical materials. This
applies equally with
either single or double
balance installations.
Production is in high
gear, but deliveries are
governed by priorities as
with other essentials.
Get our 1942 catalog No.
42-SB-2 , and we will
gladly give you full
deli very information .
Grand Rapids Hardware
Co., Grand Rapids, Mich.

~~- ~Z(!'i 'l'i~1~''''~\1 st,.\.f . Plants in Principal Cities
:;;:.--'//, ···"';111 1 11\\~ \.,.'-1".
//I ,.s _1\\\.. .. ·
Dept. 47
y~\I.~~~~~1· ·..
135 S. La Salle St., CHICAGO
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GUIDE TO
STANDARD SPECIFICATIONS
FOR GOVERNMENT BUILDING
by Harold R. Sleeper, A/A
A compilation which lists for quick reference Federal Specifications and Specifications of the American Society for Testing
Materials in the construction field-with notes on their use. A
time and labor saving manual invaluable to all specification
writers. The Guide includes references to other pertinent standard specifications. is arranged by trades and includes the
following subjects:

1.

MASONRY MATERIALS

9.

2.

STONE, SLATE & CAST
STONE

10.

TILE & TERRAZZO

3.

WATERPROOFING &
DAMPPROOFING

11.
12.

FLOOR COVERINGS

4.

STRUCTURAL STEEL

5.

ROOFING & SHEET METAL

6.
7.
8.

MISCELLANEOUS METALS
METAL WINDOWS & DOORS
CARPENTRY

13.
14.
15.
16.

17.

INSULATION &
ACOUSTICAL MATERIAL

18.

EQUIPMENT &
FURNISHINGS

19.

PLUMBING, HEATING &
VENTILATING

BUILDERS' HARDWARE

20.

ELECTRIC

PAINTING

DRAINAGE

SCREENS

21.
22.

WINDOW SHADES &
VENETIAN BLINDS

23.

MISCELLANEOUS
SITE WORK

LATHING & PLASTERING

GLASS & GLAZING

ROADS & PAVING

Date ...... .... ................ .

PRICES
Single copies, 50 cents each
25 or more copies to the
same address, 40 cents each

F. W . Dodge Corporation
119 West 40th Street, New York , N. Y.
Please send me .......... copies of Guide to Standard Specifications for Government
Building, by Harold R. Sleeper, AIA. I enclose check, money order, for $ ......... .
NAME ...... .
FIRM or DEPT.

Architectural Record
119 West 40th Street

STREET ... ...... ... •.. ............. . ....................... ... .........
CITY or TOWN ........ . ....... ...... ... ..... STATE ...•... .... . .. . .. ..

New York, N. Y.
OCCUPATION or POSITION . .. .. ...... ... ..... .. .. . .... ... ..... .. ....... .
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NO rJ!ORE

oooR cLOSERS
* **

IDO%WAR
PRODUCTION

Ric-wiL Pre-Sealed Insulated Pipe Units are fully factory prefabricated. They include not only conduit, pipes, and insulationbut also pipe supports, pipe and conduit fittings, expansion loops,
water-tight glands, pre-fabricated manholes, anchors, and other
accessories. Maximum speed is attained on the site, with a
minimum of labor, and no parts to wait for. Furnished for the
underground or outside overhead distribution of steam, hot
water, or oil. Completely engineered to your specifications.
Ric-wiL saves precious time and cuts cost on any war-program
project! Write or wire for full information.

~:BA. MQy S, 1942

.

Or.der No.Nl-126

For Engineers on Defense Plants only: Ric-wil
Engineers' Manual 420A sent on request.

THE RESTORATION
OF COLONIAL
WILLIAMSBURG
A Reprint of the December, 1935, /$$Ue
of ARCHITECTURAL RECORD. 104 page$,
bound in cloth. $1.50 per copy.

The Colonial WiHiamsburg Number
of ARCHITECTURAL RECORDissue of December 1935-was sold out
soon after publication but the entire
editorial contents have been reprinted
and bound in permanent book form
with blue cloth covers.

We were ready!
When the order came to stop making door closers , LC swung easily and quickly into seep.
For years we have been building LCNs to the
most exacting s candards of quali cy and precision,
and in recent months we had devoted a greater
and greater share of our plant capacity co production for war. So we were ready with the f:"Xperience, the skill and the will to do the exacting
all-ouc job to which we have now been assigned.
When we're back in civvies, we'll have ome
interesting developments in door closer design
to show you. Until then - yours for Victory!

Many thousands of these Wi11iamsburg reprints have been sold but the
demand continues unabated.
ARCHITECTURAL RECORD
119 W. 40th St., New Yo rk , N. Y.
F..nelo1e.d b I, , ..• .. . •. for which send •...•.. . ..•.. eopiH of
your reprint, The Re 1tora1ion of Colonial William1b ure, hound
in c loth, at Sl.50 per copy.

Nam•

. . . .. . .

Addr•••
City and

. ..... . . . . . . . . . ... . . .
tat e

. . . . . . . . . .. . . .••• •• ... . . . . . . ... . .. A. R . 7.42

[@

466
West Superior Street
Chicago, Illinois

Copy right 194 2 No rton L asier
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BOOKS FOR
WAR·TIME REFERENCE

Imagine anyone having to
take care of Daddy- but
it's so! He needs someone
to help him choose his food,
spruce-up his clothes, to
remind him gently to look
fit and keep fit. That's why
thousands of wives and
mothers say to husbands
and sons, " For your sake
and ours, stop at a hotel."

The books listed below are especially helpful for architects and engineers in solving their many technical
problems, including those pertaining
to war-time construction and the protection of the civilian population.
1.

PLANNED A.R.P. , by Tecton, Architects. 138 pages-extensively illustrated with photographs, diagrams
and maps-Price $2.50.

2.

CIVIL AIR DEFENSE, by Lt. Col.
Augustin M. Prentiss, U.S.A. A
334-page illustrated treatise on the
protection of the civil population
against air attack-Price $2.75.

3.

BOMBS AND BOMBINC, by Willy
Ley. 124 pages-A brisk, popular
survey explaining how the several
kinds of bombs are made and their
probable effect on buildings of different types and on air raid sheltersPrice $1.25.

4.

CIVIL DEFENSE, by C. W. Glover.
Over 900 pages-fully illustrated, revised and enlarged. The most complete and authoritative book on the
subject. This volume discusses in
detail the precautions necessary for
the protection of the civilian population-Price $16.50.

5.

ARCHITECTURAL SPECIFICATIONS,
by Harold Reeve Sleeper, A.I.A. 822
pages-Price $10.00.

6.

ARCHITECTURAL CRAPHIC STANDARDS, by Charles G. Ramsey and
Harold R Sleeper, 3rd Edition-344
pages, 9~ x 9Yz in.-Price $6.00.

7.

ARCHITECTS ' AND BUILDERS '
HANDBOOK, by Frank E. Kidder
and Harry Parker, 18th edition2,315 pages-4Yz x 7 in.-Price $8.00.

8.

SIMPLIFIED ENCINEERINC FOR
ARCHITECTS AND BUILDERS ,
by Harry Parker. 214 pages-96 illustrations-5 x 7~ in.-Price $2.75.

AMERICAN HOTEL ASSOCIATION

STUCK IN A STORM?-Don't worry

LESS WORK, TOO, FOR MOTHER-

about traffic or transportation if
stormbound returning from a show
or event. Stay at a hotel overnight.

Mother may be a wonderful cook, but
the best cooks in the world like to dine
out-and often IGive Mother a break.

con.
tagious diseases exile you from your
home, stay at a hotel during the upset
period. We'll take good care of you.

ARCHITECTURAL RECORD
119 Weet 40th Street, New York. N. Y.

The Sign of a
Recogn ized Hotel

'1~kE YOUR

for a fresh START
STOP at a
96

HOTE L

1. O
2. O
5. 0
6. 0
Cheek or money order for
enclosed.

Ploa.e •end

Name

3.
7.

O
0

4.
8.

O
0

.. ..•. .. .. ill

• , . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . ... , , .

AddreH
City and

tale

. , , , ... , .... , , ....... , . .
All 7-42

Check the number• of the booka you want
and moil lo A.rchltectural Record with you;
r•mittance-no •~Ira charge /or po•toge
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PEACE

In times of peace, construction activity rises or
falls with economic trends ..• businesses conform
to type and follow well defined channels .•. and
Dodge Reports service keeps measured pace with
every variation.

In time of war, construction activity is lim·
ited to national requirements . . . busi·
nesses are diverted to new channels • . .
and Dodge Reports service keeps measured
pace with every variation.

PEACE

,.

WAR

During a transition-from peace to war, or
from war to peace-construction activity
is abnormally erratic ••• businesses are in
a more confused state ..• but Dodge Re·
ports service keeps measured pace with
every variation.

Keeping Pace with Construction Trends

o

UR field staff of trained Dodge Reporters,
covering 37 states east of the Rocky Moun·
tains ~ is in daily contact with thousands of plan·
ning and buying factors on active construction
projects. The information they obtain is edited
and issued each working day-in Dodge Reports
-from 17 strategically located district offices.
Subscribers to thi ervice are provided with
timely, accurate and selective information which
enable them to contact the right people at the
right place and the right times, to submit bids

or proposals on work of individual interest. Refinements of this Dodge service provide for effi.
cient office and field use of the confidential information contained in Dodge Reports.
Firms who depend on Dodge Reports service
to keep in close touch with the construction market will be able to adjust their war-time schedules to peace-time activities with a minimum of
lost motion. Consult with any Dodge Representative- without obligation.

DODCE REPORTS
Issued by F. W. DODGE CORPORATION-119 West 40th Street, New York, N. Y ..
ATLANTA . . . . .. . Mortgage Guarnnlee Bldg.
fJALT IMOR E . . ... Court Sq uare Building
OIRMINGUAM ... -~1art;n Building
COSTON . . . . . . . . Park Square Building
UUFFALO
. . . . . . . Curtiss DuiJding
t.:O ICACO
.•.••.. 700 Merchandise Mart
CINCI NNAT I . . . . . American Building
CLEVELAND . . . . . Hanna Building
COLUMBUS . . . . . . 12 North Third treet
OALLAS • . . . . . . . . Construction Bul-lding
OAYTON . . . . . . . . 11 West Monument Ave.
OES MOINES •... ~ Old Co l ony BuHding

OULY
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DETROIT ••..... 607 Shelb y S treet
GREE
BORO . .. . S outheas tern Building
HOU TO
. . . . . ..,. Merchants and Mfrs. Bldg,
INDIANAPOLIS ... Archhec ts & Bldr . Bldg .
JACKSONVILLE
. . Florida Th ea ter Bldg .
KANSAS C ITY, MO. New York Ufe Building
LOS ANGELES ... _. 400 East Third Street
LOUISVILLE . . . . . Heyburn Bulldlng
MIAMI . . . . . . . . .. Pos t a l Building
MILWAUKEE .. . . 125 East Well s Street
MINNEAPOLIS .. . Plymouth Building
NASHVILLE . • .
Unio n Bu11 Terminal Bldg.

NE \V ORLEAN ... ~33 t. Charles · 1ree t
OKLAHOMA CITY Petroleum BuUding
OMAHA . . . . . . . . . S underland Building
PHILADELPHIA .. 1321 Arch Street
PlrI'SBURGH ... . Profeesionol Building
RALEIG_B . ... ... . Secu rhy Bank Building
ST. LOUIS . .... . 721 Olive Street
SAN ANTON IO . .'". Milam Building
TAMPA .. . . . . . . . Dus Terminal Building
TOLEDO . . . . . . . . 1220 Madiso n Avenue
\VASH l~GTON ..... 501 Thirteenth Street N.W.
WICHJ 'i 'A
.•..••. lle::icon Building
'
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GUARD-

-STANDING

•
•
against
moisture
Cabot's Waterproofings-applied outside above
grade-seal the pores and stop moisture before
it can saturate brick and cement walls and
thence menace building interiors. Low in
cost. Easy to appl y. Permanent. Prevents
efflorescence on bricks. 2 Types- one for red
brick and dark surfaces; one for cement,
stucco, stone, yellow brick and light surf aces.
FREE- write today for our helpful Waterproofing Booklet. Samuel Cabot, Inc., 1285
Oliver Building, Boston, Massachusetts .

•

Cabot's
Clear Brick Waterproofing
Clear Cement Waterproofing

REGISTERS -fot
--aM

In hospitals everywhere, all types of doors are effectively controlled with Norton Door Closers. Today,
Norton Door Closers stand preeminent because they
embody features of convenience and durability that
result in long-lasting, efficient service at lowest maintenance cost.

NORTON DOOR CLOSER COMPANY
Division of The Yale & Towne Mfg. Company

2910 N. WESTERN AVE.

CHICAGO, ILL.

A Short Cut to Your

CONSTRUCTION COST PROBLEMS
FOR PRELIMINARY ESTIMATES

GROUP HOUSING

With the widespread use of simplified heating systems, often stripped
to the bare esse ntials, small hom es and housing projects need the
added efficie ncy of Auer Registers. There are many Auer warm-air
models suited to low-cost house requirements, such as the Airo - Flex
"7000" Series shown here. This is a single louvre register with down ward direction al fins , bendable for other angles if desired. If you are
equipping small home jobs, it will pay you to know about the Auer line.
Write for Auer Registe r
Book showing al I models
for warm air and air
condi tioning. Se para te
Catalog "G" also available on
flat
metal
grilles.

Boeckh's Manual contains cubic and square foot
costs on approximately 500 types of buildings with
a total of over 7,(XJJ specific base cost figures and,
in addition, thousands of specific cost variations.
Al I costs are keyed to loca I construction cost
conditions through exclusive index conversion
formulas Boeckh's Manual never gets out of
date if used with the conversion index.
Boeckh's Manual of Appraisal is now used by over
8,500 firms, among which are hundreds of architects and builders. This Manual is nationally recognized by Fire Insurance Com panies and Mortgage
Loan Agencies as a standard of Building Construction Costs.
Boeckh 's Manual of Appraisals and Pad of
Work Sheets. Price shipping prepaid .. .. ... .
Local Current Index Conversion Factors (each
location ). Price shipping prepaid . ... .. .... .

The Auer Register Co.
Cleveland, Ohio
Airo- Flex 7032 Single Louvre Adjustable Register

$6
$}

Order now, examine it for 10 days, then if you are not
completely satisfied return the Manual and your money will
be refunded.

~.BOECKHeN~
Cof\.Sumno "• " ....

"°"" Cl\Qtneers

903. TIMES-STAR BUILDING, CINCINNATI , OHIO
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in 1943 a new. up-to-date

Sweet's file will be issued. Replacing the current
1942 file which will then be obsolete, it will be
placed in service in thousands of offices of building planners and constructors.
Between now and that time, Sweet's will have
received and executed the catalog orders of hundreds of manufacturers. A staff of eighty people
will have gathered up detailed instructions; designed and printed clients' catalogs totalling thousands of pages; submitted proofs; secured okays;
classified and indexed the file; verified the names
and addresses of thousands of recipients and completed arrangements for the distribution of some
250 tons of building-product information.
It is like a big building project. Only a tight
schedule, close coordination and "know-how" will
bring it out right-and on time.

SWEET'S CATALOC SERVICE
JULY

1942

TIME-EXPENSE

How to Specify
the Right Roof
Ventilator -

Ask
Attractive, easily installed, s turdy and stronq
in construction. FERROMETAL Partitions offer
the A rchitect and Builder time·savinq facilities
for Stockrooms, Tool Rooms, Offices, Dressinq
Rooms, Showers and Toilets. FERROMETAL
Partitions are quality Partitions that meet Wartime Buildinq demands.
All materials offered subject lo Government
Res trictions.

*

*

J1Vr;1e for FER R O-METAL Ca talog No. 141 File No. 2 9-i -4

8URT

Free Flow Gravity

For any particular situation there usually is on e
certain type of roof ventilator which will serve best.
Put your problem up to Burt Engineers. Let the m
advise with you and you will reach the correct solu tion. Burt makes a type and a size for every indus trial , commercial and residential requirementStandard Gravity, Free- Flow Gravity, Standard Fan,
Free-Flow Fan , and Monovent continuous ridge
ventilator. All are scientifically designed, quality
made and priced to give " more air per dollar."

.4 .1.;I,

MILWAUKEE STAMPING COMPANY
814-P South 72nd Street, Milwaukee, Wisconsin

W

HEN an architect wrltes
specifications. he is
underwriting with his reputation the items he specifies. That
is why architects generally so
definitely specify - "windows
to be hung with Samson Spot
Sash Cord ••• " - they know
that sash hung with weight,
pulley and Spot Cord give long
trouble free service - permanently satisfactory.

SAMSON CORDAGE WORKS
BOSTON, MASS.

cool
conifort
24 HOURS A DAY
Six floors of perfectly air-conditioned sleeping
rooms. Also the Bombay-Black Mirror Room,
the King Co le Room and the Amber Room
Coffee Shop. All in the fashion of the l 950's.

IN

omaha
otel
fontenelle
OMAHA'S WEL COME TO THE WORLD
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BUILDINGS
to

build an

ARMY

To shelter our huge and growing army, Uncle Sam has
become the world's greatest builder. Supplying the hardware
for hundreds of thousands of doors and windows is one of our
tasks in this tremendous program.
This work must come first , , • to speed the day of Victory
, •• when Stanley Hardware will again be available in abundance for all types of peacetime building.
Meanwhile, we shall be able to supply hardware for only
those buildings which qualify under current
Government restrictions. The Stanley Works, ( STANLEY)
Trade Mark
New Britain, Connecticut.

HARDWARE

When you buy refrigerator doors, you expect them to
last a lon g time. York doors stand up, retain original
insulatin g, sealing and operating efficiency longer because of correct design, generous use of top-grade materials, rugged hinges, skilled craftsmanship ... and
these exclusive York features:
PATENTED ROLLER-SEAL. The York

double seal provide two tough,
pliable gaskets with sponge rubber cores and moisture-proof,
grease-proof, wear-resisting cov erings. The outer gasket overlap and compresses tightly
again t the face of tl1e door-frame. The Roller-Seal or
inner gasket is brought to bear against a wood sealing
st1·ip with a rolling and wedging action that in ures a
leak -proof sea l through the years.
ROLLER-SEAL LATCH. A new latch combines finge1·-tip

Jne~

THE HOllENDEN

Jn e~

Jn .1~, fJ.

THE NEIL HOUSE

THE LANCASTER

Jn AIM.on
THE MAYFLOWER

Jn e~. A'

'If

THE BARON STEUBEN

The Hotels4hat Check with Every Travel Standard

control with extreme ruggedne s and modern st ling
... easy to operate and good looking . . . all expo ed
parts subject to wear made of stainless steel.
York Roller-Seal Doors are available for every type
of refrigeration service, cooler, freezer
and harp freezer doors, vestibule
doors, track doors.
York J ce Machinery Corporation,
York, Pennsylvania.

YORK

REFRIGERATION AND
AIR CONDITIONING

"Headquarters for Mechanical Cooling Since 1885"

.,.,,

- - - - - "KEEP'EM FLYING!" - - - - -

••••••
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INDEX TOADVERTISEMENTS

I

Catalogs of concerns marked (s) are filed in Sweet's Catalog File ( 1942l
Page
Al R REDUCTION SALES .......... Facing Page 27

Agency: 0. M. Basford Company

s ALUMINUM COMPANY OF AMERICA .. ..

32

Agenc:y: Fuller. Smith & Ross, Inc.

AMERICAN

HOTEL ASSOCIATION ..........
Agency: John Falkner Amdt & Co.
AM ER I CAN PENCIL COMPANY ......

98

Agem·y: K1 lchbnum Company

s
s

What is Cleveland's
Most Convenient Hotel?

s

96

Agency: Al Paul Lefton Compam

s AUER REGISTER COMPANY ... .

Page

s

BETHLEHEM STEEL COMPANY .... 24-3rd Cover
BLUE RIDGE GLASS CORPORATION
Agency : .Fuller Smith & Boas, J nc.
BOECKH . E. H •• & ASSOCIATES . . . . .
98
BURGESS BATTERY COMPANY .. .. .. .... ..
11
BURT MFG . COMPANY .. .. .... .... . ..

MAHON , R. C., COMPANY . .. • .. .... ....

s

MAPLE FLOORING MANUFACTURERS
ASSOCIATION . .. . .. .. .. .. . .. ..
.. ... .. . 92
Agency: Aubrey, Moore &: Wallace, Inc.
McQUAY, INC. .. .. .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . ..
79
Agency: Addison Lewis & Associates
MILLER COMPANY ... . ................ 2nd Cover
Agency: J, M . Hickerson, Inc.
MILWAUKEE STAMPING COMPANY
100

s
s
s

100

Agency: E. D. \Volaver

s BYERS. A . M., COMPANY .. .. ...... ....... ..

HOTE L CLEVELAND
OF COURSE
•
And where is
Hotel Cleveland?
On the Public quare, and connected by covered passage to the
Union Terminal and Terminal
Garage . . • close to s tores, theatres, office buildings, Federal
buildings, piers, Public Auditorium, Stadium, sportin~ events.

1

CABOT, SAMUEL, INC . ... . ..................

98

1

CAREY PHILIP MFG. CO .... ................

16

1

CARRIER CORPORATION

17

Agency:

Ham

. C. Baer Company

.. .... . . .. .... .. ...

Agency: Charles Dallu Reach Compan.'
87
Agency: :u cFarland, A.veyard & Comp.ins
CLEAVER-BROOKS COMPANY .............. 89
Agencl': T.\.l nu Voan P letersom-Dunlap .\ ssoc·lutes
CRANE COMPANY ........... .
Agency: Iluchen Compam
CURTIS COMPANIES SERVICE BUREAU .... 91
Agency: Buchen Comoany

s CELOTEX CORPORATION .. . .. .. . .. . .. .. ..

s

Is Hotel Cleveland
Modern?
Yes, indeed! Most of its rooms
have been recently modernized .•.
its restaurants are air-condi t ioned,
and one of them, the Bronze
Room, has beco111e famous-it
always has a "big name" band
playing for dancing.

flotel Cleveland is
co1n/ortable, too, anti
has a cheer/ ul ivelc om e for all who
come within its f rienclly cloors. Let us prove
our hospitality on
your next trip here.
We'll enjoy it, ancl we
think you will, too.

HOTEL CLEVELAND

27

Agency: Morrison Advertising ,I.gen er

MINNEAPOLIS - HONEYWELL REGULATOR
COMPANY .. . .. .. .. ... .. .. .. • .. .. .. .. . ..
Agency : AddJaon Lewis & Aasociates
MONSANTO CHEMICAL COMPANY
Plastics Division .. .. .. . .. . .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

34
13

s

MUELLER

s

NORTON

NELSON ,

BRASS CO ........ ...............

HERMAN,

CORPORATION

Agencl: L. " ' · Ram sey Co.

s

DOOR CLOSER COMPANY

Agency: .K. E.

hepard

22

90

98

OWENS-ILLINOIS GLASS COMPANY ...... 20-21
Agency: D ' Arey Adverti sing Company
PRODUCTS DIVISION .............. 81

OZALIO

Agen cy: D. \VJJ!lam Hoth Com pany

s

PAGE FENCE ASSOCIATION ......... .......
Agency: llelncke. Ellis, Younggreen & Fin n

88

s PETROLEUM HEAT & POWER COMPANY . . 85
s DAY-BRITE LIGHTING , INC. . .... .

I

Agency: Anfenger A<lvertl slng Agenc)
DE WITT OPERATED HOTELS . .
101
Agency: Swafford & Koehl, Inc.
DIXONS TYPHONITE ELDORADO PENCILS

Agency: Federal AdverUslng Agency

s

s

PORTLAND CEMENT ASSOCIATION . . . . . . 23
Agency: Roche, \\' llllams & Cunnrngham, Inc.

s

RAYMOND CONCRETE PILE COMPANY 4th Cover
Agency: 1\eedham & Grohman, Inc.
REPUBLIC STEEL CORPORATION .. . .
103
Agency: Meldrum & Fewsmtu1
RIC-WI L CO . .. .. . • .. .. . .. ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
95

31

DO OGE REPORTS ...........................
DOUGLAS FIR PLYWOOD ASSOCIATION ...

97
18

OU PONT. E. I. OE NEMOURS & CO .. INC.
AgC'n<'y: Batten, Barlon. Durstine & Osborn. Inc.

30

Agency: Mccunn-Erickson, Inc.

•

Agency: Anderson, Inc.

Agency: Gardner Advertis ing Company

Agencr: Ketchum. MacLeod & O rme, lnl'.

Agency: Ma son L

95
33

s

Agency: Fensholt Company

s

LC N DOOR CLOSERS .. .. . .. .. ..
Agency: J. B.. ilam.Uton Adv. Agenc.'
LIBBEY-OWENS - FORD GLASS COMPANY
A.gene~: li~ ull er, Smi th & Ross, Inc.

s

~4\ gc n cy:

Krichbaum Company

s

SAMSON CORDAGE WORKS . ... . . .......... 100
Agenc:y: Callaway Associates
SLOAN VALVE COMPANY .. .. . .. . .. .. . .. .
10
Agency: ll eincke, Ellis, Tounggreen & Finn
s SQUARE D COMPANY . .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. 29
Agency: lleincke, EU ls, Younggreen & }l,Jn n
s STANLEY WORKS ...... ... .................. 101

s

s

GRAND

RAPIDS HARDWARE CO . ..........

93

s GRASSELLI CH EM I CA LS DEPT. .. . .. . .. .. ..

30

Agency: Steveru, Inc.

Agency: Batten. Barton, Durstine & Osborn, I nc.

s

HENDRICK MANUFACTURING

s

HOLOPHANE COMPANY, INC. • . . . .
Agency: \Y.Jlll am G. Seldenbaum
HOLTZER-CABOT ELECTRIC COMPANY

s
s

Agency: 0. M. Basford Compnn)

CO .

Agency: Frank T. Day, Incorporated

....

86

s
I06
102

HOTEL FONTENELLE ...... .. .. .. ....
Agency: IlarTy Atkinson. Inc.
HYGRADE SYLVANIA CORPORATION
Agency: Arthu r Kntln er, Jnc.

100

s
s

IMPERIAL BRASS MFG . CO . .....
Agency : Kreicker & ) Jeloan. Jnc.

TAYLOR ,

HALSEY

SERVICE

.. .. . .. .. . .. ..

99

.. . .... .. . .. .. .

9l

TIMBER ENGINEERING COMPANY .........
Agency: Campbell-Ewald Company
TRANE COMPANY ...........................
Agem·y: Batt.en, Barton, Durstine & Osborn. I nc.

W.,

84

Agency: \Villl am Cohen

19

s

25

s
s

s

CATALOG

18

HOME OWNERS' CATALOG .. .. .... .. .
HOTEL CLEVELAND .. . .. .. ... ...

Agency: Griswold-Eshleman Co.

s

Agency Bonon-Noles Company

SWEET'S

CO.

UNITED STATES STEEL CORPORATION
SUBSIDIARIES .......... ... ...............
Agency: Batten , Barton, Durstlne & Osborn, l nc.
UNIVERSAL ATLAS CEMENT COMPANY ..
A&cncy: Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn, Inc.
UNIVERSAL ZONOLITE INSULATION CO . . .
Agenc) : Critchfleld & Company

26

9

!>
93

15

KEASBEY & MATTISON COMPANY
Agency: Gearc -.\J arston, I nc.
KOPPERS COMPANY ............. Facing Pa ge 26
Agencr : Ket"1mm )lacLeod & Grove

s

WALLACE & TIERNAN COMPANY, INC. .. ..

18

s

WEBSTER , WARREN , &

12

s

YORK ICE MACHINERY CORPORATION .... IOI

Agency: G.

~r.

Basford Company

COMPANY

•.\genn: William J enkins Advertlslng

.\ gencr: J. )1. :\lathes, Inc.

New York-General Manag": H. Judd Payne. Advertising Mcmager: Tom Tredwell. B. B. Orwig,
119 West 40th Street. Bost,,..._Robert Marshall, 855 Park Square Bldg.; Chicago--C. B. R iemersma,
F . H. Bowes and H. Neville Taylor, 700 Merchandise Mart; Cleveland-Homer Andrews, 321 Hanna
Bldg.; Los Angeles-W. R . Mcintyre, 400 East Third St.; Philadelphia-Tom Tredwell, 1321 Arch Street.

Cleveland, Ohio
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